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High-Level Control of Agent.-based Crowds by 
means of General Constraints 

Th~ use of complltfr-genemted crov,ds in ViSll1l1 effects has groll'll tremendonsly 
sim',' I he wClnill~ Clrnll'>; o[ virl,nal orcs 'llld dw," ,,",ore """11 ill [f", Lmd o{ /I", 
Ring.5. Thp,,",' lTo'nl~ ar" gpn"ratPd hy agput-hased t'illluiatioll,,- WiLf'Tf' "ac'IL agf'llt 
h,lS thp ability to Tf'a.."Ou mld act for it~f'i f. 'I'hi" autollollW is dfpctiv,' at allto
rnatically prodlKillg rpalistie. c'olllplpx group ],phaviour but It-ad~ to problpIlJ.~ in 
coul ,rolling I ,h~ nO\,",L~, Du~ to intemctiou betw!'o<On crowd members, the link be
I ',","'ll I h" 1)(' hil viom o[ I he illdivid nal ,md that of I ,h~ whole (;rowd i, 1101 obvious, 
TILe COlltrol of a (']'()wd's bdLilViollr is, IILerdm<\ Lillle C-OIl"UllLiu,.; alld frui;trat
ing. ,1S m'llllmll:>, editing tlw Iwhaviour of iudividuab it' oftfll tlw ouly control 
aJlJlro,lch ,wailable. This problfm of control has not b~ll widfly ,1ddrffiSed in 
crowd simulClliou H,""ilIt:h, 

\y~ propose . irnplplllPilt aud H1;t a ~:;~v'rn in whkh a wo'pr rna,' control thf' I)f'
havio\ll' of a crowd by meruls of general constmints, This COllstmint Satisfaction 
~,·" I.;'IJ' 'llllorllill iuli ly ,lil,crt, 1,1", behClvi()llT ()f IlL<' iIHlivi<lmlis ill Ihe nmn! snch 
that thp group Iwhaviour lllPdt' tILt, pr()\'id'~l m!lstrai!lts \Vp tpt't this s}"wm 
ou a llI11nbfr of scena:ri(l.O involving difl;''[pnt types of agent~ aud compare the 
dT(~':l iv"llf>;S of I,his 'llll<Jmal.i(; SVSt< '1ll t o ml expert nser mannallv clUlllgiu,.; Ih" 
nowd. \\'p tim! our IllPthod of c'ont]'()L ill 1ll0~t ('H."", t() IlP at I" ast M pfliT!iv>' 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Tht.' film rl(hptal.ion of thf €pic Lon! of the Ring_5 trilogy brought to (Jur "(:rl X"" 

',is!. antics of [,luh,U{' creature" battling for ;"liddl€ Earth. Th€ scale aIld sue
C€~s of tlH'f(' fih", io piUtly dlW to the ILV~ of llww 1111:<:", {'o:r.putt.'r-gerx.'rated 
crowd" (o€€ Fignre 1 1) Th" , .. o[t wa.r,' i.llil1 ("[N11."d lh"",' lTOIuls, MrMsive. h<l .. \ 
dMnged tlw way cro,,-ris lH" u~nl ill film_ \ \'hat "'iiS "'W(' illl ;"'p"",;bk expcn"" 
('V('ll in h rg" prodllctiollo j, now pOf~ibl€ eV€l1 for short tilln~ and O:)nL",pT(';ab. 

C"r lilLg L"spr ["(X,uU,, ml! an advert called "Big Ad" in which they :r.ake fU ll of 
tlw r"s"itilL!', tlv"d of cmplovillg large ",;,lic crowds ill film prodllcti()ll~j 

Fignrp 1. 1' A _,h,,1 /rom lhe {JlOlu,!I1 e oj lhe fils( Lord oj the Rin,qs 1ll0l'1e- Only 
tile r:I!01w:!er_' 1fI. lIw " "{II.I'dUli-c- Io.,.cqmmu/ m-e Ii'vf rldors, III f rut tone ,Q fnemted 
i,sin.,4 Mass·ive . Ima.,4 f 801!1'('f ' iitHI,04/ 

Computpr g('I"'r"t(~1 ('r<lwd" ar" rpalis l.ic <l.m1 bdiewblc, both ill lheir 10w-IfWI 
movemellt and in T,h ei r high- lp,',,1 iwililV;Ollr, ['hi" );,.r:.\" ,,,,,ll,, ('OIllPic.x "rowd b<~
iwviOllr ",ollid be diflicilit to d€lin~ ill iI holiotic, top-down nLmlIlPr. ilc4pa<i. 
Wi't,WilT'i\ s\lch iiS .\h""ivt.', <lrllnmte6 th'N" crowr:l~ by €ndowing filCh imlividmli 
agent in t,he ('rowd with th" "iJiiih- to iilli:IWlp iL,dL Ea"h a!!:t.'llt i, !!:iven it~ OWll 
bt>haviouralmod€l. or "brain". and ,,('ts "" it, ,"~'., iiI.. TillS behavioural animatum 
0; tlw individuab €q\li p~ ('il('h "gPllt wit. h: "'1 C"''', p,i vinp, ,111 ,n<->lrclle6S of the ellvi
rOIl:r.ent ami oti",r "gPJLt.,,' d(' ('i"iOll caJ",bilil.ip", >lllowillg t h" 'l!!:t.'ut to determille 
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a reaction to the situation it finds itself in, and a body capable of a range of 
movement. The interaction of a number of these individuals creates complex, 
lifelike group behaviour from relatively simple building blocks. 

As the individuals in a crowd simulation interact, we observe a phenomenon 
known as emergent behaviour. According to the emergence test described by 
Ronald et al. [RSC99], emergence occurs when the low level design, in this case 
an individual crowd member, has well understood behaviour but the behaviour 
of the whole elicits surprise (see Section 3.5 for such a surprise). This is the 
case when the combination of the behaviours of the individuals in a crowd create 
global behaviour whose relation to that of the individual is no longer obvious. 

This emergence is desirable as, in reality, crowds show similar emergent behaviour. 
The disadvantage of this phenomenon, however, is the unpredictability that it in
troduces. The change in the behaviour model of a single agent acting alone may 
be fairly predictable to the person making the changes. However, take even a 
small group of these agents and allow them to interact and the complex behaviour 
that is created by their interactions changes the predictability of this mapping. 
When the behaviour of these agents is altered, the effect of this change on the 
crowd as a whole is not nearly as obvious. This makes tweaking and controlling 
the behaviour of the crowd, as a whole, much more difficult. 

Visual effects, the area in which this form of crowd simulation has been so suc
cessfully applied, has a number of specific requirements, not least of which is 
control. The directors and animators that make use of crowd simulations require 
specific action and properties of the generated crowd in order to tell a story. A 
crowd simulation used in visual effects, in contrast to other areas of application 
such as virtual environments, must produce crowds that are not only believable, 
but directable. 

This is the premise of our research into methods of controlling agent-based crowds. 
Reynolds, in his seminal paper on behavioural animation in which he animates 
flocks of birds, makes a note of this lack of control [Rey87]. The bird's behaviour, 
though interesting, can prove to be frustrating when the user has an exact goal 
in mind. Patterson, in his work on the robot crowds for the movie Robots also 
notices the need for continual tweaking and fine tuning of individuals in the 
simulation in order to have them perform as required [Pat06]. Massive, the in
dustry standard in crowd animation software, also suffers from similar difficulties 
[Dun02]. 

As computer generated crowds are more widely used, crowd software such as 
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Massive has begun to include ready-made agents that may be used to generatE' a 
number of standard crowds. These crowds can quickly fill a stadium with cheer
ing fans or a town with wandering pedestrians. Unfortunately, these packaged 
crowds are unlikely to exactly meet the needs of a particular production: agents 
may collide, wander in the wrong direction and spread themselves too far apart. 
There are few methods of control available to the user other than directly altering 
the behaviour of the ready-made agents. Since agent brains may be complex -
made up of thousands of rules - this is a challenging task for a user unfar::liliar 
with the particular agent. 

The problem that this dissertation addresses is the control of agent-based crowds 
for visual effects. We apply this control in the form of user specified crowd-·le,-el 
constraints which are automatically met by altering the behavioural model of the 
agents in the crowd. We propose and implement a system for meeting such con
straints based on the way in which modern crowd simulations, such as MassiYe, 
implement the brains of their agents. The fuzzy logic rules of these brains are 
based on the vagueness of human language and so we may control the agents ':)y 
altering the way in which they understand their behavioural instructions. This 
allows a user to change the way in with a crowd of agents think, simply by spec
ifying constraints on their resulting actions. 

An example of such a constraint is requiring a group of agents to have crossed 
a line in the environment by a particular time in the simulation. The agents' 
understanding of their behavioural rules is automatically changed such that their 
decisions and actions result in them all crossing the line within the correct time 
frame. Our approach is aimed at meeting the constraints while producing a min
imal change in the underlying behaviour of the crowd. 

The scope of this work is the design and implementation of a constraint sat
isfaction system. We do not deal extensively with the specification of the con
straints themselves though we demonstrate their power and refer to previo'Js 
work in which their usefulness is shown. In addition, we propose control aimed 
specifically at visual effects applications with their particular requirements alld 
restrictions - most importantly the need for specific control. This area is where 
virtual crowds have found greatest use and where additional control is needed. 

Our contribution is a novel method of crowd-level constraint satisfaction. This 
is done by altering agents' brain parameters in a manner similar to an expert 
user performing the same task. Our method is, however, automatic and may be 
accelerated through parallelisation to perform such changes in less time than a 
human user requires. In addition, we reverse engineer the successful principles of 
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the :\fassive crowd animation platform in order to build on its success. This step 
makes our work directly relevant to the visual effects community. 

1.1 Research Aims 

A summary of our research aims is as follows: 

• Investigate the plausibility of high level control of agent based crowds using 
general constraints. 

• Determine, to some degree, the usefulness of such an approach. 

In the first instance we are attempting to determine whether this form of 
control is possible. In the second instance the question is whether this avenue 
of research is worthwhile. This control is tested by creating an example control 
system which is then applied to a range of example crowd control problems. This 
system is compared to the current method of control - manual agent brain alter
ation by an expert user. 

The two methods are compared on their ability to meet the constraints in order 
to determine whether our system shows constraint-based control to be possible. 
They are then further compared on the time taken to achieve success and the 
perceived change in the resultant crowd's behaviour. These comparisons give the 
indication that further research into such control is worthwhile. 

This dissertation does not study the constraints themselves in detail. Whether 
such constraints are useful and how they should be used are not questions that 
are explicitly dealt with, though the use of these constraints in examining our 
primary research questions does give some insight in this area. 

1.2 Structure 

The structure of our discussion is as follows. We first survey current work in 
crowd animation with particular reference to usefulness in visual effects in Chap
ter 2. Of particular interest is the ~VIassive crowd animation platform and the 
fuzzy logic on which its agent brains are built. These two topics are discussed 
separately in Chapters 3 and 4. 

We then discuss the design of our system of control in Chapter 5 with refer
ence to how such a system should be evaluated. The implementation of our test 
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system is described in Chapters 6 and 7. The testing details, results and discus
sion are included in Chapter 8, followed by a conclusion discussing applicc"tion. 
limitations and future directions of our work in Chapter 9. 

1.3 Terminology 

Our area of concern is crowd animation. Since this is almost always accomplished 
through some form of simulation, we use the terms crowd animation and crowd 
simulation interchangeably. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Background 

The research into crowd animation, specific to visual effects, is largely conducted 
by companies for in-house use. In other fields, however, a large amount of pub
lished research into crowd simulation has been conducted. Each of these fields 
brings with it inherent requirements and constraints and often the goal of the 
research is quite different from that required by visual effects. A crowd produced 
for a virtual environment, for example, must be simulated and rendered in real
time. This is not the case for film crowds which may be simulated off-line but 
require an extremely high degree of realism in the motion of the virtual characters. 

A difficulty found when discussing crowd animation techniques is the general 
lack of comparison between these crowd systems in the relevant literature. Crowd 
techniques are often not compared to their predecessors and evaluation of a new 
technique is usually in the form of an accompanying video and informal discus
sion which provides little usable information. This trend is likely due to diversity 
of focus in crowd simulation research, as well as the difficulty in determining a 
means of comparison. 

Before comparing crowd simulation systems, such a basis for comparison of the 
different ideas and techniques must be established. We start by determining the 
requirements of film with regard to crowd animation. These specific requirements 
may then be used to compare the various techniques available to some extent. 
We present the work, categorised by level of abstraction, and relate it to our own. 
It must be stressed from the outset that the aim of this dissertation is to develop 
the animation of crowds for visual effects and so we consider previous work from 
this perspective. 

2.1 Requirements for Film 

In order to evaluate a crowd simulation system, the area to which it is being 
applied must be considered. Our area of application - Film - has a number of 
distinct requirements. By looking at previous uses of crowd simulation in the film 
industry, as well as considering general descriptions of the making of recent films 
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in which crowd simulations were used, it is possible to extract these important 
properties and requirements. 

Stephen Regelous, the creator of the widely-used Massive crowd animation sys
tem, identifies two conflicting requirements of crowds in film [THL04]. The first 
is a high degree of automation. The crowds in a film need to be large, detailed 
and have wide variation. Animating such crowds on a geometric level, perhaps 
using a traditional keyframe approach, would be too tedious and take too long to 
be feasible. The reason crowd simulations are used is to automate the animation 
of these crowds to some extent. 

In opposition to this requirement of automation is the need for complete con
trol on the part of directors and animators. The story that a film tells may have 
very specific requirements for a crowd and so directors would like artistic freedom, 
unlimited by the technical aspects of simulating the crowd. Animators need to 
be able to control the behaviour that a crowd animation system produce~. and 
change the crowd if it is not doing what is required. This requires the control 
to be able to change large parts of the crowd at a high level, as well as alter the 
behaviour of individuals at a low level. This requirement of low-level control is 
evident in the per-shot tweaking of the crowds in films such as The Lord of tht 
Rings [Dun02] , Madagascar [Ker05] and Robots [Pat06]. 

In a technical sense, a film is a series of camera shots which are strung together 
in order to tell the film's story. These shots are usually short, only a few seconds 
in length [Dun02]. What is somewhat surprising is that, in practise, it has been 
found that there is little need for shot to shot coherence in a crowd [THLO.!]. 
Although one might expect that a single crowd simulation would run for large 
parts of a scene and extend over a number of shots, directors prefer to change and 
tweak the crowd for each shot. This is perhaps less surprising when one considE'rs 
that each shot is, in a sense, a separate entity with different shots often fanned 
out to different effects houses [Rob08]. 

Because a crowd will likely be altered from one shot to the next, a crowd simula
tion will seldom need to run for more than a few seconds. This has implications 
for the behaviour of the crowd in that long term planning is not needed. T~lE' 

director supplies the crowd's context. What is important is the crowd's immedi
ate, reactive behaviour. 

Because crowds are set up and tweaked for each shot, the process of tweak
ing and initialisation needs to be made efficient. Animators are not necessady 
programmers and there is often a short feedback loop in which changes need to bE' 
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made and approved. A computationally efficient crowd simulation is, therefore, 
beneficial as interactivity is useful in this authoring and tweaking stage. However, 
as the final crowd render in a film is usually generated off-line, this interactivity 
is more a usability issue than an absolute requirement. 

When considering the wide use of CG crowds in modern movies, it is clear that 
the characters that make up a crowd can vary widely. These range from the 
cartoon-like robots seen in Robots to the fantastic but life-like armies in The 
Lord of the Rings to crowds of real people in Vantage Point. Since a crowd an
imation system needs to cater to such a wide range of characters and creatures, 
ease of authoring and the adaptability of the crowd model is of importance. The 
process of creating the correct crowd behaviour is a lengthy one, as seen in the 
development of the behaviour for the crowds in Narnia, which took some nine 
months to develop [WWB06]. Authoring is therefore an important consideration. 

Whatever the nature of the crowd, the motion and believability of the characters 
in the crowd is paramount. A seamless blend is needed between the simulated 
crowd, often in the background, and other characters on screen. These characters 
may be hand animated, in the case of an animated movie, or be real actors from 
live footage. In both cases, the motion generated by the crowd simulation must 
stand up to comparison with the foreground characters. The great importance 
of motion quality is clearly seen in movies such as Narnia [WWB06] where the 
motion capture alone took six months. Industrial Light and Magic, in movies 
such as Star Wars Episode 1: The Phantom Menace, used only a simple particle 
system to control the crowd's movement [THL04]. Their primary focus, however, 
was on the quality of the animation that their system produced - the complexity 
of the crowd's behaviour was of secondary importance. 

Although the quality of the motion of the individuals in a crowd cannot be 
compromised, the richness of the behaviour of individuals is also of importance. 
A major advantage of widely used crowd animation software such as Massive is 
that they allow for complicated crowd scenes with complex interactions and crowd 
behaviour such as fighting, falling and climbing over one another [Dun02, ABL04]. 

The properties and requirements discussed above give us a basis for examin
ing a crowd simulation's usefulness in visual effects. We list the five distinct 
requirements (in approximate order of importance) that we will use to compare 
and discuss the work done in the field of crowd simulation: 

• Animation Quality - The characters must fit into the film and move in 
a believable or plausible fashion. The crowd animation system must allow 
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for this. 

• Control - Since a film is telling a story, not just creating a virtual ·world. 
there is a need for complete control at both high and low levels. 

• Automation - The purpose of a crowd simulation tool is to automate work 
that is too tedious to be done by hancl. 

• Ease of authoring - Crowds with a wide variety of characters must be 
created, initialised and tweaked for each shot, often by non-programmers. 

• Behavioural Complexity - Simulated crowds which are able to perform 
a wide variety of actions are more useful to a director. 

• Computational Efficiency - Low computational cost means that large 
crowds can be created while still allowing for interactive visualisation. 

It is important to note that much of the work we discuss has been aimed at 
applications that differ significantly from film. These metrics are an attempt to 
define what is important for crowds in the visual effects industry in particular. 

2.2 Crowds at Present 

A widely-used and effective method of simulating a crowd of characters is us
ing a bottom-up approach. In general, bottom-up refers to the modelling of low 
level elements in order to produce the high level effect. In the case of crowds. 
this means modelling the individuals that make up the crowd and then combining 
them in order to model the crowd itself. This is particularly true for visual effects 
applications as an individual representation of the crowd members is required. 

The modelling of the individuals in a crowd is an example of what ReY::lolds 
calls behavioural animation [Rey87]. While traditional animation takes place on 
the level of geometry, behavioural animation takes place at a layer above the 
geometry - the behavioural level. By specifying how a character behaves, an an
imator creates a character model that is, on the geometric level, self-anim2,ting. 
Where a character rig might be thought of as giving a character a body a:ld 
defining its possible movement, a behavioural model gives the character a ':)fain 
so that it can move its own body. 

Real crowds are made up of people or creatures that can sense, think, react 
and plan. Behavioural animation techniques model this with differing degrees of 
abstraction. Current crowd models can be categorised by their level and form of 
abstraction. 
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2.2.1 Crowds of Part.ides 

Panide ~vst"IllS arc \\'idd" used ill mmpllter f',mplLi{:!; for ",,,ddling srnokt. tir!' 
and ",ater [1{",,~3]. Each part.icle in tl purtid" ~ystprn has tl short lbt of att ribme8 
such as velodty and position. By adding orientation co this ];s( of pamllH'tNs 
,,,' milv usc it parriel,· a.~ a ~implc d('SNip(ion of ,m individlla] ill a ('wwd. TjM'~' 
Jmrticks aW t.hen stlb ject"d t.o fOfce;; which H{X'''["ult'' I.hem through spa('e - the 
ptlrticlf~ thfInselws are inert. The Ust of particle systems is an attracc i,'c op(ion 
tlS it employs existing tDOls with which unimators arc already familiar and which 
arc part of popular moo.·llillg and animation packag~. 

'I'IJ" crowd syst.('m n""d by PllI/llrerilllworh for featnre fi lms sll~h tiS Shrek:! 
'mel Madagu_5car is an exmnl'le of the 1lS€ of p<lrticles Xer(J~l (S€c Figure 2.1). 
Their system repreS€llts each clw.rac(cr in the crowd by a particle and tl"es a 
part.ick ~y~t.('Jlj tool to ('H'at" th!' ('rowd'~ traj('('t.ol'il»;. Ouc!' thi~ gpnera l motiOll 
htlS bc'('U3ppmvlxj by dil'!'ctoJ'~, ~l>€ciali,;ed >;('!'ipts, called High-tRwl Behu\-iours. 
aJ'e l1S€d to 3dd 3ddition&l3.llinHltioll to (he charuncrs. An cX31npk is thc look-a}, 
scrip i \\'hich [<'tiU'gCt.S a dliu'act.er's ",u:-:e toward a pani('lilal' point in ~pa('" (bon", 
]",w dliU'a('t.cr for ill~t.an(''') Allima!.i"n (ydD~ an, tlWll 3ppiiDd to the nowd tllld 
adi4ll!'d wtwr!' Jl(,,,ded for th!' High-L ... vel Heh,,,!iol1l'~. 

Fif',llH' 2.1: A (.""m'd jmm ill(' mOVie .'"ladagasl.'(lT- The charactu8 In tn.f back
ground lVl:n c)T.'(ilfd !Ising in-hOlt_51.' (Towd 8ojtwarr' by rDJ/JJJT.'(l))lII.'lIrK:8 [-!llIlgl 

"""rTf: iKmD.,).' , - ., 
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,\ ~inLililr ~y~t"nL Wll.~ ll"cd Hi. lJLdllSlriill Light "",1 :\la~ic for fillllR such a.~ 

StaT Wars Episode 1:"1"11." Plum/nffl. M",1.(Jf.'C rTlIUHI_ lI,~'" "",,,ilL p,ulicct" ~_\-S

'Clll>; willl CUSI.OlIl runtime rules ar~ often used to animate the trajectories of the 
(Towel nL"lnl><'r~_ Fowe fields ill Ihe e"nWllmcllt provide il IllC'Ul~ to direct the 
crOW(rS path. Ttl tll<' d"",'ripl.iOIL of 1,1", crowd ilJLiuml.ioIL pn"' il~, il. is inl.crCl'l,ill~ 

1.0 nol.e the clllplw.~is given to the set, up of the crO"TL In some cases. ellst,om 
t()()l~ w"rC crc,lI,cd I.() initblisc a crowd for a paJ"ticuiar scene. 

Although tllese siHlplc parl.iclc svsl.c",s arc lls" l itl llllll, l.lwv do Hoi. nc<x'l"sm-iiv 
mo:ct our des(Tibed re<j\lircnwnts ,\ ~ilnpl" p<>nid" sysl.cnL is 'lULl<' Ikxibk - Ih" 
particle,," lllay be controll""l quit-e imuit,i vciy using forc" fields ,wd ';() th" 'lILinLa
tor i~ fn'c itl crc>lUng diffcrcnt typcs of characters and behaviour, Ho,w\-er , this 
simplicity T'edu,, 'lS the IlHtnmlliion of thc SVStClll ih~ IllllCh of Ihc sjx'2ification of 
a rrowd'~ llL()\-ClLl"Ilt i~ Idl 10 the "tlilllHI,Or, 

Anot,hcr major disadvant~ge of this simple ~daption of parti('le hystcm~ i~ t.he 
hck of1)chavioural com plexi ty it does not model I ],e interactions betwe<"n n [{,In
l~'rh of a (:Iowd 1.1",1, ,,-c observc and CXp02t, Crowds arc madc up of indi\iduals 
t.hat aTe awm''' of o"e illLol.iLcr awl hO ilLt,emt'!.: poocstriitns w"lkin~ down il ~trecl 
avoid collisions and follow others t hilt ilr" II LovilL"; i" t.he i"f)"'" d iwcl iotl I'lle 1 no
I iOlL gelLcrat.cd bv standH.rd particle syst~ms lacks these characteristics_ A crowd 
""Hid that prodlm'lS reillis1.ic crowd illlillliltion mu~1 takc illl.o account thc char
acters of a crowd ,em't ilL!,; to 1l.1Ld a\'oidilL"; OIL<' aILol,heL mlLOtl;.'; ol.her ilLl .enu:l.ioILs, 

Sill"" thc motion of particles in general particle systems is often conl,rolled by 
foT''''' fidd~, OlLe po.<.sibi:il.Y IS to llmc thcsc controlling force fields take into ac 
count. particle int,en>ctiOlL Ciwtltly [Chd}1i iILI.mdH"eh pm'-' iil,,_, whid! mc (,Olll
bined into a diveT'gence-ire<" field_ Utl ~ p(N;i!>k "pplicHtiotl of t.hi~ W()]';' i~ I.!", 
simulation of a crowd by adwct-ing ]Jartides through such a fi~ld_ Sinc~, by lLH
tHce of I.he divcr::,:en('0-fr02 propcrly, I,he strcamlines of thc Held do not croos. 
t]w ]JilTtick~ will lLOt ",lli,l<,. Alt.lwu~h I,his dcal~ wil.h collisions hctwc<cn crowd 
meml>eTs, tILe pHth~ of the itldivid'lill~ (',mILot crollS illl<\ so cnm-d inl,craction i~ 
sevcrel,' limited, 

A morc ~curate method is to dire<:'t!y model the intf'ract ions i>et.W(UL itldi,-id
Hak In il ph,~icalh inspircd appro.'l.ch, Helbing and !>lolnJ<: [H!>193j int.l'odnce 
",">cial fOH'(":' whi('h tl",,, ilpplv hp,('dficallv i.o PCd&tri'lllR. These forccs lIwdd .. . 

tILe , e,,,:ti,,,,_ alIno~1. alltomal,k mO"""'''ILt~ tha t. p"k~triaIL~ mil;'''. \\'ILen "",Iking 
ill a (Towd ,dOlLg a ~tred-, tl"" pcd<'slri>ln i~ pT'esent.ed with well-known ~itua.t , ions. 

People ,.;i'-e little t ILo\lgllt. to t.heir actions as the" avoid colli~ions itl sH('lL ellviroH
meHt~ il-tld ';() the a nthors ar;.';u~ that such actions m:c prcdicl.abk iltld effectiv~h-. . 
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captured by It simple force modeL The forcc~ used to describ,' Iw,]"sl.rian ll~)[.i()Il 
aIn: ". fon '(' to ,l.<o( '!'kral." to du' d('~in,d vd()('iLv; il rnplll~i()Il for(',' "WilY from oth~r 
pedestrians and walb; an attractive for~'" to ke€p crowds together. U~ing only 
thN;C three forces, this ;,Ocial force model is able to rcprodlln~ o],;"crv"l CJ'(l\Hl 
b"h"vionr sndl CiS 1.l", ~l.ripiIOg dUll. 0<','11)'0 ,,-jH'IO I.W0 f'1.J'('ilms of p"d('striall~ in

t<'n~t [HBJO;;:. 

A morc complex and ]'c~trictive crowd model b!l8€d OIl physical simulation makes 
n,,,, of flllid dynamiC!'. 1I11~hc~ [I1LJ;,'O:I] U'!'<'I. " {Towds CiS " n()wjIO~ ('UIll.imlllJn. 
So:ll!H'l.hiug l'ilHil".r 1.0 ". fluid. This "t.hinkiIlg HLJid-- rno,kl J'('pr"""IOI.~ ,,('Towd ,,~ 

'" lUntinuOM riensity field and de>;<;ribes the (Towd dynami~s with a set of partial 
difIcrcntial equation;" I!u~hes analyses the properties of the model but doc~ not 
dn,,] wiLh l.hn ~imlll,).[.ion o[ a crowd, ludocd, witholl1. ,my mod!'! of dw iudividll
ill~ l.h;,t !Hilk,· up il nowd, i1. is nl1l.indy IlI1~LJit"ble· fur" visLJ,'] ctf,·~ts "pplicill,iun 
where the memoor~ of the crowd must be indi\idually represented, 

lIloJ'(' n'ml1l.ly, TroLJilk d ,ii, [TCPOfi] haw, Il,,<·d idoa~ from I1LJ~hes' \wrk to 
create a crowd model ba~ed on ~ontinuum dynamic~ (see Figure 2.21. The lTowd 
i~ broken lllto group~, described as sets of particle~ moving according to a dy
I1m"i(' pOI.(,ul.i;d fidd. Thn potcmial field ,'ovel":', tho (,nvirmlUlClll. that Lhe ,rowd 
move~ in and drav.o; partides to"'ard~ area.:; of low potenti"l "'hile repelling them 
[rom those of high potential. High potential is as,;ociated .... ith obstacles and 
ol.h!'t parl.kle~ and the field is updi\l.ed every time step to allow' [or movement. 
The motion of pilrl.ici,'s is l.rnili<.l ilS im ,'ncrg!' mil1imiM1.ion prohl,'rn wiLh" P"T
tide in the aowd moving opposite to the gnl(iienl of it~ glob;d potenti,,] functioll. 
Although the calculation of the potential field is a co~tly proce!s. it is shared by 
a whole group and so this tochnique is able to produce ('rowd~ of th()u~ands in 
J'(·;d-l.iJr,,', A~ I.h,· po1.,'mi,,1 [llI"'lion Lilk,,,; in1.o ;""Olln1. ol.h,'r p;u'l.idns, l.h,' ('J'ow,] 
membnr~ "void ~ollisiol1s and JtHjVe tow,lJ'd~ goals etf~ Livnly. 

Tantisiriwat et ill. ),SKOt also make U1'<" of potential fields but combine them 
willi Smoothed Pill'tide ilydwdynami,:;, (SPII ), a I.('!'lmique ofton LJsed [or fillid 
~irnLJhll.iou [\ ICeO:I .. Thi~ ~ystmn d"")l'pl,·~ tlH' ('uvirom'H'utid iut"nH,1.ion from 
the ~rowd JrH'lllber int!'raction. A global path planning ~tep make.:; use of poten
tial fields and limitod environment knO\dedge in order to determine a panicle 's 
pill.h throLJ~h I.hc «uviromnenL \\1wrn TrcLJilk d ,,/, m,Hln LJ~n of <'1}ol.t'I,1.iid finld 
for" whole· group ofp;u,tid,·~, 'n'ntisiriwilt d al. n~"" ~i"'p ler put,'nti,,] fun~tion 
whi~h i~ calculated for eadl particle, The incomplete knowledge that a human 
h",;; of it~ surJ'Ounding;, i~ !Hodelled by c"lculating the potential field for each 
pilnide bil~e<:l on lirnite<:l envinmmental information. This ~tep further redUl'ei 
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I'igure 2,2, The continuum-based crov;d of fuuille et al. The crowd membas 
1IIOt'f tlirou,qli a dynamic pole71tialfidd generated by Ihf otiler particles, obstacles 
flnd -'loa!.', lhre the red aov.,d move's lov.'ards ii,' q()(J Oil Ihf If/I, 1I.'hi/,o (woi(hnq 

Ihe b/u.(, '-1f)1J.'d 11'''-,,,11 "-(~5 -it-5 -'I(Jfll (m til" nqh.t. Imag( -5 (J1I"~': /TCJ>06/ 

the expellse of (;akulatiJlg the potelltial fUJlctioIl ami, ~iJj(£ the potemial field is 
b,Nxl 'lllly on tlH' ~t.ati,' "llvironJ[)ellt. t.he fllfH't.ion IH~,,1 {ml" 1.><, ('alculated whell 
a particular particl~'~ map of the enyironment change~_ rarticle~ gain further in
formatioJl bv exploration and communication with other particles. Once a path 
hlls b,,,,, rktermilH'd hy J[)eall~ of this pot.en ti,d fipld; t1", ad.",d J[)otion of til(' 
particle i, det~rlllin('<1 by the SPH model whid, Hc"onnt~ for parti('I~ int~radi()]lS. 

All e .. "atnpk of a particle model whirll take~ iJlto acwunt crowd memher in
t"nl.(:tion~ in a diIIereJlt ,va\' is de><crihed bv Kirchner ami Schad"c]lJJei(kr [KS02:, 
The"", re""llrclH'rs m{)\~' awav [rom a for", mo,kl appli"d to II ~pat ially ,'(mt iJlllO ll" 
world and illlitead ,imulate crowd; in a discrete 20 ~nvirollln~nt u~ing cellular 
automata, applyiJlg this nwdel to pedestriaJls involved in evacuations, The rel
ev,Ult "Ilvironment is partitiolled into a regular grid with each cell containing 
either one or 'ero Jl('de~trian partid,,~. ;\1. ",,..h t.ill'" "I.,,), "a('h part icl" i~ ahl" to 
move on~ cell along eith~r ax i~ of the grid, provided the targd ('~ll i~ U)1{)('(" Lpi , ~l 

The pm'ticle's lllO\",m~nt i., determined by a pair of tran~ition probability field, 
that (;Owr the floor of the ~1l\'irOlllIl~"t 

The first of the"", fi~l d~ i~ ~t.ati,' ,.,,,i i~ "",,,1 to g"id" th" pani('j, ,,, t,hwllgh diP 

environment. In a room with a ~il1gle door; for "xamph" t.he probabilit\' fidd 
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will slope towards the exit. This field alone will cause particles to move to cells 
that are closer to the door. The second of these fields models the interaction 
between the evacuating pedestrians. Since a particle's movement is constrained 
by the presence of other particles, collision detection is not needed. Instead, the 
interaction modelled is the tendency of pedestrians in an evacuation situation to 
follow one another. Each time a particle enters a cell, the transition probability of 
that cell is increased with the transition probabilities of all cells slowly decaying 
over time. The result is that particles tend to follow the path of those that went 
before them. 

Although this model is interesting in that it reproduces behaviour observed in 
real evacuation situations, its usefulness in visual effects is limited. The discrete 
grid structure of the simulation is not realistic and so the quality of the animation 
produced is not acceptable for film. In addition, the interaction between parti
cles is very specific to this particular area of application and the use of transition 
probability fields may be too simplistic to model interesting crowd behaviour. 

2.2.1.1 Discussion 

The particle systems described above take into account interactions between the 
members of the crowd to some extent. However, they have a number of undesir
able qualities. 

Since a particle is an entity with little more than position and velocity, a descrip
tion of its motion is likewise simple. This is in contrast to the motion complexity 
of a character such as a human. The animation of a virtual character requires 
more than a description of its trajectory and so more information than is supplied 
by the particle-based crowd systems is required. The agent's trajectory could be 
used as input for some sort of constrained motion solver based on inverse kine
matics or motion clips. Even so, it would be difficult for such a system to produce 
much more than motion related to the crowd member's locomotion and so it is 
preferable that the crowd simulation system create a full description of the char
acter's motion. Because of its simplicity in crowd member representation, these 
particle-based methods do not produce the required motion quality. 

The control of these physically inspired crowds is also somewhat problematic. 
As many of the particle crowd models are physically based, it is conceivable that 
physical constraint techniques could be applied to these simulations in order to 
provide control. This option has not been explored, however, and so control of 
a crowd's motion relies on the manipulation of the model directly. Since these 
models are based on physical systems, this is no trivial task and the control of 
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these physically-inspired crowds suffers from the same problems as authoring such 
a crowd does. 

Crowd animation needs to be created by non-technical persons and so the use 
of partial differential equations, potential functions and transition probabilitle~ 
makes authoring difficult. Manipulating the parameters of such a crowd system 
is not intuitive and some understanding of the underlying system is required. 
Additionally, these descriptions of crowd motion are based on specific models 
that make assumptions about how the crowd members move and interact. Thi~ 
limits the behavioural complexity of the simulated crowd. 

All of these particle crowd systems have the common advantage that they are 
computationally efficient. This is mainly due to the simplicity of the model and i~ 
less true for systems such as that by Treuille et al. where the physical equation~ 
that guide the system are more costly to calculate. As noted above, however. 
this simplicity is also a limiting factor. 

The techniques inspired by particle systems are characterised by crowd mem
bers that do not move themselves. The crowd of particles are moved by some 
global force that may take into account the interactions between the members. 
This global controlling force is quite different from how crowd behaviour occur~ 
in reality. A better imitation of real crowds is achieved by giving the crowd 
members the ability to act for themselves. 

2.2.2 Crowds of Autonomous Agents 

Real crowds are made up of characters who are able drive themselves in some 
way. The resulting behaviour of the crowd as a whole is determined by the ac
tions of the individuals that make up the crowd. Where the particles of adapted 
particle systems are inert and unthinking, intentional action on the part of the 
crowd members converts them into autonomous agents. This thinking is what lie~ 
behind the original work on bird flocking by Reynolds [Rey87], shown in Figure 
2.3, which inspired much of the subsequent crowd simulation research. 

Reynolds extends a simple particle system by adding orientation to the parti
cles and the ability of the particles to exert forces in order to steer themselves. By 
observing the flight of a flock of birds, three simple forces are identified that keep 
the birds flocking together while avoiding collisions. The first force - centrmg 
- describes the tendency of birds to keep together. Countering this force is the 
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Figm(' 2.:): Th" j1(wbllg iiiI'd" c-n~aled fry ReNlIolds. Each parUc/e is able to exert 
_"eer11lg JOIn,,, ;" "I'd"" to ",wu/ c-()II~~!lJn,I' Il'lld mll'inla'in il.l' posilum in the flock, 
Imaye source: {ReyS7/ 

t.endency of birds to avoid coming too do",' to onp anoth('r {)! illl:; olh\ilcic-,. bl<'b 
bird eX('J'b im "'-'Im/am:e [oree \,() ste€r itself ;'Ka~' from any bird or ('!lvironnwntal 
ob''lack. 'I'll\' third force 'xluci/y malchmg - a]so ",'t,s to ;lVoid c"{)llisiollS ;md 
deoeribes the wa~.' binb ill" flock tn](1 to lHilteb ('acb oj,ber', mOW'lIL('nT. 

Eadl o[ these [or",'s represem an 'toped, of t.he hird's Hockin~ behaviour Tlwy 
lILm' oft.en 1)(' iu (,OJnprt.itioll, ,,, i, thr case when a firx:k must hreak apart to 
avoid an oiJ"tack A" tbr noc ·k al'proad'h tlw ob.,t,,"],\ the birds on;, c"{)llision 
pnth with t.he oh,Utele will haw thpir ayoidancp forcp acc(' l<'rati ng t l",,,, to OJ]P 
,ide or ilIwlher while Iheir cohe,iY€ force altempt; to ke€p them clo."€ to til('ir 
11ock-lHilt<~' If a simplr wrighwd ,Illllmmioll scheme i, Ilsed thi, nwy result in 
tlw forc(', canc('llillg PilCh O1I"'r ont imd tI", birds ~imply 11:;il1l'; din'c·t.ly iI1l.o t.he 
obstacle. Thp forcp arbitration ,;chPll'" thilt R,,:;nolds ~llggP't~ prioJ'iti",~ thr dif
[erem ste€ring force:, and so order,; their c.ontributiOll to til(' !'(";ultant sU'('J'ing 
fore<' "xrnwL In t,his w;'.'! ;, morr prhsinl', Iwrd. avoidinl', 'ill ne>lrb\ obsu,de for 
('xmn"l", may ownidp tlw O1hn ~\('eri,,1', [mcrs i" ,m rllLt'rJI,('nc·y . 

.!I snbstamiill rXTr",iol1 1.0 thr fiocking produc",j bv Revnolds is nmde in the 
HiDAC ,,:;~t"''' of Pd,~ha'j{) (} al PAK071, '- ['la'i r syst.em, aimNj lILostly ilt high 
d('n~ity crowd~ for PVil-CUatiOll simulatiOll, implp"'''llt>' " fmc" modrl which jake-, 
into accOllllt llOl only collision ;lVoid;mce and ~oal seeking. bilL also collision de
te<::1 ion and response. 
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Goals, olld] '" a d'K)rwav or "xie POilLt., sr'I'ye ,~<; it:.tmdors which caulot' ~h £' agents 
:.0 ilppl:; ,,~t~ildy [o]'(x~ ~owards 1.h(·)t) Ohs~acles alLd ag~nto ah~ad of an agent 
are u.'£'d to dewrmin£' a ('ollii;ion ;woidance force which is 1.ang(·mial :.0 I.h(· ohj(·(;j 
to l)€ m-oided. This forc£' i6 '1-eigked >1CCOnlillg to tIl{' obie(':.', di~tall('e f],()l!l :.he 
agem, ][ the obj(·co is "nother agellt then "n addieionaJ: w"if',h:. io llW<j which 
dcpend ~ OIL l,he ot hcr ilgent'~ directio'L of mo\-pment H:; w"ighting th" a\-oidance 
fon'" from agpnl,i; which are mo"ing OPl-K)i;i:ely higher than those :hat are mO\'illg 
with the agent. agents :end :0 move with the fiow of I,h" crowd. Lallc formilLg 
Cllll'rges Lllldcr high ('rowd dClL~i: . ." SitLlaeiolLS, ~imila,. :.0 thm, ohi;"rwd with real 
crowdf'. 

\\'hen an agen: overlaps an objec:. :hat is, when a.n agent collides wi:.h 601I1e
thing, " repuLsive force :h"t is perpendicular to the collisiolJ is produced, This 
clla),]"s "f',ellts cO push other ag(·n:.s and eh" s"':."m cW'n allow~ for the s;l€ci.u 
n~", of all ag~lL t , fallilLf', ow,- Wh~lL ~lLOllgh [o,-cp ii; exp,-t (~ L F,1J'I,hp,- dynamic 
weightilLg o[ ~h",,€ [o,-ce,,; allow, ~h£' ,,;y,.;tem :.0 C!'£'at£' varial,ion among the agent" 
and a],;o indu('e diffe,ent men:al state,.;. such a..; calm. aggressive or panic-strick('n, 

Tlw simp]" "g~m-[Olw, modd h>1s "lso b("ll ('omhilLcd with elLvi1'{)lLln~lLl pn)(;t'!'s-
i'Lg aILd pai,h plilnning tldmiqLlPO i'L tlw sysl.el!l (;1'eill ~ d hy p"t:.J'~ d (IL IPKI,Q8]. 
Their (Tol<-d ,.;imulat ion ~:;,~~m; a inwd at gene:ating l~ge cro'l-d,; in ",aI-time for 
vir:ual envi,onmems. make, use of a numb"r of :l'2hnique6 in orde, to impmH' 
('olllpuca:iOlml dlici('ncy, L",el o[ DC:.ail (LOD) and L",e] of SimLllalioll (LOS! 
,d]prne~ a"e w;ed to J'~dll('." t.he wOJ'k dOllP on O€ct,;Oll, of I,he c,-o'l':d ha.'£'d on 
their vi,.;ibility, This approach i, "mirely un,u ited to visu .. "l effe-2ts where repro
ducibili:, is key, If the g,anularity of the simulation is based on the POSitiOll of 
l,he ccuneJ'a alLd :.!W dil'lx;eOl' challgc~ thc manTLC,- ill whidl th£' nune"" moves, th£' 
ll€hm-iouJ' of th~ ('J'()wd 1\lilY (;hmlf',~ pJL1.i,.~Iy- This (;1'eill p~ il sitLlal;on wheJ'£' thp 
c,owd "'ou ld net'<l ~o ll€ l,weilked [oj' p"-ch ,-""ne"a mow and ,0 make aut.llO'-;lLg 
lIlore colnplicated than nec"siSiIry. 

Tl", (,ndronllwn:. is rexlllc('d cO a graph S:.l'll('ellW lll<l(j,. lip of ob,<,tac],,-frex, corri
dO,i; which "",kp,'; foJ' eil~ie" IO' Lf', ~e1'ln pidh plCUL ' LilLg (rwth~,- di",cll~s;on o[ pa1.h 
plannillg in c,o,,'d ,imulation app€aJ', in SP('.~ion 2.2.f>j. The fOJ'(;p-hased he
hm-iour is used only fo, inter-agent colli,.;ion avoidan('e and 1,0 keep agent~ fJ'om 
moving out of their current co,rioor 

UlJ[oteulJa:r·k these force-ba.oed : echnique6 do not make for ]A1rtitularly ea., y 
authoring o[ crm\'ds. This ib especi"lly true as the complexity of the model. '1-ith 
its ilSHK;i iltp(i wt'ighe~ and l",nllliNer,. inCl'('>1Se6, 'Ih(' h(·hrn·iolU' of the agents 
i,; ~xpJ'bSi'd ," w('ighe(,l ~Llm~ of forcl", which 'Ul ,uliuwtor may find difIicult cO 
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manipulate. Reynolds talks of the frustration of trying to get his birds to flock 
in the required manner as there is no method of control beyond directly alter
ing the parameters of the crowd model. With the simpler models, there may be 
a lack of generality as is evidenced by Reynolds' birds which cannot be altered 
to produce, for example, pedestrian movement, unless additional forces are added. 

In a change from the force model, Goldenstein et al. [G K:"IQ 1] create agents 
which are able to control their orientation and forward velocity. The movement 
of each agent is modelled as a nonlinear dynamical system, with the orientation 
and velocity of each agent determined separately. The orientation function treats 
obstacles and other agents as repulsive forces and goal positions as attractors with 
their individual contributions combined by means of a weighted sum. The prior
ity of the contributions is further determined by the shape of attractor /repellor 
functions, the repellor function having a steep falloff as it moves away from dead
ahead while the attractor is more gradual. The velocity of an agent is simply 
calculated based on the distance to the nearest object, with agents even able to 
reverse if they come too close to an obstacle. 

The whole system is made scalable by the inclusion of a second layer which 
makes use of spatial data-structures to provides environmental information for 
each agent. An agent is supplied with information for only those objects that 
are close enough to be relevant. The result is that the complexity of an agent's 
movement calculations remains constant, regardless of the complexity of the en
tire simulation. In addition, the movement of an agent is calculated by simple 
function evaluations and is therefore computationally efficient. The drawback to 
this system is a lack of flexibility that makes authoring new crowds difficult. The 
authors themselves admit that the design of the attractor /repellor functions can 
be a complex task and so it is unlikely that non-technical users would be able to 
effectively tweak the behaviour of agents or create new ones. 

Control of the crowd simulation is given by a third layer which provides global 
planning. This controls the goal positions which are in turn supplied to the lo
cal movement layer by the environment layer. By providing a general path for 
the agents to follow, a degree of high-level intelligence is created. These paths 
may be supplied by a user or some sort of global path planning system. For a 
visual effects application, one could imagine an animator supplying direction at 
this level. It should be noted, however, that this control is still subject to the 
local movement layer and so is limited to some degree. Control at a lower level 
is problematic as changing the local movement layer is a complex task. 

All these systems, although making use of intelligent agents, suffer from some 
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of the same problems as the particle approaches. The simulation deals only with 
the trajectory of an agent and does not simulate any other motion of the crowd 
members. 

Blue Sky Studios, in the making of the movie Robots, used a simplified system 
based on the work by Goldenstein et al.. Their system [Pat06] omitted both the 
environment and planning layers, implementing only the local reactive behaviour. 
The high-level intelligence necessary for long term behaviour was not needed for 
short shots. In addition, the scalability added by the environmental layer seems 
not to have been worth the added implementation complexity. 

The lack of full body motion was dealt with by assigning, either randomly or 
manually, a series of looping motion clips to each member of a crowd. The age:J.t 
then followed its simulated path while executing the relevant motion clip. Con
trol was added in the form of handles on each agent that could be manipulated 
by the animator. Additional handles were used to adjust the weighting of the 
contributions from the different attractors and repellors. Patterson notes that 
invisible obstacles were also used to control the path of agents. 

Although the system for Robots proved successful, some of the automation of 
the system was removed in order to deal with shortcomings in the animation 
quality and control. This particular movie had only one type of crowd, however, 
the authoring of different crowds may have proved difficult due to the complexity 
of creating new movement functions as described above. 

The crowd models discussed in this section produce individual motion which is 
combined through the interaction of individuals to produce crowd motion. This 
is important in that it allows a crowd to be created through the modelling of 
the individuals - a far simpler task than trying to describe the complexities of a 
crowd's behaviour as a whole. 

As with the particle methods of the previous section, these methods suffer from 
an over-simplified representation of a crowd - the members of the crowd have 
only position and orientation to be animated. As seen in the production of the 
movie Robots, a large degree of automation is lost when the animator needs to 
do further work in order to create the full-body, high quality motion required ~)y 
film. The behaviour of the crowd members is also limited by their representation 
as only position and orientation may be changed. The methods described make 
use of simple functions to describe this motion which are difficult to change and 
lack generality. 
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2.2.3 Crowds of Intelligent Agents 

A characteristic of the members of most crowds is that they are able to react in 
an intelligent manner. We have thus far considered crowds made up of agents 
which are moved by an external agency and others that are able to exert some 
form of movement force themselves. We now consider research that adds an ad
ditional level of realism by allowing crowd members to react based on some form 
of direct, deliberative algorithm. 

The social forces model of Helbing and ~Iolmir, described in Section 2.2.1, pro
duces motion that should be collision free. ~letoyer and Hodgins [MH04] modify 
this to create a pedestrian simulation system that allows the agents to follow 
a user defined path through the environment while still avoiding obstacles and 
other pedestrians. They notice, however, that the behaviour of the agents in the 
crowd is not always as expected. Pedestrians, especially in areas where the crowd 
density is low, generally avoid collisions by making small changes in direction well 
before a collision can occur. Although the social forces model ensures that the 
agents turn away from one another before a collision, the authors find that this 
movement is sudden and occurs later than one would expect. 

Their solution is to include an additional behavioural model which may be trained 
by the user in order to provide more realistic collision avoidance. Based on re
search in the field of traffic planning, a number of behavioural primitives are 
identified. These are simple algorithms that pedestrians may execute to avoid 
a collision. Examples are yield: turning to allow another pedestrian to pass in 
front, cut-in-front: turning to pass in front of another pedestrian, and go-around: 
turning to avoid an area of possible collision. 

Initially, the user decides which algorithm should be executed, with the system 
storing a situation vector and the user's decision. Using either a Bayes classifier 
or a decision tree, the system is trained to eventually allow agents to make these 
decisions for themselves. Each behavioural primitive produces a force which is 
added to the force produced by the social forces model in order to produce the 
agent's final steering force. 

This approach produces animation that is 2D in nature - the agent's trajectory 
through the environment. A post-process is used to covert this to 3D motion by 
using a motion graph algorithm which selects motion clips that move the crowd 
member along its generated path. This is, however, limiting in that the motion 
is related only to locomotion. Although user-training allows easy authoring, the 
behavioural primitives are hard-coded and related only to collision avoidance. 
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This lack of flexibility means that this crowd system is not able to produce as 
wide a range of behaviour as may be required. 

A similar learning-based approach to crowd behaviour is described by Lee et 
al. [LCH07]. Their system makes use of live video clips of pedestrians in order 
to train an agent behavioural model. Agent behaviour is divided into two lay
ers: high level and low level behaviour. A number of low level action models 
are arranged into a finite state machine with transitions between states being 
controlled by the stochastic process of the high-level behaviour. Each person in 
the video input is manually annotated to describe their high level behavioural 
state and then the relevant low level model trained with the particular person's 
actions in different situations. 

An interesting question to be dealt with is which video features to make use 
of in determining an agent's action. The environmental obstacles are manually 
annotated and used along with information on the arrangement of other pedes
trians as well as the individual's own speed and direction. This state vector is 
associated with the action that the individual takes in the given situation and is 
used as a training example for the relevant low level action model. At simulation 
time, a weighted linear regression model is used to combine nearby state-action 
pairs to provide the agent with the relevant behaviour based on its current state. 
Due to the nature of the information available from video and the need to keep 
the state vector of low dimension, the simulation can only produce trajectory in
formation for a particular agent. This trajectory is then used as input constraints 
to a motion graph system (similar to that described above). 

The problem with this technique is the need to produce a training video as well as 
the inflexibility of the high-level behaviour states - these are hard-coded into the 
system. In visual effects, however, this high-level layer may not be necessary as 
agents do not need to change high-level goals during a short shot. Their process
ing of the video input limits this technique to 2D input and output, though this 
may be somewhat dealt with by adding 3D motion to the trajectory information. 
The use of a particular state description vector may also prove problematic if 
different types of crowds are required. 

Work by Lamarche and Donikian [LD04] builds on the previously described force 
model, attempting to produce more human-like collision avoidance behaviour in 
pedestrians. Their system includes environmental processing and path finding 
(see Section 2.2.5). Using this, agents are able to plan a path through their en
vironment to a specified goal. The agents navigate this path based on a force 
model which attempts to maintain an area of personal space around each agent by 
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changing their velocity. On its own this is fairly similar to the social forces model 
of Helbing and Molnar (see Section 2.2.1). However, in order to model agents 
which predict collisions and avoid them, a specialised collision detection module 
is added. Future collisions are determined, assuming that all agents continue at 
a constant velocity, and the nature of each collision categorised. An example 
of such a category is a back-collision, where the agent walks into the back of 
another pedestrian. Different strategies, such as slowing down or turning to the 
left or right, are used to attempt to avoid a future collision. Each suggested new 
velocity is scored according to the amount of change it requires and the velocity 
that most closely matches the original is used. Agents may be customised by 
specifying which strategies are used to suggest these velocity changes. 

A more sophisticated version of predictive collision avoidance is given in later 
work by Paris et al. [PPD07]. Each agent predicts the position of any neigh
bouring entities for a number of discrete time steps of increasing length. For 
each entity, the orientation and speed ranges that avoid collisions are recorded in 
"orientation sections". In order to determine the eventual orientation and speed 
of a particular agent, different orientation sections are compared based on crite
ria such as how much orientation or speed change is required and how far these 
resulting state variables are from the agent's ideal. 

An interesting property of this work is the effort to validate the model using 
real data. "YIotion capture is used to record the interactions between pedestrians 
whose paths cross, as well as for scenarios such as pedestrians entering a funnel 
shaped passage. The motion of these real pedestrians is compared to prediction 
from the crowd model. The results show that the model may be tuned to a par
ticular situation, though it lacks the adaptation found in real pedestrians. Real 
people tend to alter their predictive behaviour based on crowd density, something 
that this model is not currently able to do. 

Loscos et al. [L"YIM03] discard the force model entirely and instead take the 
important step of simulating the perception of an agent. Their work simulates 
pedestrians in a virtual city. The navigable parts of the environment are divided 
into a regular 2D grid which is used to efficiently store spatial information for 
each agent. An agent moves towards goals, defined in a separate path planning 
step (see Section 2.2.5), while avoiding collisions by applying local rules. Each 
agent checks for obstacles, either part of the environment or another agent, in the 
area immediately ahead of it. If an obstacle is identified the nature of the possible 
collision is categorised (front, back or side) and a change in the agent's direction 
or speed is made according to the agent's navigational laws. These laws are in 
the form of if-then statements that take into consideration collision distance, the 
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behaviour of other agents, the type of collision and the traffic congestion. 

In order to produce more realistic pedestrian movement, the system models the 
tendency of pedestrians to follow the path of those ahead of them in a manner 
similar to that of Kirchner and Schadschneider (see Section 2.2.1). For each grid 
cell, the direction of the last agent to leave the cell is recorded and used to in
fluence the next agent that enters the cell. The strength of this influence decays 
over time and this effect only applies in areas of high crowd density. 

The system also implements simple grouping by creating small group entities 
made up of a leader and a number of followers. The leader moves towards the 
goal as normal while the followers instead have the leader as their goal. Bunching 
is prevented by making use of the underlying grid structure to ensure that agents 
do not move into grid cells that are already occupied by other agents. 

These five systems, all aimed at real-time pedestrian simulation, succeed in im
proving the realism of the crowd's movement while remaining computationally 
efficient enough to simulate thousands of pedestrians in real time. They acid 
behavioural realism in the form of specific collision avoidance algorithms that 
mimic human reactions. The disadvantage of such a feature is the inflexibility of 
these algorithms. It works well for pedestrian simulation, but may not generalise 
to other types of crowds and would be difficult for a non-programmer to alter. 
Although behavioural complexity is improved, ease of authoring suffers as the 
system is now less flexible. 

In addition, these systems retain many of the problems of the force-based parti
cle approaches. Most importantly, the animation they produce consists of only 
orientation and position information though this may be converted to full bodied 
motion to some degree using a post-process. Related to this is the simplicity of 
the behaviour which consists almost entirely of goal seeking and collision avoid
ance. As the aim of these system is the simulation of crowds without requiring 
supervision, control is not emphasised and requires manually altering an agen: 's 
behaviour. This altering of the behavioural decisions is not guaranteed to have 
an intuitive link to crowd behaviour and requires programming skill. The agent's 
actions are simple and so individual controls could be added to override the sim
ulated behaviour, providing low level control. 

The system described above add intelligence in the form of specific behavioural 
algorithms. A better approach is the generic and extensible framework for agent
based crowds is proposed by Niederberger and Gross [NG03]. By abstracting 
the different aspects of an agent's behavioural process, the authors are able to 
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create a system that is general enough to be used for a wide range of character 
types. The behaviour of an agent is based on situation recognition and models an 
agent's perception, deliberation and actions, as separate entities. At a particular 
time-step, an agent receives information about the world through a sensor inter
face. This information, in the form of boolean statements, along with an agent's 
internal state variables, is then used to determine the situation that the agent 
faces. Since this information may match more than one situation, each situation 
has a set occurance probability and the most likely situation is used. An agent's 
behaviour is defined by the situations that it knows how to deal with. Each sit
uation has a number of actions associated with it and the most appropriate one 
is selected based on the perceptual and internal information. 

The sensors, situations, internal state and actions can all be customised to some 
extent by setting attribute values, allowing agents to vary slightly. The crowd 
framework is hierarchical and allows multiple inheritance so that new agents may 
be created by combining existing ones. Agents with a few simple behaviours may 
be combined and varied to create a crowd of agents with more complex behaviour. 
This property makes the authoring of crowds significantly more efficient. Another 
important improvement from an authoring perspective is the X~IL-based speci
fication of an agent's behaviour, consisting of situations and associated actions. 
Although the sensors and actions must be hard-coded, an agent's behaviour may 
be designed by a user without programming knowledge, especially if some form 
of user interface is created to edit the XML files. 

This general situation-based framework allows for greater flexibility in behaviour 
as the behaviour of an agent is now customisable. Unfortunately, the behavioural 
complexity is limited somewhat by the fact that only one situation is activated 
at a time and only one action undertaken. Although the authors suggest that 
the system could be extended to include multiple inheritance for situations and 
actions, this has not been explored. The control of the crowd simulation is only 
at a behavioural level - the thinking of the agents must be altered directly. This 
may be done by altering an agent's attributes but this has not been studied and 
may suffer from an unintuitive link between attributes and crowd behaviour. 

The system implemented by ::--Jiederberger and Gross is only tested on a few 
hundred agents and so it is difficult to say how much of an impact the more 
general framework has on the computational efficiency of this crowd model. The 
computational cost of an agent is tied to its sensors which give it information 
about the surrounding world. The time complexity of these sensing routines is, 
thereofore, likely to be dependent on the complexity of the environment. 
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An interesting possibility is created by the abstraction of an agent's actions. 
Although the implemented system only seems to have actions which change the 
agent's orientation or position, the crowd framework described is not as limited. 
Where as the other crowd models discussed have been able only to determine 
an agent's trajectory, usually by a force applied to the agent as a whole, the 
situation-action relationship does not impose such a limitation. This allows us to 
consider what other actions an agent might take and considerably expands the 
behavioural complexity as well as animation quality. 

2.2.4 Crowds of Embodied Agents 

The crowd models discussed so far all suffer from a similar problem related to the 
representation of the crowd members in the simulation environment. In almost 
all cases each crowd member, however complex its behavioural model, only exists 
as a point in virtual space. As discussed previously, the animation produced ':)y 
the crowd simulation is tied to this representation and so the motion is a sim
ple trajectory to which more complex and interesting full-character motion mc:st 
be added. An important step in producing high quality crowd simulation such 
as that needed for film is to give agents a body. The behavioural model of ;tn 
agent is its brain, deciding what it should do, but a brain without a body cannot 
produce interesting motion. More believable, realistic crowds are produced ':)y 
embodied agents. 

The use of embodied agents raises a number of issues that have been addressed in 
different ways. Perhaps the most important of these is the brain-body interfacE' -
how does the behavioural model of the agent tell the geometry of its body what 
to do? Having a single system which queries the world for information, decides 
the actions that an agent should take and then fully describes the relevant joint 
rotations or torques is impractical as this would be too complex for an animator 
to use. The usual approach, adopted to different extents and in slightly different 
ways, is to separate the perception, decision and action components of an agen:'s 
behaviour. 

An example of a crowd model that uses very limited communication between 
the decision and action components is the approach developed by Brogan and 
Hodgins [BH97J. Their work investigates how the dynamics of an agent's body 
affects the performance of a behavioural model. They look at crowds of agents 
with dynamically simulated bodies - one legged robots and cyclists shown in 
Figure 2.4 - and compare these results to those produced by a simple point
representation similar to that of systems in previous sections. Because the agents 
must now take into account constraints such as balance, their reaction time and 
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alterin:<; the lwhllviolLn'[I'[gorit,hIlL. 

All i lLLp res.~iw and dftruled modd of fi,h wi!.h IlLOr€ COIlLpl€x I')('haviour alld p€r
cept ioll is pn""~ll1ed bv Tll MId Ter~opou:o, [TT94a] U,illg an 'JJtlficial !i[" 
appr (md1. dus lwhilviolLml lllLiIlLilt.iOlL llLodel makes u&~ o[ p"reep!.ion, d€cision 
nnd ac!.ion "vot€Jrl> t,iLl,t ,,-c>, ULo de: led on real fi~h. The j)(~"Cep!.ion "ysteIlL ilL 
pl,rticullll ITT~)4b: . a: lo"-, a ti8h knowledg" of odwr fish Ill"] oh,t,,, ,I€s in a 301f~ 
forward a~c to a distance ba&yl on tlj(' mllrkine," of t.ll€ "-at~r . The ti8h. mod
eUed as ~pring-mas~ sy~tems, an, propdl€d by the lXlntlact ioll of mu:-cle sving~, 
Tlus low-levd >1clion is ab"trlJ{:t(x! hy mot,or controll~rs which a[e avnibhle to t ll€ 
ded,ion s-,"skIlL of t.he fj,h ilgent This sv,tfm dekrmillc':' in!."Jli-iolL' OT :<;Oids fm 
Hw fi sh I",d tbe Jl IlIt ('IlLpt; to move tlw ti~h toward eompktinil; the!,- ('urJ'ent, goaL 

The fish may be illdividw-.'h' chamcl€riH"l bv S€t.t.ing pa~am~t e~, that ilr" re
lal,,,] 1.0 n fisll's tell<{"ncv 1,0 ('hoo,e il pilTl.icu:ar goal EXalnp:,~ of 1,hl""~ il;'Jalo 
I' le Tr/.(},/e, f'-'WPf.' (ilmgu'. ff~d and v;aniln-. The imem.ion il;eJl~mto,- i, hiemTdLi('ll-1 
ill "at,u'-~ I'D that more p~O'-S.~illg goals, s"cll as colii,ioll l'voidillLlC€. ilre selectt'<:! 
heforf otlw~ ic':'s pn"'~illg ones, ,ueh I" f~€C.!iJl1':. 01L(:<.' an intfntion is det~rmined, 
the rd€\''IlJJt. bdlllviouml,dgo,-ithm ;s cailt'<:!, which in turn aCl,iva[{:" the p"'-iU!L~
tni,nl mot,oT "ont,roE~rs oft lw actioll sys!.em, Di[["rem. G,h tyP('" !lC>' lTc"t(·xl hy 
gh'illg t he fish agellts differ"nt intem.iollS o[ b,' v",,'illil; t.lw behm-ioUlal ~outine-s. 
For eX>1mple, pnxln!.or fish do not, llllve ,lIlY €8('ape intention and would look for 
>UlOthel' fisll wh"n €xcclltiJlg t.lw f"d heha\-iow, while prey type fi~h lonk for 
,ome [orm of p['ULt food. 

The crowd mot ion tltat i~ prod1J(x~d by 1,his systeIlL is int~lestilLg in that the 
g~oup behaviour b,x.'Omes more fx)mpl€x t,hllli t.llllt of t.he individlk'1.l, This i~ >1 
form of emergence, which brin :<;s wi t h it ad"ant ages as well as cDmplications. T lw 
'I'wlit,v !llLd n~,:ism of t, h ~ fish animat ion is enhanced aJld i.lw fish 8co"m 1,0 h",.-, · il 
life of !.heir own. Thi~ d,,~, milke t.lw ,imlliation dHficult to cont~ol &~ !.he~" i~ no 
longer a direct. imd clear link b"l\\"€~IL t he specified beha"iom of th~ fj,h agellts 
,mdl.lw ael,nal crowd b"hllViollJ'. 
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All.hou~h the SYSTem is abl~ to pn,dLl('e complex imerl1.dions, it. suffers from 
iIlft('xibilil.,Y ,lnd is limit,oo to th€ silHnl"tioJL of fish, rhe I,.,imviour rout.ines, 
p€Tc€ptioJL iULd ilel,ion Eystems Me all hard-coded a.nd ther~for" imp,,,,~ibl,, for " 
non-tecimic,,] u~eT 10 dliUlfl,'" riw fish behaviour may be ~u~tolJli:;ffi ooIloc'whilt 
but. mOST wU'iaticlll i ~ ilchi('VC'd limHl~h sdect.in~ behaviour~ from a. J'elatively 
ElH"ll, fLX,,1 SCc. The accioll ~v~telH i~ df",tiw IJllI I){'ndil.s from the rl'btive 
~imp li, 'it" of a fish's bOllv and, eVen ~o_ intToduee~" ('oJL~i(krabl(' pNforlll1lncl' 
pfnalty ).,lore ('OTnpkx dl11Wcl.ers. such as human~, ",could lH"ke th is pb,,-~i ""l 

simubtion approach diffi,'ult 

Lat,'r "'Ol'k bv Sh,lO and Terzopoulos [ST05] is fon'e.-.l to ilddresE this issue in 
the ~imul"tioIl of p"<.icstrimls in 'WJ time. Their appro3£h i~ to J'epl"ce tll<' ph%
ically simulatoo body of til<' fisb ,,-ilh a bod" anim,ltionsub-system that make~ 
11S,' of linked motion clip~, Althongb tbe a11thors ,tat<' Ihal. the motion achieved 
by tbis ~ub-systcm is not of the hi~hes, quali,)" aetion~ "TOO J'C'que~ted vi" a fl,('JL
eral interface thid i1l10ws 'lJl improv,'d v,'rsion co be 'ldded without difficulty_ It i~ 
likdv Ihat funher motion, ~olle.-:ted USiIlg moti,m c"ptm". '-Ind mOI,ion blending 
t"chIliqlH"'< sll('h as mot.ion ~I1lphs [KGP02] could improve tb~ 'lJlimal.ion qmllit.,,-, 
Th~ use of a d"til-driv"n Ttlotion dip app[(~lch in place of a physically-b,,~oo ~im
ulation redu~e~ th~ cOlHputiltiomll coSI of I h(' '-Iction syst.em while impTOvillg tb~ 
q11ality of the animaTion product'<:L 

The Iwr('q.lti,m iUld d,x;ision sysll'mS apply similar pJ'inciplf~ to th(' fisb mod
dlin~ dl'scriboo abov~_ l'en 'ept ioJL i~ brok('n imo Iwo parts - the separate ,;eming 
of ,ml.k movinr'; objccr~, SUllie :;BnSiIlg is ,,,'hi,'v('d lLSiIlg " mV-Cilsting 'lppI(~l~h 
whi,'h giws thl' agem information abont ob.i"ct~ tb"t lie "I,mfl, line E'1',ml'ms shot. 
out in iI hlll from th" agelll.'s POSillOll, This query is kept eff.ci~nt by m"kiIlfl, llf><' 
of a fine grid-b"-sed ('JL\'ironn",nLlI st.runurl'. A (;O(lrs ... r grid i~ uS€'<:1 for keeping 
tmck of moving obje~ts illld ('w'h ilfl,,'nl 'lll<'l'ics this r';rill dirortly . .;cl~dng cells 
iIl ~ fan ~hapl' immodiately allf"d of itlwlf. 

The d~i~ion S"St"lH is rJLiuk IIp of >l munb ... r of basic behaviouJ' J'ontiIle ~ on 
which more compli~a,oo b~h"viour i~ built Ag"IltE TJLilke Llf><' of high-level path 
plmLJLiIlfl, mLd long t('rm go,lls 10 mon' ,hrough the eJlvirOnmeIlt, wbil,' r('h-infl, 
on the 10w~J'-level b"havioll[~ 10 ,woill (;ollisions, The basic behaviour TOutin~~ 
make uS<' of per~eptu,,1 iIlfoJ'llLiltion aJLd I.hen is'"l' motor commands TO the a~
I ion SVSll'm, rhes ... rOll tines are execu tt'<:l in serie~, with h ighcr-primi ty b" haviour 
o'1;LlrriIlg bt"r ~o I.h,ll, l'a(;h bl'havionr may alter the motor ~OlJllHml(ls giv(,JL by 
the beh""iouT~ bdor(' il" In I,hi~ way more pressing rl'auions oveJ'J'id,' the le~~ 

immooiilte OIle~ 
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A w phL,ticated navil'/ltion ,md p<1l.h plmlJliug module i~ built on top of the 
1m.,i(' ):",h"viollr,_ This 'YSt."Ul fl'.li lds ou previ011~ work in cognitive mod"llin;\ 
aud mll,OUOl!)OllS mlvigilt iolL to "llow the agents to move I . hr'm~h t.1",i:- euviron
mem.; attailL goals alld det~n!)in~ n~w one." There are "I"" 'p(x";lic bigher-Iewl 
i ~h,wio', I ~<> 1 :outine~ that prodllCe :1""liSI.iC beh",-;'mr ;u cmv.-dod pilS~ilges and 
other non-llavi;\'lI.iowd l.,.,h'lViol][ "lch rL, milkilLg" purcha.~e h'om a n-urlillg IIW
chine or ch"u.in;\ wi th "friend. Th"w hd,,"';o11Do" ~wn mo:~ so I,han the low-Ie",,-I 
1wlm\"iO'.ln,1 :-emli",,,,_ a:-" sp"dlic t o ped~trians and, in some c"se". even 'J,,'ci lic 
10 pm't;CU!<1r envi:onment", This melUlS that the sysl,,-m ""mid h","" dift'kul ty in 
producing va::-ied (1'01"'(1" "inC(' adding new Jwh,,\"iollr n''!u;r"", prog:-amming new 
behavioun,1 routines, 

riC<' p"Qe~tri an syst.em d"",,-:ibed above meel" a nllmJ)€r o[ I,he r"qlli"'m"lLl.~ fo! 
film. Ther" is the potent;,.,l for hi;\h qlwlity a,niuJi'lt. iolL ,md r"ali~t in,lly com
pl"x h"haviouL riC<' conJjl'.ltatiorml eftkielKY is suffici ~nt to animale thol1>iands 
of J",desuialL'" ill :-eid-t ime and the agent." once creMed ,llld initbli,,-d_ ,'I'C illL
im<lted completely il.utomati(,,,lly, There are two Hwin i,"',-<>~ wbe,,- t h" sysl~m 
l"iL" both more import aut to the 'V' I ,'-lll' ~ 11"- ill lilm I helJl fo:- other <> pplications, 
These are ean oJ (w.[ho""-,, rmd !:(mtm! Hot h a:-e related to th~ difficulty 111 
clmnginll, the crowd fwhav;om_ 

2.2.4.1 imprOVHd COlltrol 

The crowd models that ha, ... heen di'C11S.',~1 ~utfe:- <llmost. uuiwr~idly from a b d; 
of comrol. Thi, is due in pMI, to I he facI I hilt llJany of the""" models are aimed 
r1l, applicat.ion, , hilt diff,,:- in ~iguilicaut way~ h'om film - virtual endronllJ<'nl.", 
~lId pmJ<'~, fo:- ex,-,mple_ As p:-eviol1-',ly ~tated , cont:ol is of gre"t importalH'" 
to a (':owd simulilt ion'" l1~eful ness, "ince a crowd I,hat C<>]ll'JOl, h" cout.mll"d melY 
not behave u.s req llired mId s" [ail t.o coutri\ml<' df(;;:'I;wly to t.he telling of 3. storr, 

Oue "pprO<1('iJ. Ii"t. d~wlopoo by runge d al. [FTT!J!J], is to gi, ... the crowd 
member, grea.l,er imel:igence, The\" imrodllc" " coguitiw I"y~:- on top of an 
agelll. 's behavieJllr. which ,er,,,~ <1~ all ,." ldi liou,,1 level of "ootrad ion on top of 
I,he act ",tl animation of t.h" cllFlr",-'t.cr '~ goom"uy rhe (ognitive layer of an agelli. 
"llow~ Ibe u"""r 10 "'l)€(;ify gOil,CS or c011st:aint" [rom which the a;\eut will work 0'.l1, 
a d~t:-li l ed ~equelll'" 01 acti0l1, to meel, the ,,,er 's ,[",ciilc<>tiou~_ 

Altho;Jgh thi" approach is re'-'S<lllable and dI,X':(, iw fo:- iudivi'hwl gOills and con
,·Jraims. the action plalluing I,ak"", plac" on an individl1al 1,-,·,,1. Thi~ mean ~ t hat 
the control :1"li es on an individw'll-, ability 1.0 ach;",-" IlL<' specified goaL E\"en 
if the smne goal i" "pecified for,-, 111l111iwr of "gelLls Ih" ·,, i~ uo g',lanmtl'€ that 
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ag"nt~ will work tog('tll('r to a.::hi('w' it. This approa.::h fan~ victim (.() th(' aciag" 
that, while an individnal may h" int(>llig"nt, a mob is ~tupid, There is also a large 
de~H'c of c()mpiexitv added hv tillS layer, The plaIlIlill~ ~teps for a la.r~e nowd 
may 1)(, complltal.iollaily ll11Imma~eahi(' alld there i~ als() an additi()llal pric" to 
pay in authoring Il"W nO\,..,1 t,\-'P(>;;· Ea"h rl('IV ag"nt must n(ffi'!)(' told ill\{ only 
how to reaM, bm also how to plan, 

IllmIlI)(,rg alld C;JycaIl [llC95[ abo n'~earch Ibe (,(JIll.roi ()f hehm'iollm\ly aIli
mat<~1 ,'hara('I"'s Tll('ir aim i, to provid(' a d('gn'" of dir"ctability on multip:" 
level~ of an aUl-onomou~ charaner's behaviour. Their behaviomal modeL de-
,i~ned more f()r siIlgle dmracters thall whole cr()\nl~, iIlchLde<, ~Llch hi~h le,,~l 

a"p''(;t' a,; motivatioll. C()ntrol i, introdl1«~1 at tll(' icT"b of mot.ivatioll, d,,('isioll 
or acdon, by dir"cdy al("ring control parameters at (hese lewIs. This control is 
",efui for illdi v id"all v I weakiIlg a!l(l direo::1 ing the belm dOLlr of ag,'m~, It may he 
u,('d 1,0 I,nm tIl(' Ofl(' ag"llt who h~'l)ti falling off a ditf for ('''ampl,,, or chang" 
th(' actions of a particular agl'nt that i, too Ilotic('abl(' . Th(' imro-duc('d control. 
howewr, is no( easily extendable to whole crowds, as changing (he behaviour of 
a group ()f a~eIlI--, i, IlOt alway~ ('a~iiv Enked 10 a cjlaIl~e en Ihe behm'iour of the 
crowd a~ a whole. 

The crowd-lewl Nmrol introduced by Chang and Li [CUl8[ is of interest both 
for their ll!l(lerl,\'iIl~ crowd m()del alld the c()Iltrol added, They modei (Crowd 
m('ml')('rs a~ fLl/.ZY lo~e(; cOIlI,rojj('[~ maken~ LlS(' ()f a nllmh('[ of fairly ,imple fuuy 
rul,>;; to I'llk ';('Il;O:>;; to action,;, ill all approa.::h ba&xl Oil that l1"('d by TUIl~td et 
01. iTdBll2j for th" cOlltrol of auwnomous robots, Their crowd beha\iour model 
seems similar to that implememed in (hi~ dissenatioll. although the details of the 
~y'tcm me nol, provided. Thc hehaviou)'~ hllilt. illto thei), ~Y'I('m me ~l)(','incall.\-, 
aimed at sImp" wntrol (S(~, Figclr" 2..3), ""hieh i, t.ll" main l'fJlltribution of th"ir 
work. 

Th(' goal in ,hap!' control i~ 10 be ahle to m()vc a nowd through all c"viron
nl"nt, avoiding obs(aclc>;; whil" maintailling th(' ~pac,-, formation slx'r.ifi('d. This is 
iU'(;()mplished ill two s(eps by fil'st pianIling a pa(h through the eIl\'ironment surli 
that the ('('nITe of Ill(' ~hape a\"oid~ colli~ioIls, OIllX' the ~haiX", path i~ kIlown, 
th(, df'forlIlatioll of th(, ~haI)(' is d"WrlIlill"d 'ncll that it do(', not ov('rlap til" 
"nvironm('n( This ddorm"d shape is then used as an input to the crowd simula
tion, s:m:lar in comrol (() a force field. The agellts beha,'iom did-al,es that thev 
al.(cmpl 1.0 remaill iIl~ide the ,IJape, n'",itiIl~ ill a ('rowd of agent' I,hal roll~hl.\-' 

conform to the de&::ribed shape, There are. however. ~ome instances where the 
crowd Nwrage acroS!' the shape is less than optimal. 
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Figwe 2.,)' The (Crowd _,1"'11<; crmlml IlI.irorln.u;d I,y Ch(mf/ rtlUi L, whi,:h hl~' thee 
aqents ill. a crf!lca atlunpt 10 ;-fay uNtkin th~' hmmilm'if.' of a ;-pa:ified _'/U'1It'_ Fill> 
«mlro/ 18 nlili,nl OIlIJ.1l aqent's a/Jilily to stay wilkin Ih ~ _'hapt' anr/w i8 wfI] cwhat 
\I,'II.rdwUr., Imrl~1" .,own", iCL(IS/ 

"l'hi, eXiUnl'ie of hi~h l('vd wntr(): provide" " ,p(~~iIic too] [or ,haping ('[0\\' , ]<" 

Th,' control intrudu('pd; thOl1gh u~dn l , i~ !lot g('!L('Ti,L Th" ~j",pc control i, iUL 
example of bottom-l1p c''''tro] in whkh t lw goal d ' the control i, given to the 
,czem.<, ,lnd they arp required to m,'et it. This is simEar to t he cogniti'" control 
of Fun!;" d (JJ which (;,Ul he <,ome\dmt unreli"hle. EMll agent llik< the go,d of 
filling t lw ·;flap" hut ther" i;; no coopeultion in t.hio t.,l,k, A ,itlwt,ionlllay oCC Ur 
wh"re an agP!Lt pnter;; th" "h" ],,, and t.h"u , hi~ gmt! ;;at i"Ii(~L jywdvc!tcnt.lv hlod.s 
the w'w for othpr ag~nL~_ 

2.2.'1.2 Improved A uthor ing 

Crowd siml1:atiolls rtlll;;t Iw ft,,,,ihlc "uough to I", l1;;cd fOT ",,~de ,-midy of d,m
ilctcr" Additioll<l]Y. the" must provid~ a means t o tweak th" crowd~ Cjl1 ickly 
ilud i,kl>lh- wit.hout wqlJ.i,in~ mud] te<;hnic-,d knmdedge of the inner working!"; of 
th~ cr(Jwd ,ilJll1;I>tioll ;;Yot"m, Thi, i;; !Lot tlw ('ik<" for lll()~t of th" <'IUT"nt crowd 
<,y<,1.ems developpd, although ~om~ work h,,,, Iwpn dOlw that attpmpts to ml>ke 
the ,mthoring of c.ro\\'ds ~asipr. 

hnprm'_ I> 'ystem (1'el>ux.lln· P"rlin ,ulll Coldb,,!g -PC9(i'. io rdated to thi'> «im. 
l'ocu&,oo Oll iuteradi,'" m, i!"I>tion" involviug ,-i rt lwl "ctor;;, h"pro" 1m, ,1 nlilll
l>€r of compollf'nts \\'llich ar~ geared to"",,rd .. P8j'P of 'l1lthoriug_ Althollgh uot 
aim"d ilt lil!)!;" nUllllJer, of 'l~ent.~_ corne of the~ ,mthoring advauces are rel~\'ant 
to crowd simulilIiou~. 

The hdm'~()11r ;;(1'ipt., t.h<ll dri\'e t.he animation of the aC1.Ors are byered in a 
m1m,e, ~imila! to t.h<ll of Niederl>€rger aud GrC>lis (S€e S€ction2,2.J) This allows 
lowe,-I,'v"] l>€hadour 1.0 he reu,e,j , comlJiued aDd customiff'd ill1. () morp compll'X 
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behaviour. The other important addition is the manner in which different actors 
may communicate with one another using a blackboard. This blackboard allows 
one actor to tell another how to respond when they interact. This allows actors 
to cooperate and choreograph actions as directed by the author. 

The blackboard used by the Improv system is similar to work done by Sung 
et al. [SGC04]. Whereas Perlin and Goldberg allow actors to tell one another 
how to respond, this system enables the environment to dictate how agents act. 
Behavioural routines or rules are embedded in the environment using a paint-on 
technique and agents who move into the designated area then have the particular 
behaviour added to their behavioural model. This approach is scalable in that 
agents are only as complex as they need to be - they are assigned behaviours 
as required. This is relevant to the authoring of crowds, particularly in virtual 
environments, in that crowds may be created by specifying the environment once 
and then allowing crowds to come into contact with it. However, this work is 
of more use to applications where crowds and environments are in existence for 
longer than the short shots used in film. The number of different situations that 
a crowd member may be in over the length of a shot is limited. 

An interesting concept for the interactive authoring of crowds is presented by 
Ulicny et al. [UHT04]. Inspired by the immediate feedback loop in game and 
other design applications, a "crowd brush" is designed that allows a crowd to 
be directly painted onto a scene or environment. The user is able to specify the 
action that the brush takes. These range from crowd creation/deletion, through 
placement tools to behavioural specification. The brush is also able to randomly 
vary attributes of crowd members and can be customised to change any detail 
of the crowd. The brush itself works in 2D and has its effect mapped to 3D in 
real-time. A particular requirement of this technique is that feedback be avail
able interactively. For crowds made up of characters with complex geometry and 
behaviour, some form of imposter scheme may be necessary to achieve this. 

The most successful and widely-used crowd simulation system in visual effects 
at present is ).;iassive. Developed to animate the huge armies of The Lord of 
the Rings Trilogy [ABL04], Massive has been widely used in over 50 full-length 
movies and many other short films and commercials1

. The system is more fully 
described in Chapter 3, but the authoring tools that are provided are worth not
ing. The agent brains are made up of fuzzy if-then rules which are represented 
as a graph. This graph is interactively edited by a user who is provided with the 
structure of the brain. The technical details of how the brain inference works are 

lsee www.massivesoftware.com 
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largely hidden from the user who only has to deal with brain nodes that may be 
linked together to form logical chains. The use of fuzzy logic is also important in 
the authorability of the crowd as this links well to the way that humans think as 
it deals with values that are specifically modelled on human language. 

2.2.5 Top-down Approaches 

The basic approach of the crowd animation research described in the previous 
sections is bottom-up in that it aims to simulate the individual in order to create 
the whole crowd. This strategy is understandable, especially for visual effects ap
plications, as the individual needs to be animated in the final product. There are, 
however, a number of top-down techniques that are relevant to crowd simulation, 
although not all of them are complete crowd animation systems in their own right. 

Motion capture is widely used in visual effects because of its ability to capture 
the nuances of articulated motion. Capturing the motion of a complex system, 
such as a human body, is easier than simulating the system itself. The success 
of this data-driven approach has led to research in a similar direction for the 
animation of crowds. Group Motion Graphs [LCF05] are an extension of Motion 
Graphs [KGP02], a technology used to stitch together motion capture clips. Mo
tion Graphs arrange clips of motion capture in a graph, with edges representing 
individual clips and nodes representing decision points for a decision between 
clips. Unbroken motion can then be generated by traversing the motion graph. 

Group Motion Graphs (GMG) apply this idea to group motion by taking clips 
of crowd motion and clustering them based on the local arrangement of the incii
viduals in the clip. These clusters are stitched together and arranged in a G~1G 
in a similar manner to a Motion Graph. Group motion may then be created hy 
traversing this graph. Although a GMG, once constructed, provides a method for 
quickly generating motion that can be constrained arbitrarily, there are a number 
of problems with this technique, particularly for visual effects. 

An issue with the creation of the GMG is the source of the group motion. In the 
author's implementation this motion is taken from a crowd simulator that genE'I
ates particle motion, similar to Reynolds' birds (see Section 2.2.3). If the G:\1G 
is used with a crowd model that produces full bodied motion, there would ':)e 
a complication in clustering the group motion clips. If only the group members 
position and orientation information are used, it is difficult to link individuals 
that are similarly arranged but take different actions. If the clips are clustered 
on the the configuration of their bodies, it is unlikely that different clips will ':)e 
linked easily and the difficulty of creating transitions for full body motions exists. 
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}Iotion capture is highly successful because, although the motion of a human 
body is highly complex with many degrees of freedom, there are a relatively 
small number of motions that are taken and they are fairly easily grouped. This 
in not the case with crowd motion and the space of possible group motion clips 
increases dramatically. Group motion also lacks the "rest" poses that are useful 
for linking motion clips due to a lack of the parameter constraints that are present 
in the joints of the human body. 

A top-down technique that has been referred to in previous sections but largely 
ignored so far is that of high-level path planning. A number of crowd simulation 
systems, particularly those designed for use in virtual environments, make use of 
path planning in order to provide the agents in the simulation with a path through 
the environment that avoids static obstacles. Examples of such systems include 
the topological structuring and path finding of Lamarche and Donikian [LD04], 
the quad-tree based global path planning of Shao and Terzopoulos's Autonomous 
Pedestrians [ST05] and the collision-free corridor graph searches of Pettre et al. 
[PH:VI06]. 

The use of such long term planning and goal seeking behaviour is not relevant 
for visual effects due to the length of the shots and the control required by direc
tors. The high-level decisions are made by the animator rather than the agents 
themselves as the application requirements of the crowd are different. In virtual 
environments the crowds have to behave like a viewer or user would expect them 
to, over both the short and long term. In visual effects, the crowds are required 
to behave exactly as the director requires. In the short term it is useful to make 
use of behavioural animation, however, without any knowledge of the story being 
told, the crowds cannot be expected to know how they should behave in the long 
term. 

A top-down approach to control described by Lau and Kuffner [LK06] is of spe
cial interest here. Their system is able to impose hard constraints on the motion 
of multiple characters. The implication and usefulness of this control is some
thing that has not been widely explored in the field of crowd simulation. This 
system implements control by means of motion graphs similar to those of Kovar 
et al. [KGP02]. These graphs capture the possible movement, and hence future 
positions, of a character and can be searched in order to find paths through the 
graph that meet particular constraints. This searching of the motion-space of an 
individual is accelerated by means of a grid placed over the world covering all the 
possible future position of the agent. 
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The considerable advantage of this technique is the degree of control over the 
agents being animated. If the motion graphs of a group of agents allow them :0 
reach a particular position then the user can force them to do so. The disadva:l
tages are related to the manner in which the motion of a character is generated. 

In the absence of constraints, or with constraints that are not difficult to meet, 
the agents have no behaviour of their own. The motion generated is entirely 
defined by the motion graph and there seems to be no behavioural model for 
determining the path through this graph. The result is a substantial loss of au
tomation as constraints must be placed on all the agents at all times in order to 
get them to move or interact. 

The second drawback is that control extends only to the position of agents in 
the virtual world. Because the acceleration structure makes use of world po
sitions in order to index parts of the motion graph, the constraints must be 
specified in a manner which is compatible with this optimisation. Without such 
an optimisation, the search of the combined motion trees of all the agents in a 
crowd would not be manageable. 

Despite these drawbacks, the power of this system in exactly specifying the po
sitions of individuals is attractive. No other crowd simulation system allows this 
level of control. It is in this direction that our work lies. 

2.3 Discussion 

A crowd is made up of a number of individuals that are each able to sense, think, 
act and plan. Most crowd simulations model this reality with differing degrees of 
abstraction. The range of models, from simple particles that require little compu
tation but consequently provide little automation or information, to the sensing, 
reacting embodied crowds created by the Massive system, are appropriate for 
different applications. A summary of our findings is shown in Table 2.1. vVe 
observe that the more complete models of individuals provide crowd simulations 
that are more useful in the visual effects industry. 

The key requirement for crowds in film is that of animation quality. This is 
provided by giving the agents in a crowd a body which can be moved by the 
decision making process. By allowing the self-animating nature of the agen·:'s 
behaviour to move the agent's body as well as simply change its location and 
orientation, the limits on the quality of animation produced by simpler systems 
are removed. The important step in giving an agent a body is providing a brain 
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P" rtJ(b AUODoo rro<" 1m. l i<J<'nt 
~1 ."i"" 

Age rfS ' 0<" 
AoIrmbon Qu~rty '""'" ,~ 

,~, ow ,~ 

~~ ,rob '""~ 
Ease of Auth o<inq tT'e:iWl ,~ 

6eha\tioUfal COf'rl>le><Ily -= C~ltJton.. l EtIic~ rr-.,d il.rn 

Tabl" 2.1' ,·1 COm pmislJfl ()J a()'wd sim'ulaliml (;(J.leqories /ia.;ed on thf reqllinments 

uf V/.'Iwl (jJn,h. Th"" 1YJI",nm('nh an _"mmUlr'1.,,'d ,n .'inttlm 2. J. 

T.hat can mow the body- A general de~l'Tipl.ion of acti""", in a brain i", therefoH' 
required as oppo,ed to the mure specific force-based models. 

Almost all th" nowd sy,wms revi!'wDd provick automation to the task ()f sJl<.~cify
ing a l'Towd\ motion. The degree tL) ,,'hi"h thi~ automation i~ "'UC("'s.~ful i~ brgdy 
determined by how well T.he crowd ~imulation is able tL} meet the application\ 
requiremems withuut manual editin~. Simpler crowd models may be unable to 
achiey" "noug'h lwhavioural complcxih-. requiriu;\ that additiollal auimwiou be 
add!'d manually. 

The u>'€ of :' 1 &5~iye, one of the !IlO~t ~ompli(Cat€(j and general ~rowd ~y"'I"'!Ils 

described, is illustrative of the degree to which computational efficiency is of 
,ecouciary impufl.aIlce. The uff-line uature of visual effe.:;I.s means Ihat mure 
compli('at!'d ,imulat,ion, aH' "llowahic- if Ih!' qnality of Ihe oul.cmn!' i~ improved. 
AIr.hough the trade-off beT,"'een quality and ~peed "'I,ill exi~t~, quality of both mo
tion and behaviuur i~ the preferred variable. 

A final fa('jor in judging tiL<' snitabilil.y of dilT"r<,Ilt nowd !IHHleis for visual d
fect~ i~ the use of The model by tbe vi~ual effed.~ indu~l.ry. Although the wide 
u""" of a "'ystem do~ not llece~~arily mean that it i", the best method, theft' i~ 
little competili()u with 1Ilassi\'e in the c[()wd animatioll market. The widespread 
uS(' of vinnal crm",l, in hoth movies aud ,hmt(']' prodn",ions is ba,..~d iarg'ely on 
the uHlbility and qualil,y uf I,he cruwds cH'at<'d by /l,lassi,"'. Any wurk !.fmt Si'('k~ 
to advance- \'i~ual dfeC't'" nowds mu"'t take into aecount the ~ucce% of this s~istem. 

The 0])(' rcquiremelll whkh has c()usi,teutly llot betu mel is that of amtmi. 

EW'!l '\ I ,~"iY" pwvidc, only limited (Coulrol of agent' nsin~ ~impk foC(x, fidd, 
and pal h,. 'n w u",bi lil,y int rudUC"d by tiL<' graphi"al rqm's'''lltat iun of I fw ag"'nt 
braill~ alld Ilw dear liuk b"I,,'('('n funy logi(, rules aIHl lin;\uistic (OOU('('pts all",\" 
a ,,,('r to manually all,er a crowd', brains. This approach j, limited, how(",,,r, ,~, 
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di5CU~sed in litter '«!ious. 
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CHAPTER 3 

rvlassive 

IIlassiy". t.he (;rowd ,minMI,ioll ~'ySI em or i~in"ll} crea Led f0l' I he hu~e lXII:tle scelles 
needed ill T/u; LOTll of The H"'!I"" is so",dhillf', o[ Cl yisL",1 d[,x·,l.s indllSlry sUUl
d1ll'd (see Fir';lll'e ::1.1 for an example crowd) As di.;(,u~sed in t,he previou~ chapter, 
IIb~si,"" IlIE'et,S JIl,my of Lhe requiremellls of a visual effeets cro\\"d animation ~y& 
km' hif',h ,,'otion qLmlit\', alll.omMicm, ''',S<' o[ allLhoriu),; and hir';h rJeh,wiounu 
complexity. Thi~ i~ writied by the dear 8.(Teptance of :'la:x;ive ill the vi~ual ef
feels couuuuniLy, 

SilKe :'!ao.oive i~ pmprietar:; ~ofnmre o\l'l",d imd de\"{,jop,ed by.\la""iw Lui. d,>
tai],; of the ~yb'tem are not. publicly a\"ailable cmd much of how it worb nm only 
be inferred. What follow~ i~ an attempt 1:0 rewr:;{' engineer the important prim'i
p[,,~ behind :'lassivc, )Hi,,~i on whal Uill he ),;le,med from litemt.ure mId from Lhe 
authnr'~ cxperjcm;c of wmkilljl, wi1h the :'1assive plat.[orm, 

3.1 Over vip\v 

:'lassi ve simul«t,es crowd melurJers «s "utonomous, im elligellt, elubodied "gents 
lTHUll Eiu:h af',,,m n,aCI" to the elly;nmnwm cmci other Clf',,,ni>; ac(:ordinr'; to 
it~ 0"'11 thought pn:wess ami what, it. i~ able to :;{'n:;{'. Like ~()lne of the mon' 
),;eneral ,md compl~x crowd simulation systems discussf'(\ in the pn'Vio,l~ chapwr, 
a simnialioll ,kp of a ::\iL~%i\"(' af',cm consist,s of percept,iou, d"j~ion mld >edion 
~nb-,,1·"ps ThiE pn>CN;s iE n",liscd I",· two ""pamte elltiti"s: t.)", braill alld 1.1", 
motion tree. Although :'Ia..'.;sive ~bares lILuch of t!Li~ infontl"t,ion l>€tween agellt.~ 
for efficieucv purposes, fmIll "conceptual point. of view, each agent may be con
sid,'wd ,is h,win~ il own bmin ,md Jllotion tree, 

The animation of an agent is created from motiOll dip~ t.hat, are import.oo imo 
:'Iassive from a charac1:er anima1:ion package or motion capture data. Thi~ library 
of motion data i~ organised imo a motion tree whicb det. ennilles which dil'h melY 
be linked together [Dun02]. i\IotiOll blending is used 1:0 keep the motiOll Huid and 
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Figur" ;1. 1' ,-1 I.HYlj'd !vnaatnl usin,q }.{assit'f ril1rinq lhr· Irwkm_g of ,'iurnw. Ima.,qe 
,,,)1ITO: -' hit P -' //(1.''(1 '11-'. nW.\':;1 t'f SO ftw an. co III 

,',-"It ('mlLh'Itc different motion clips. The choicc oI which anioIt~ to tak~ b macle 
hy the ag~nt'~ brain. The motion I.rce thell appli"" I.hio mot ion to lh~ "..gem's 
~eomcl[y [Grim:, 

The bmin of all :lg"'ItI (;omhin,," ,lIt agent'" percepr ion using [ul.zy logic rlllc~. 

:md th"n iItfoJ'IlLS the IlLotion crt'<" of the >e(;[.iOll thClI. "hollld h" tak"". The sen~f~ 
that lllak~ UJl aIt agent',; percfption lIwdclrc!ll world ~('n~", ~\j('h a~ Yi~ion and 
h"!lriIlg DuIt02]. The rule, milke lh-"-e of [ul.zy logic' whi('h mimi( 'S the ~ubtlcty of 
human rcsponses which >irc not hool<'ClIt ill Ilatu)'e. The re~ulrs of the fuzzy inI"r
encc iU'C (;()mbin~J, d"hniI"d :lIld ~eItt to th~ morion tme, which I,hcn j.)('r[o['J[)' 
I,hc aPPl'Opri,ltc ;H 't'O\) 

In creatillg ,1 crowd of ,..gents, th" ""J,ll '1]lJl)'o;)('h i~ to produce >i lJmin for a 
p<lnic'Jhr rypc of <:rcal.llf<'. Thi, --IlL,"V'r" ag~nt is then inswncoo. wil,h possihl" 
some variation. 1.0 prod:,,'" Cl whol" crowd of similar >i~ents The mol.ioll un, of 
thc >i~ent is ,uso cl'('al"d and in~tmtnxl i" a similar way, with wU'iatioll inl.rodlJ(;(xl 
&:rCES thc v,u'ious insl.am:,,,, oI a ]larti(''-llar Jtla~ter a~~I1( [Rol~)8] . 
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3. 2 Scnscs 

en'Cllmes ill rNY crowds have only limited information available to them_ Far
tors ~ucb as visibility_ di"tmrcc iUld oedllsioll res" lt ill panial knowled~e of the 
environmem and other "baran",rs_ 1-1 a"siw ILlimies l tw "(,IlSillk il.bJitics o[ re,ll 
creatllres in ,m rn:tempt w produc", more reali,ti" &lI d bp!i",w,bi", crowd j",haviollT 
Two of t h,' Of'n'('S ofu-Il ri<'serijwd arc jl11sed on vision ,md he1lJ'in~, 

Agclll.' are ghUl sighL by providing each ag",nt with a "illLpl<' 21l r('nri<'rillg of 
t h" .1 1l ,e,']W [rom the 'l~em'~ point of view. Thi~ ~ynthptir vi~ion &pproarh i~ 
not ll<"W_ diff"rent fmILl" of ttl(' idea jwillk de,-;erij",d by [ljlllllber~ [or ,1 virUMI 
do~ rharacter :Blu97] ami hy _""O:;<'T d "I. [:\,RT9.5 fm virtual. aeWIS, li s u",~ in 
crowd ~imulations is r",latively novpl, howevPI , and all importallt "t"l' ill Ihat il 
l'Hlv id('s all '\1//' 111 with a realisL ic iUllOunt of informacion ,,;bile remaining ';Cal&bl", 
and pfticiellt_ 

figure ;3,2: A ,Ua,~"1t'e agenl nmderfli u.,-mg ."lmpiified gwrrnt"y_ fmaqc _'olin:,, : 
hup:/ /W1J!W, ma","irf"ojlwan, com 

RendpT'ing i~ & topic wid"i" otudi"d ill ('.Olllpul"'T graphics alld millr\, optimi-
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smimls hm." l){n, de\Tio),(xl aillLed at kt"'pilLg the computational C06t frurly con
S!mL!, ""Hll &' the compl""ity of 3JL "n,ironmpnt grows, There i~ al'l.) 6pedali6<xl 
hardware which make; the rendering of a o£~n~. eSJ,,~'ialh- m,,' ll"illg simpli fiPd 
ge<.JlIl eln', fals e colour am! no lighl.in!l, elTt~..t ,6. ('oll1plltmi(ltlalh- "my "tficient (SB€ 

Fi~I![(' :\,2), 

The sell..'" of hearing is 6imulat~d more simply, E&h a~ent emits a "olllld that is 
uniql!e to its type, :'\earb," agents can he,U' I , h ~ sOlUleL know t.hal, t.here is all dge!lt 
in thaI direction and itlW what type of ap;""t it is This henri!l !,; "''''''e Ka" found 
to oft.ell \'" sllnkie,,! for "a"ip;dtioll pmposes and is "\-"n Ipss computat ionall," 
C<lt't h- t hdll \-isiolL 11l1l1l02' , 

3.3 Brain 

Figurp 3.3: /t -'imp!!' Of'Ol-n nc/u.YJ1'k I.n ,Uas,,'Wf witiJ flrJdes wnne(/~d as a di
ne/ea ,graph_ Thf "navigal~" n(id~ is a plau holder JOT II wllectlOn of nodes 
d~finiflg navigalirm rules_ An examplf ero'Ii'" '.,' "hown in'd, Image "ourcc 
iJt Ip . /iw WU' , ill a ssi t e S 0 jlU' "n, co m 

The brain of an agent b represe lll. tOCl 11," " dir e<2 ted p;r,'ph of diJIerent brain 
n()d ~s - a silIlple 1II as..~h· ~ lmun is "l.lOwn in Fip;ure :1.:1. Thcse node" ma," he 
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roughly divided into four types: input, logic, defuzz and output nodes. The in
ference mechanism of an agent's brain makes use of fuzzy logic, a form of logical 
inference which uses continuous values as opposed to the two, on or off, values of 
boolean logic (see Chapter 4). The input nodes convert information from one of 
the agent's senses into a fuzzy value that may be used by the brain. This is done 
using continuous membership curves that map the perceptual input to a fuzzy 
value. These inputs nodes are then connected and combined using logical nodes, 
which perform fuzzy inference operations analogous to those found in standard 
boolean logic such as AND, OR, ~OT. The inference process may result in more 
than one value for a particular control variable and so defuzz nodes are used to 
combine the multiple values into a single one. The results of this inference process 
is then fed into an output node which sends the value of the control value to the 
motion tree in the form of a weighted trigger [Gri03]. 

A typical brain for a Massive agent in the Lord of the Rings movies contained 
7000 to 8000 nodes [Dun02]. Although the brain nodes, in fact, make up fuzzy if
then style rules, the graphical user interface (GUI) is important in that it allows 
animators and non-programmers to edit the brain of an agent. Organising the 
2000 to 3000 rules that these nodes represent, without the use of a GUI, would 
be a challenging task, even for a user familiar with the working of the system. 

The nodes themselves represent fuzzy variables which have differing degrees of 
truth. A particular input node might be called "wall-left" and take on a value 
based on a particular membership curve applied to the vision sense of the agent. 
An output node might be linked to this node and result in the action "step
right". The degree to which "wall-left" is true affects the degree to which the 
action "step-right" is carried out. 

3.4 Motion Tree 

The motion tree makes use of motion capture clips, which are linked together 
in a similar manner to a Finite State .Machine. Each state or node is a motion 
clip with edges representing possible transitions between clips. The motion clips 
are made up of significant actions, such as falling or swinging an axe, as well 
as smaller transitioning clips which allow an agent to change actions at different 
points. )';lotion blending is also used to combine motions. Because the values 
sent from the brain are based on fuzzy values - not just on or off as with boolean 
values - ),1assive agents may effectively combine actions as well as behaviours. 

),lotion blending gives Massive agents the flexibility to interpolate actions for 
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which there is no explicit motion clip. Terrain adaptation is a good example of 
this. For a particular agent, locomotion cycles are produced for three cases: level 
terrain, max uphill and max downhill. Massive's motion blending system is then 
able to produce motion for any slope between the two extremes by blending the 
level motion with the extreme slope motion to differing degrees [ABL04]. 

Variation can also be introduced to agents by capturing different versions of 
the same motion and then blending them together in differing amounts. Agents 
can even be parameterised with such physical attributes as arm and leg length, 
as well as more abstract attributes such as aggression. The make-up of a partic
ular agent's body and related motion tree may be randomised to provide further 
variation. 

3.5 Control 

Crowds in Massive may be controlled in a number of ways. The most direct 
and low level method is to change the internal brain variables for an individual 
agent. Brain nodes are equipped with toggles that allow an animator or director 
to change the values of particular nodes on the fly [Dun02]. Doing this for mul
tiple agents on a larger scale is likely possible. This would result in the action of 
a shot being scripted with agents having behaviours turned on or off and altered 
according to the director's needs. This control is on the level of an agent's be
haviour - the agents still react as they see fit. The low level control of an agent's 
every action is also available to the director, although this becomes unwieldy 
when considering a large number of agents. 

Another widely used form of control (also used by other crowd systems) is flow 
fields or paths, often used to guide crowds of agents. The implementation of these 
flow fields is slightly different from those associated with particle crowd models 
in that the agents can sense the field and choose to follow it. The behaviour of 
actually following the field must be included in the agent's brain. This is im
portant in that it gives the creator of an agent the flexibility to ignore the force 
field if something more pressing, such as an enemy, comes along. This control is 
useful in directing the general flow of the crowd but it is somewhat imprecise. If 
the agents are not following the field in the correct manner, the animator must 
resort to manually altering the agents' brains. 

Despite these control mechanisms built into Massive, precise control of the crowd 
simulation is still lacking. Peter Jackson, talking about the use of Massive in The 
Lord of the Rings, jokes about the unpredictability of a crowd simulation using 
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agents designed to think for themselves: 

"We literally didn't know what these guys were going to do. I still get a chuckle 
when I think about one of the first tests, where we had about 2000 foreground 
guys desperately trying to kill each other; but in the background, about fifty of 
them had thought better of it and had turned around to fiee the battle! I thought, 
'Those are smart guys.' It was extraordinarily spooky. " 
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CHAPTER 4 

Fuzzy Logic 

The brain of a Massive agent makes use of fuzzy logic in order to produce be
haviour that mimics the nuances of human behaviour. As we shall see, fuzzy logic 
ties in well with the way that humans reason and so contributes to the ease with 
which the behaviour of an agent may be specified. We include here a section ex
plaining some of the important aspects of fuzzy logic and introduce the reasoning 
behind the implementation decisions made in following chapters. The aim of this 
chapter is to allow the reader to understand how a crowd simulation may make 
use of fuzzy logic, not to explain fuzzy logic and fuzzy systems in general. This 
is by no means a complete or mathematically rigorous tutorial on the subject 
and so the interested reader is referred to Driankov et al. [DHR93] for a more 
complete handling of the subject. 

4.1 Fuzzy sets 

The idea behind fuzzy logic was first introduced in the field of mathematical set 
theory by Zadeh [Zad65a] [Zad65b]. Zadeh introduces the fuzzy set as a means 
of representing knowledge. The concept of fuzziness is based on the manner in 
which humans handle and communicate knowledge. The human language is full 
of descriptive terms which are innately vague. Words without specific values. 
such as large, low, heavy, hot, are commonly used descriptions. People process 
and make use of these words with little difficulty. In fact, the vagueness of these 
linguistic values allows a useful measure of descriptive power that allows humans 
to communicate general ideas. Fuzzy sets are an attempt to represent knowledge 
without losing this vagueness inherent in language. 

In conventional set theory, an element is either in a set or it is not. The member
ship function of the set has only two possible value: zero or one. Zadeh introduces 
the idea of a set of which an element may be partially a member - a set with a 
membership function whose range is the interval [0, 1]. 

An oft-used example perhaps best illustrates the usefulness of this concept. If 
one considers all the people in the world one may then attempt to define which 
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of those are considered tall. We could attempt to make use of a conventional set, 
also called a crisp set. This set would clearly not include someone with a height 
of 1.5m and a person who is 2m would be included. The difficulty lies in where to 
draw the line. Is a person of 1.8m in the set? What about a person of 1.81m? At 
some point one must define the boundary where a person of a particular height 
is in the set but a person even 1mm shorter than that is not. A fuzzy set of 
people who are tall, in contrast, allows a person to be a partial member of the 
set. A person who is 1.8m tall might have a membership value of 0.6, for exam
ple. A comparison of the two possible membership functions is given in Figure 4.1. 

Crisp set of Tall people 
1 

IJ 
1 1.5 1.8 2 2.5 

Person Height (m) 

Fuzzy set of Tall pearle 
1 

IJ / 
1 1.5 1.8 2 2.5 

Person Height (m) 

Figure 4.1: A comparison of the membership functions for the set of "tall" people. 
The membership function above is for a conventional set, while the membership 
function below is for a fuzzy set. 

At this point a clarification is required. The fuzzy set, tall, attempts to model 
the vagueness in a single person's understanding of the description "tall". This 
theory does not account for the varying understandings of the description, that is, 
the subjectivity of the description. The understanding of "tall" may vary widely 
based on where in the world the description is made. A Swede might consider 
a tall Italian to not be tall at all, for example. This difference is accounted for 
by the fact that the membership curve may be defined differently based on the 
context. The Swede might use a curve that is shifted to the right, for instance. 
This observation is of importance later when we modify the behaviour of agents. 
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The membership curves used to define a fuzzy set are theoretically arbitrary. 
The only limitation is the manner in which the membership curve maps values 
into the fuzzy set - this should make sense based on the application. In his origi
nal papers, Zadeh suggests a number of membership curves that behave well and 
are widely used. The four that we make use of are shown in Figure 4.2. All of 
these curves have a single peak - the function does not decrease until it reaches 
its maximum and after that does not increase again. This is of importance in the 
defuzzification methods discussed below. 

~hOulder Kight ~nouloer Lett 

Triangle Isosceles Trapezium 

: --------...L; D~ 
abc a b c d 

Figure 4.2: The four different membership functions used by the system. 

An additional linguistic concept that is often used with fuzzy sets is that of 
a hedge. Examples of this concept are the words "very", "quite", "somewhat" 
and "particularly". In a linguistic sense, the use of these words in a description 
serves to sharpen or soften the linguistic value to which it is linked. "Very low" 
is a more severe form of "low" , while "somewhat heavy" is a less intensive form 
of the value "heavy". An interpretation of these hedges in fuzzy sets is given by 
raising the membership function to an appropriate power. Since a membership 
function returns a value in the range [0, 1], raising it to a power greater than one 
decreases the value returned by the hedged function. This reduces the fuzzy set 
represented by the linguistic value and so makes the description more specific. 
A power less than one performs the opposite task of enlarging the fuzzy set and 
therefore softening or generalising the linguistic value. For example, if the set 
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tall, described above, has a membership function mtal/, the membership function 
of the sets "very tall" and "somewhat tall" might be 

mverytall (p) = mtall (p) 2 

for some person, p. 

4.2 Fuzzy Controllers 

1 

and msomewhattall (p) = mtall (p) 2 

Fuzzy logic is developed to reason with the particular form of knowledge ex
pressed in a linguistic or verbal form. We are interested in the use of fuzzy logic 
rules by fuzzy controllers as an agent's brain can be regarded as a type of fuzzy 
controller. The basic make-up of a fuzzy controller is shown in Figure 4.3. Crisp 
inputs are fuzzified by means of the membership functions of fuzzy sets that 
represent linguistic values. These linguistic values are used in the fuzzy if-then 
rules through which the fuzzy inference takes place. The membership values are 
combined in the defuzzification process to give the crisp output values. We now 
describe this process in more detail. 

c:: c:: 0 
0 l:i 
l:i .., .., u 

Inputs j,l Inference ~ 
~ N 

i ~ 
Outputs 

Figure 4.3: A fuzzy logic controller. 

4.2.1 Fuzzy Inference 

A fuzzy controller makes use of a form of fuzzy logic referred to as approximate 
reasoning. This reasoning takes the form of inference rules that involve fuzzy 
propositions of the form "X is A". These propositions are similar to those in 
classical logic with a few clear differences. Firstly, where as a classical proposi
tion is a boolean value, the evaluation of a fuzzy proposition gives a value in the 
range [0, 1]. 
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Secondly, a fuzzy proposition is made using a linguistic value made up of words 
or sentences in a natural or artificial language, most often English. An example 
given originally by Zadeh is of the values of the variable age. Age may take on 
linguistic values such as young, quite young, not young, very young, old, very 
old, etc. An example of a fuzzy proposition demonstrating its use of linguistic 
values is "The room's temperature is hot". Here "The room's temperature" is 
the variable with the proposed value "hot". 

Linked to the use of linguistic values is the manner in which meaning is attached 
to a fuzzy proposition. Each linguistic value is a fuzzy set, defined by an asso
ciated membership function whose domain is the set of values that the variable 
in question may take on. In the example of the variable age, this domain might 
be the integer values between 0 and 100. Given a fuzzy proposition and crisp 
value for the variable, the truth, or value, of the proposition may be determined 
by evaluating the particular value's membership of the linguistic variable's fuzzy 
set. For example, if the fuzzy proposition is "John's age is young" and the actual 
value of John's age is 22, the membership function of "young" might map 22 to 
0.2. In this case, the fuzzy proposition evaluates to 0.2. 

The fuzzy propositions described above are referred to as atomic fuzzy proposi
tions. As in classical logic, one can use connectives such as "and", "or" and "not" 
to create compound fuzzy propositions of greater complexity. These compound 
fuzzy propositions may be further compounded using the same connectives. Ex
amples of compound fuzzy propositions are: 

X is A and Y is B 
X is A or Y is B 
X is not A 
not(X is A and Y is B) or X is B 

The meaning of these compound propositions may be found in a similar way to 
boolean logic, where the truth of a compound statement may be determined by 
the truth of its components. All that remains is to define the manner in which 
the connectives combine the truth of the component propositions. There are, 
in fact, a number of ways in which to do this. We describe and implement the 
method proposed by Zadeh in his initial generalisation of set theory as it is widely 
recognised and simple. 

For variables x and y, and fuzzy sets A and B with associated membership 
functions rnA and rnE, the definitions of the logical connectives are as follows: 
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x is A and y is B = min(mA(x),mB(Y)) 
x is A or Y is B = max(mA(x), mB(Y)) 
x is not A = not(x is A) = 1 - mA(x) 

The inference rules of approximate reasoning that make use of these fuzzy 
propositions are expressed as fuzzy if-then rules analogous to boolean if-then 
rules. The symbolic expression of a fuzzy if-then rule is 

if < fuzzy proposition> then < fuzzy proposition> . 

The first fuzzy proposition, referred to as the antecedent, determines the strength 
with which the rule fires. The second fuzzy proposition, the consequent, is the 
implication of the rule's firing. The fuzzy nature of the antecedent means that a 
rule may fire with differing strengths. As the consequent is a fuzzy proposition, 
it is not immediately obvious how this implication should be carried out. 

1 

V r---------~-------\ 

o 
Figure 4.4: The Mamdani implication caps the membership function of the con
sequent fuzzy set with the firing strength of the antecedent shown as v. 

There is more than one method of representing the meaning of a fuzzy if-then 
rule. In fuzzy control the most important is called the Mamdani implication. 
This is the type of inference that we shall deal with due to its wide-use and sim
ple implementation. For the rule 

if x is A then Y is B. 

the )"1amdani implication results in the membership function of B being capped 
by the firing strength of the antecedent as shown in Figure 4.4. This modified 
membership function represents the fuzzy value assigned to the variable y. If the 
membership function of A is denoted mA and that of B denoted mB, then the 
modified membership function, mmodB is given as, 
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for some u in the domain of mE. The result of a fuzzy rule firing is thus a capped 
fuzzy set which covers a range of values. This form of fuzzy value is not useful as 
an output from a fuzzy controller as a change to the system under control usually 
requires a crisp value. The setting of the fan speed in an air conditioner or the 
rotation of a servo motor, for example, requires a single real value. Additionally, 
there are often several rules that are evaluated simultaneously. These rules may 
assign fuzzy values to a number of output variables with more than one rule 
assigning values to a particular output variable. In order to combine the effect of 
rules that assign values to the same variable and determine the crisp value needed 
to implement the control action, an additional defuzzification step is needed. 

4.2.2 Defuzzification 

Defuzzification is the process of combining the results of fuzzy inference in order 
to determine a crisp output value. For a particular output variable, Vout, the n 
fuzzy values produced by the fuzzy inference process involving Vout are combin(;d 
by taking their union. Taking the capped membership functions ml .. m n , a new 
combined membership function m comp is created which is the maximum of the 
individual functions as follows: 

for some u in the domain of Vout. A defuzzification method is then used to calcu
late the value of the output variable from this combined fuzzy value. We describe 
the two most well known methods as well as a third, more robust, method that 
we used in our crowd implementation. 

The Centre of Area method [DHR93], shown in Figure 4.5, is the best known 
of the defuzzification methods. Since the control variables used in our crowd 
system are discrete, we present the discrete version of the method, though the 
continuous version is similar. For a control variable which takes on a value from 
the universe U = {Ul,U2, ... ,Ul}, 

This method takes into account the whole of the area under the membership 
curve and finds the value which is in the centre of its area. This method requires 
the calculation of the area under the curve which is a slow operation, especially 
when it must be executed a number of times for each agent on every update step. 
The advantage of this method, however, is that its output changes continuously 
- a small change in the inputs tends to result in a small change in the output. 
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1 

o 
c 

Figure 4.5: The Centre of Area method. 

The Middle of Maxima method [DHR93] is much quicker to calculate but 
ignores the general shape of the combined fuzzy sets. Instead this method con
siders only the values of U for which the combined membership curve takes on its 
maximum value. More precisely, the smallest and largest values of U for which 
m comp is maximum are averaged as shown in Figure 4.6. If the maximum value 
attained by the combined membership function is given by h, then the value of 
the output is calculated as 

min(u E U[mcomp(u) = h) + max(u E U[mcomp(u) = h) 
Vout = 2 . 

The advantage of this method is its computational efficiency. It is also able to 
handle the situation where the combined membership curve has more than one 
distinct peak in a more reasonable manner than the Centre of Area method. The 
main disadvantage is the discontinuous output that may result when the firing 
strength of two rules is similar. 

1 

o 
c 

Figure 4.6: The Middle of Maxima method. 

The last method that we describe is designed to adapt the Centre of Area 
method to deal with the case of a combined membership curve with more than 
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one peak without losing the continuous behaviour it exhibits. The Centre of 
Largest Area method [DHR93], shown in Figure 4.7, finds the largest connected 
subset of the area under the membership curve and then determines the centrE' 
of its area. 

1 

o 
c 

Figure 4.7: The Centre of Largest Area method. 

Fuzzy logic is well suited to the modelling of intelligent behaviour in crowd 
members because it is based on how humans think and handle knowledge. This 
property provides two distinct advantages. Firstly, the agents are more likely 
to behave like intelligent humans if their thought process is similar. Secondly. 
the linguistic basis of fuzzy logic is far removed from the differential equations 
and other analytical methods for describing complex systems. This allows a 
non-technical user to be able to specify the thinking of an agent, and hence the 
behaviour of a crowd, by simply applying the rules that he or she might follow. 
There is a close link between how the user thinks and how the agent thinks which 
offers an advantage in authoring the crowd. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Design 

The work presented in this dissertation is concerned with the lack of control 
provided by current crowd animation. We propose constraint-based control over 
the behaviour of a crowd for use in a crowd animation system. This section 
details the design of such a crowd control system. 

5.1 High Level Control 

There has been some work done in the area of crowd animation aimed at adding 
control. )'10st crowd animation research takes a bottom up approach by simulat
ing the individuals and control may be provided at this level. This work, discussed 
in Section 2.2.4.1, either attempts to enable the agents to follow a user's direction 
as part of its behaviour, or allows a user to directly manipulate the individuals 
involved in the simulation. The former approach requires an additional level of 
intelligence and so adds significant complexity to the agents. The latter form of 
control is effective but limited to small scale changes as tweaking many individ
uals is tedious. 

It is more meaningful and effective to take a top-down approach when considering 
high-level control. Individual intelligence can produce realistic and complex sim
ulated behaviour but global control may require global intelligence. The crowd 
animation approaches that search the motion graphs of characters in order to 
exactly meet constraints are a good example of this (see Section 2.2.5). Unfortu
nately, these methods are not ideal for crowd animation as they produce zombie 
agents with no real behaviour or intelligence. They do, however, effectively pro
vide complete control to the user by means of position constraints that, if achiev
able, are guaranteed to be met. An additional disadvantage is the complexity of 
such a search. Although some motion graph methods perform in a reasonable 
time-frame, this is due to optimisations that are specific to positional constraints. 

Control as a form of post process is given in a recent paper by K won et al. 
[KLL08]. This approach alters the trajectory information provided by a crowd 
simulation by linking the positions of neighbouring agents, across all time steps, 
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together in a mesh. Standard mesh deformation techniques are then used to de
form and arrange the mesh such that the agents move as desired. This form of 
control is not applicable to crowds whose motion is bodied and articulated. The 
trajectories of the agents may be determined from their full motion but the loss 
of this information is a high price to pay. 

An effective, though rather specific example of top-down control is provided by 
Anderson et al. [AMC03]. The bird agents produced by Reynolds (described in 
Section 2.2.3) are constrained using an approach which effectively samples the 
space of possible behaviours, accepting only behaviour which result in the con
straints being met. The sampled behaviours are evaluated for fitness based on 
how well they match the behaviour of the unconstrained model. This evaluation 
makes use of the fact that, in the bird flocking model, the steering behaviour 
includes a random wander element. If the wander contribution implied by the 
sampled behaviour appears to have been drawn from the same distribution as the 
wander contribution of the unconstrained behaviour, the sample receives a high 
fitness score. 

This iterative improvement of the constrained behaviour works well in this case. 
though for large numbers of birds the system may be somewhat slow. Unfortu
nately, there are a number of attributes of the flocking behavioural model which 
the system exploits, making the generalisation of this approach problematic. 

In this dissertation we develop a general method of high-level control for agent
based crowds. This method is inspired by previous top-down approaches and is in 
the form of general constraints. The system we develop attempts to satisfy these 
constraints by altering the behaviour of the crowd. This is done while trying to 
retain the behaviour of the original crowd as much as possible. 

5.2 The Crowd Simulation 

Massive is the state of the art in crowd animation for film and any further work 
in this area must take it into account. The animation quality produced by Mas
sive has been shown to be of high quality. Its authoring tools are effective and 
complex behaviour is made possible by its fuzzy logic inference framework. The 
widespread use of Massive shows that the computational cost is low enough to 
make it useful. Since Massive produces such good results in many areas, it would 
be foolhardy to start from scratch. We choose instead to take Massive as a start
ing point in our crowd animation work and build on its successes. 
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The system we create attempts to reproduce the successful principles of the 
~Iassive crowd animation system in order to avoid re-inventing the wheel. Re
production of such a widely used system also makes this research relevant to the 
visual effects industry. We do, however, make a number of simplifications to the 
;"Iassive system due to time constraints and in order to simplify the implemen
tation of the system as a whole. As we are attempting to explore the control 
of a crowd's behaviour, the quality of the motion produced is of little concern. 
The implementation of a motion tree with motion blending is a considerable task 
that requires additional resources in the form of motion clips. Since this aspect 
of ~Iassive is not relevant to the behavioural constraints we wish to place on 
the crowds, we make the simplification of removing the motion tree. Our agents 
are able to take simple actions, such as step forward or turn right without the 
accompanying articulated motion. 

Variation within a crowd is produced in ~Iassive by randomly varying attributes 
in both the brain and motion tree. This variation increases the realism of the sim
ulation and reduces the visibility of repeated motion clips throughout the crowd. 
However, many of the crowd simulation systems described in Chapter 2 are able 
to produce emergent crowd behaviour without any variation - their agents are all 
identical. In order to simplify the crowd simulation, random variation in agents 
is not implemented. We recognise that random variation may be leveraged by 
additional crowd control methods but this is beyond the scope of our research 
(see Section 9.2). 

5.3 Constraints 

A requirement for the design of a system of crowd simulation control is to deter
mine the manner in which the control should be applied. Ideally, a crowd control 
system should be general, in the sense that any particular aspect of the crowd 
simulation may be controlled. Building on ideas from previous work in crowd 
control such as that by Lau and Kuffner [LK06] and Anderson et al. [AMC03], 
we design a method of control by means of constraints. A user may specify con
straints on a crowd which the control system then attempts to meet by altering 
the crowd simulation automatically. These constraints are arbitrary and may be 
applied to any aspect of the crowd simulation. 

This system for the specification and satisfaction of constraints is built on top 
of the crowd simulation system. The general use-case is described in Figure 5.l. 
An existing simulation, involving any number of groups of agents, has constraints 
applied to it by the user. These constraints, along with the parameters which de-
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scribe the simulation, are then fed into the constraint satisfaction system (CSS) 
which alters the simulation parameters such that the constraints are met. 

User 
. Used by r::::l 

~reJ 
I Constraints I J 

Mee'-Icrowd S,mUlationl 

Provides 
Parameters 

Figure 5.1: A general use-case of our crowd control system. 

The constraints are not limited and may be applied to any part of the crowd 
simulation over any time frame. It is likely that some constraints may be partially 
met and there is the possibility that a sets of constraints cannot be fully met by a 
particular crowd. In order to allow the system to improve the simulation as much 
as it can, constraints include a value that ranges from zero to one. If a constraint 
is completely violated then its score would be zero while a constraint fully met 
would have a score of one. The introduction of a partially met constraint is a 
generalisation of the boolean, met or not met, constraint and so does not exclude 
constraints of boolean form. 

In order to simplify the study of this control mechanism, no study is made of 
how these constraints should be specified or used. The motivation for the use
fulness of constraints is convincing - completely general constraints provide un
limited control. However, the manner in which these constraints should be used 
and specified is beyond the scope of this work. We are attempting to prove the 
concept of general constraint-based control, not provide a complete study of this 
form of control. 

5.3.1 Constraint Satisfaction 

Once the constraints required by a user have been specified, the CSS is required to 
provide the user with a crowd simulation which meets the particular constraints. 
The first question that must be answered before such a system can be designed 
is that of what simulation parameters the CSS should be allowed to change. Pre
vious work in crowd animation generally changes the motion of the individuals. 
Systems that deal with particle motion, such as the work in motion editing by 
K won et al. [KLL08], alter the trajectories of the particles in order to have them 
meet the constraints. The work on searching motion trees in order to meet the 
requirements of a user by Lau and Kuffner [LK06] and Sung et al. [SKG05] set 
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the motion of the agents based on constraints. 

This method of constraint satisfaction is severely limiting in that it abandons 
the behaviour of the agents and only allows control of an agent's motion. The al
tered bird trajectories of Anderson et al. [A)';lC03] attempt to satisfy the agent's 
original behaviour but this approach still suffers from lack of generality in the 
constraints. As mentioned previously, these constraints are tied to the agent's 
behaviour by making use of the random wandering of a bird. This specific prop
erty does not exist in more general crowd models. 

We propose that the ideal way in which to meet the constraints of a user is 
through the agent's own behaviour. This approach is consistent with the be
havioural animation used to animate crowds. Instead of ignoring the behavioural 
model and dealing only with its motion output, as described above, it is advan
tageous to rather improve this model. By changing the underlying behavioural 
model, the new crowd may be used in different situations and even changed using 
existing control methods. 

An additional advantage in meeting crowd level constraints by changing the be
haviour of the crowd is that this allows constraints to be specified, not only with 
reference to the motion of the agents, but also with reference to their behaviour. 
If only the motion of an agent is available to be constrained, then the physi
cal outcome of its deliberation process may be controlled. If the properties of 
an agent's brain are also part of a constraint then greater control of an agent's 
behaviour is achieved. Although we do not actively explore the avenue of how 
constraints may be used, this flexibility seems desirable. 

At this point a clear distinction must be made between the control that we 
propose and the behaviour based control provided by the approaches such as the 
cognitive modelling of Funge et al. [FTT99]. \Vhereas cognitive based control 
attempts to include the agent's own intelligence in the constraint satisfaction 
process, we satisfy these constraints in a global, top-down manner. Additional 
deliberation may enable an agent to figure out the correct actions to meet user 
constraints, but we propose a system which changes the agents' behaviour so 
that they naturally meet the constraints, acting without any knowledge of the 
constraints themselves. 

Having established that the behaviour of the agents in a crowd should be changed, 
the manner in which this should be done is still undecided. There are a number 
of different options and some of the alternatives to our chosen method may prove 
fruitful (see further discussion in Section 9.2). We make use of the impressive 
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crowd simulations produced by Massive as a starting point for our work. There
fore, the parameters of the crowd simulation that we choose to alter are based on 
Massive's implementation of an agent's behaviour using fuzzy logic. Since :Mas
sive creates agents as instances of a master agent, we choose to alter the brain 
parameters of the master agent. 

The advantage of altering the behaviour of the master agent, and hence alter
ing the behaviour of a whole group of agents, is that our system then adds an 
additional layer of control without removing the existing methods. The brains 
that are altered by the ess are still available to be manually edited by the user 
and to be used in different scenarios. In this way, the control provided by our 
constraint system supports the authoring of crowds. The disadvantage of chang
ing the behaviour of a whole group of agents is that there is less power available 
in the system as the same changes must be made to all instances of the mast er 
agent. However, a large amount of the control available to a YIassive user in 
creating a crowd is through the direct editing of the master agent's brain. \Ve 
are simply providing a method to make these changes automatically. In addition. 
techniques that alter individual agents (see Section 9.2) may be used in addition 
to our system. 

As described previously, the brain of a Massive agent makes use of fuzzy logic. 
One of the interesting interpretations of the membership function of a fuzzy set 
is that it gives a person or group of people's understanding or interpretation of a 
fuzzy concept. For example, a person is asked to define a fuzzy set "comfortable" 
over the universe of possible room temperatures as shown in Figure 5.2. A person 
from Iceland might provide the curve shown on the left while a Jamaican might 
give the function shown on the right. 

a. 1 
.r::: 
Vl ... 
OJ 

..0 
E 
OJ 
:E 

0 
10 20 30 40 

Room temperature (degrees C) 

Figure 5.2: Two different definitions of a "comfortable"· temperature. 

This same observation may be applied to the agents in a Massive crowd. The 
crisp values which an agent is provided with by its senses are converted to mem
bership values of fuzzy sets. The membership curves used to provide these values 
define the agents understanding of the linguistic values that the fuzzy sets rep-
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resent. The agent's brain makes use of these linguistic values in the reasoning 
given by fuzzy rules. We argue that by changing the agents understanding of 
these linguistic values, the agents behaviour may be changed in a manner which 
remains true to the reasoning that lies behind it. The agent's understanding of 
linguistic values is given by the membership functions of the particular fuzzy sets 
and so it is these membership functions that must be changed by our system. 
To illustrate, in order to change a person's degree of reaction to cold, one might 
change what he considers cold to be. 

It must be noted that the control we propose is a layer above the standard 
control provided by the crowd simulation system. Once a brain has been altered 
to satisfy constraints, a user may make use of the standard brain authoring tools 
in order to further change the master agent's brain. In this way, the constraint
based control is added as an additional form of control and in no way removes 
the methods of control that exist already. By allowing a user to change brains 
that have undergone constraint satisfaction, this method of control is useful not 
only for the per-shot tweaking of agents, but also for the authoring of agents' 
behaviour in general. 

5.4 Testing Strategy 

In order to determine the success of the CSS, we produce a strategy for its 
evaluation. The testing strategy is determined by the requirements of the control 
and so is given without reference to implementation details. The requirements of 
control that we propose are as follows: 

• Provide additional control - Constraints that cannot be met easily 
through other means should be satisfied by this system. 

• Execute in an acceptable time-frame - The constraint satisfaction pro
cess should take place in a reasonable amount of time. 

• Produce minimal behavioural change - The crowd behaviour that is 
produced by the system should as closely match the original crowd as pos
sible. The change should be no more than that produced by an expert user 
of the system applying the same constraints to the simulation by manually 
editing the agents. 

• Applicable to real world use - The test agents and scenarios should be 
similar to those used in real applications. A variety of representative test 
cases are necessary. 
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Based on these requirements, we produce a testing strategy that is made up of 
a number of test scenarios. Each scenario consists of a crowd of agents, perhaps 
of differing types, and different environments. These scenarios are based on pos
sible real world examples of where crowd animation systems may be used. A set 
of constraints that might reasonably be required are determined for each scenario. 

The proposed constraint-based control method is compared to the current method 
where an expert user manually alters the fuzzy logic rules of the agent brains in
volved in the simulation. There is a difficulty in providing expert users for the 
crowd system as this system was created specifically for our study and so there 
is only one expert user - the author of the system. Although this limits be 
generalisation of our results, there is no alternative. 

First the expert user, who serves as our control case, attempts to meet the con
straints by altering the behaviour of the agents in the simulation. The automatic 
CSS then attempts to meet the constraints. Once each set of constraints has been 
met by these two different means, the performance of the two may be compared 
in different ways. The immediate and most important consideration is how well 
the constraints are met. Since each constraint is structured such that it has a sat
isfaction value ranging from zero to one, constraints that are not completely met 
may still be judged based on how well they improve the satisfaction of constraints. 

The time taken by the automatic method may also be roughly compared to 
the time required by the expert user to meet the constraints. This timing com
parison is based on only a rough estimation of how the system may be actually 
used. There are factors, such the time taken to specify the constraints and the 
fact that with an automatic system the user is free to perform other tasks while 
the system is running, which are not considered in the comparison. However, 
this simple comparison of running times gives an idea of the possible usefulness 
of the CSS. 

A third, and important, comparison is based on how much the crowd behaviour 
is changed when the constraints are satisfied. An automatic system which accu
rately applies constraints, but does so at the expense of the behaviour which has 
been carefully crafted, is of little use. Since the similarity of crowd behaviour 
is a rather subjective, qualitative measure, we perform human experiments that 
compare the crowd behaviour of the altered crowd to the original. Subjects are 
required to perform comparisons of short video clips showing crowd animation 
and assign a similarity score to the behaviour of the crowd in the different clips. 
The video clips are shown in pairs with the first clip showing the original crowd 
behaviour and the second the crowd altered by either the expert user or the CSS. 
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By requiring users to perform a number of such comparisons, similarity scores for 
the two different constraint satisfaction methods may be gathered and compared. 
This gives an indication of whether the automatic CSS alters a crowd's behaviour 
more than is necessary. 

5.5 Design Summary 

In this chapter we have described the design of a system which adds needed 
control to current crowd simulation systems. The design decisions are summarised 
as follows: 

Built on top of an existing crowd simulation system 
The crowd simulations to which control is applied is based on the widely 
used :Vlassive platform. 

Control by means of constraints 
Control of the crowd simulation is achieved through the specification of 
general constraints. These constraints describe the outcome that the user 
desires. The control system alters the crowd such that the constraints are 
met. 

Change agent behaviour 
The constraints specified by the user are met through altering the be
havioural model of the agents involved in the simulation. Changes to the 
agent brains are made automatically so that their behaviour results in the 
constraints being met. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Crowd Simulation Implementation 

The implementation details of the system that applies the design described ill the 
previous chapter, is broken into two parts. This chapter details the implementa
tion of the the crowd simulation system with the constraint satisfaction system 
(CSS) described in the following chapter. 

The aim of this implementation is to demonstrate the usefulness and potential 
of constraint-based control. This is done by presenting an example of a crowd 
simulation system to which this form of control is added. In this implementa
tion, certain decisions were made based on a number of considerations - it is 
noted where alternative choices may prove fruitful. The aim is to explore the 
concept of constraint-based control, specifically for behavioural modification of 
agent-based crowd simulations, and this aim guides the implementation decisions. 

Our crowd simulation system is based on the widely used Massive platform. 
Section 3 gives the information on Massive that can be gleaned from interviews, 
articles and use of the system. Implementing the principles of that system re
quires filling in a number of gaps and so it is important to recognise that we do 
not claim that this system will work in exactly the same way as Massive. vVe 
have made simplifying design decisions (detailed in Section 5.2) and must also 
interpret the data that we have available. Inaccuracies are bound to occur and all 
we claim to produce is a system that is based on the successful principles appli(~d 
by "Massive. 

6.1 System Overview - The world 

The crowd simulation system is implemented in C++ in an object-oriented man
ner. This system, shown in Figure 6.1, is based on a global world object. This 
world contains the agents, environment and any other miscellaneous information 
required by a simulation. At the highest level, a simulation involves initialising 
a world object and then repeatedly calling the world's update method. The sim
ulation uses forward Euler integration for simplicity and so the only information 
the world requires to update itself is the time elapsed since the last update. 
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0« '" tot "" 

Figure 6.1' .4 n O1;unno of the n,()lI,d ",., In ·"/,,ium S!lstr,m sh owing the delmlea view 
of a slTlgip orynt m tlip l1'odrL T/'''fioll' oj mj()mw.t!On ilinmgli 1".0 agtnt is shown 
in red, 

The ,>iulUlat ion that i~ Cll('i)l'suial.<Xi by Ih" w"rld "iJicct illVolves a ilImlber of 
agent object~ along with ~ollle e11vi rOILlll('ILi,d l',"'tIwt.ry sl'{dli(xi a.5 Iwo climen
sion,ll polygons, These polyg011~ are cOllveT1:<?<i into a 3D eILvimILlllCILi. iJY pla.cilll', 
them Oll the :ry plm", ,md exl.l'IJ{ling l.hem ill the positive :: diTl~tion. Each line 
,;eglllent of a 2D POiYI',OIL b{ X:mll(,~ il f(X'i ilILgk in 3D sp«ce. The floor of the en
vironment i~ con~ider""i to hp th" pialle wlH'H' Z = o. 

!\Jl al',{'lll, conbiru; a slatt obj<Yt that dcscribe~ detaih ~uch a~ it~ position. vt"
i()ci!y ,md ()ri"ILi.ill ,;Oll, III i"l<iit.ion, t.his objed h«s a llumber of c011tro l variahles 
whi(,h 1m)" he u:',{'(i I.() ('ilnS" IIw al',('ILi. I.() perform cerbin adions. Along with a 
state, each agent ha~ it~ OW11 brmn and ])fTC/'pilon The l'en'epi i()Jl () hi"'!. ('()maills 
,1 number of sen.", objer;ts, possibly of differi11g t"pe~. The~e are re~ponsihie 1'01' 
qLlerying the world objed ,1lld so ~uppl" i11foTlllatio11 ha~""i on ,,;hich the ill',eJlI" 
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The brain oontain,; any number of brain nod" obj""ts wili('h haw different suI:.. 
dasses. Each brain node may Iw dep~ndelLt OIl othen; and so an or,ierin,r is 
impo,,,,l llpon thHlll. In lh:s way, Hw:; j{)[Jll a dire<cted graph, similar to Ulill of 
Uw \Ia~,ivp bra:ns deocrilw<l ill 5<.' ('t. :on ;:; , Brainll<xles that pro,';de inpll t lO ULP 
hrailL are liIlked tn ·~fnSf objed" Othc~' brain uodes llpdatp ('(JIlt,wl ,-ar'ahle, 
alLd ~erve a, the hrain', method of pro,':ding outpm, Tlw ('oml)iImtiOIl of hrain 
lLode; repre;ent a number of fuzzy lo;';ic rules whkb dpfirw all a",em's l)ehaviour, 

Wbeu the world obj(X';t is updauxL it Sf'<)LWIlhdly (';lIb t.he update methods of 
cOlch of Ute agents in the sinlLllalion, Each allPlt update, it perception, calls the 
,le('bion fLmclion of it., briliIl Ii) updal'" its control \'a r:abks, and lhen update" 
ib ot.ate iUy'ordiIl i', to t hpse ('olLlTob, Th', sequential updale resulls in each a,rpnt 
tilk' n,.; a t. llrlL to lllO\'e whil~ Hw ot, hers remain sdl, 8enmse an agent's behavio llr 
i~ iIldelWIl delLt aIld the , :mulatioll model, a system wbidi is, in fad. cuntilLlloll, ly 
dmIlg'",.;. th'~ d<'l.ai l make; little differenoo to the results pW,lll"',..!, 

0.2 A g ent s 

hom all external poim ofv'~". all age lLt is defined by its state, \\'hile an a,.;~nt\ 
lwhav' OLlJ' at.tpItlpt,s t.o updat,e this state. the virtual reality of UiP a";~Ilt, i ~ eIl
capsulated ill its state ohject, Our ;mplementalion differs fwm \laSi'iw iIl t.h at. 
we do not gi\'e the ag;ents a motion tf(_~, wit.h (x)nljl lex art.icll iat-ed hodies, Th:s 
si~n;fk,1ntly simplifies an a~enl's slale iUid ""tion implemPllt,at'''lIl , 

Th~ (Towd mod pi !fmt \w impl(,ItleIlt make:; a clear distindion between UiP a(t.iolL 
attpmpt'l(l l)y an agent aIld the effect that t his allempt bas on Uw a,rpm-" Stiltp, 
\Vhile an agent mig;ht want to move in a ('erlain way or accel~rilt" 'Il a partie
\Liar din~' lion, pl'OperUc~ of UiP world may 1L0t idlow :1, This :;ep8J:atioll allows 
pb"sical simlllation to be indllded ill t.he mlimid,iolL of the c[{ )\vd, if de,ired, \Ve 
define an 1J.,rp!lt's "irLlwI reidit,.'" whi('h wp rpj'pr t o iiS its phYfical ft-ate, us:ng; stale 
vaJ'iable" ifl(:lLld~d ill t.hp ~Ptp ohject_ The illlended actions are ,ldincx.! b,' 'ill 

'l.,!!,elLt'~ ('oIltrol var iablf's_ also :nelnded:n the ftate obj(~;L 

Due to our fo~us on the hehayiolU' of an ai',enl il.' Opjl(NlCI t.o thp qllalit.y of 
its motion. we make use of emll()di",.! a,.;pnt, with olLl:-' simple_ lLolL-art iculated 
b<xlies, The ~tale of an a~ellL's body in lhe JD ,'irlnid "P'M'P is therpfOJ'e (lIliqll€ly 
,iefinc~.! by a ~D position \'Cx;lor iUid two or'~Iltati OIl vectors The two orielLtation 
v'ed,ors defiue all agent's "look" ,Ulwtion alLd 'llP" d'J'e(t:on a~ shown ill Figure 
(j,~, In addiliou, we mamtain a third. orlhogoltaL OrielLtilt iolL ",,'{'(,or deti lling the 
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agent's "right"_ This v<.-~'t.ur is l1'1('d ill ('aknlatiJLg allgles for I.h,' ]H'klrillg ",'IL"" 

(see Section 13.4), 

Up 

Right 

Figure 6.2; TIlt' orienta/joll vector,1 of WI aqent. 

An 'J.g(·nt's physical stale is ",·t by the ",r;,tbl('s dcscrilxoJ above and is the 
samo for ,til ;,~cnl, s, Th" uuumer in which all ;1::';('I1L Illi\Y atl(,Illpl, 10 llpd;,V' I,h('"" 

wlriable" vllri"s frum "lI(' ag('lLl. typ" to ,moth"f All a.g('lIt -s a.ct io"s an' defined by 
a nlllll!J€T of discrete valued control variables. Each contrul value has a minimwn 
and maximum \'ulu(' as well ,\S a str·p value which d('fines i1S gr;,nlllariL~', A pM
licclli;tr ;1i\('lLl. I,y]>(' Illhy hav" any lLllmb,'1' of diiT"fC'n1 ('olltwls whi('h dict.ate how 
11](':, ar(, llSl'd to updatp all agl'nt's ~tll.t,e __ \ car agl'ILl, for ('xalllpk, might haw 
an accdaal101l controL a speed control and a turn angle controL A killer robot 
mi~ht include a ,\/loot cOlli.rol and ;, dyinq control. The eonU'ols implemenLCd in 
I,he lesl.in~ of Ollf ,ysku! an dCl.;,ilcd in Seclion iLL 

Th,' ('ontruls of an ag,'nt ar(, link('d to tlw bmin's uutput nucks \\'h"n an flgi'nt 

is updau'd, th" brain supplies w'w valw's for these COlli.rols (assuming that the 
brain's bellilviour affects the jlMliculur control), The ;1::-;enl's Sl.ale is thcu up
da.I,(·d according 1,0 1.11(' cOlli.rol ",diles, Th(' elTc('1 of I,he ('onl1'01 valucs diffcr alLd 
''''''' contruls "~Ih ,~~S(wiat,'d dkcts nUly b(' wd"d. For ,'xampk, tIll' acee/eratwn 
control changes the magnitude of an agent's velocity vector while the turn around 
up rotates an agent"s look and ri~ht orientation 'led,DrS abollt I,he up ()rienl,ati()n 
,OCUlL This SCjMtal,e Ilpdau' skI' ;111()ws I,h(' a~clLl, -S all'('u!pl,cd a('tiolL tt) fail. 
The 81wol ('onlI'UI, for ilLst.an('c, dues nOI ('aw'.' t.J1(' "gpnt t.u fir<' its wcapon 11mil 
dw ""'apolL" ('uol-duwn period has elaps(~L 
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6.3 Bruins 

Th" IJrain i~ th" centre of an ':\gent's behaviour ,md i'O i~ the ,Hea ill 'Khkh IllllCh 
of our iJL1.{T(\,t lie~, The hraill~ of :\I,,,,,,i,'(' a!l,eJL1.~ mak<' U,'<o' of fu7.zy logic t.o wm
bine t.he inl'nt." from an a!l,eJL1.'" ",'""or" alLd dctenni ,l(' the a,tions it should take. 
Tills I'roces~ make~ US€ of funy rule~, represented as a graph of brain node~. 
Since the details of the M'-l,~iv" illlpiclIJCntation of [UU,} lo~ic ,uo' not. ilvail"hk, 
the litel'1lture Ol! [11/,,,\' ~yst"lll {X)l\twl i" ,Ul importance ,,,mH'e. In ",lIlte "rea". 
p<>niculilrly with rden'",'e to tll(' hrain ilLPlltF \l",,~iye dif!"('r..; fro'" the ~tandard 
model of fuZly C\JIltroL Om "y"t."", follow" t.he example of IIlassiw in the ,&;1"-8 

",:here the reasoning behind ~uch deviation i~ known. 

In OUl' illlple]mmtation. til<' hra.in i~ made lip of a numher o[ hraill Ilode", The"" 
,HIde", with the exceptiolL o[ OlltPUt nod(\,. "'il)' he though of a:; funy \·a.lue~ and 
so haye a y,dw' ill t.he range [0. I]. Ea,h node llmy also haw a lltunl)€r of nodes 
upon whie-h it depend~. These node~ lllust be evalu,lted IJefore the d"pendent 
nod" 'In<l, 'Khen lI)ldated, th" dC]){~l<ient node i~ i'lmt vaiu", "f the node:" ll)lOll 
'Khi('h it delwuds, Each node may 1)(' rc)lre",mt(~1 as a node ill a ~ra.ph with 
(kp<'IlCi<-nde, "rciltin~ (~i~e, hdw{~,n them as ,howl! in Fi~lln' fi,~, I'he eight 
dift'('reJLt. ,,(xi<' l.ype~ ;In' dn-crihnl h,'low 

-F--O( .... ; --t,;.~,~ .• -j -_ -. 

~r ;;·· 
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6.3.1 T he Fuzz node 

This node is one of tll"O input. nodes which convert t.he information sent. to the 
brain [wm the ,,~ent"s senses into " fuzzy Sl·t membership v(llue, .\Iassive provides 
its agfnl.s wilh ~("mw infmmatioll ill SOIr", [orm o[ r("al v,Jucxi a,rray - diJT("rillg 
from standard f\l~zy ('Olltroller" ill "'hi('h a "illgi<" real v,,ju,, i" I.h(" inpul As all 
array input provideb the fifxibility required for agellt vi"ioll. Wf follow the kael of 
~Iassive ,mel design the senses to provide their information in thf form of a data 
,.rmy with ("w:h array elemem " flo1ltin~ poillt nnmber. 

In .\Iassivf, the values of t,his array are ('onvened to a fnzzy vahle b.y Ill("an~ 

of a membership curve that is supfr-impused over the array fib bhuwn in in Fig
mc fi.1. Our sys l,em implem"nts this [uzzifkal.ion llsing " memb<.~rship [llnction, 
j. d"ri\Td [rom 1 hi~ ""l'\''' that, lla .. ~ a dorIlaill rLlIlIling 1 h(" lc'Il~I,h o[ 1 he dal.a a.rray 
and a range (,hat b from 7..ero to one. For a data army. d. of length n and with 
ma.ximum value m, the membership value is c,!culat.ed &; 

~~_ 1 (d,· {(i)) 
~~_l(m' {(ill' 

Thib averages tlLf "alueb of the sense's data array while giving grea(,er importance 
to the parts uf the array for which the membership function has high v"lue. The 
paH' o[ til(' array [m whi('h I.h(" m("mb("rship [ulldioll i, z("ro hav(" 110 cJT'X:I, aI, ,JI 
on tIl(' n,j"ulated v;,ju" 

Figllrl' 6."': The use of (I. memOcT',j'iu{J jlJflctwn by the ~·!'zc: node to /1JC:Z1jy the datil 
arm'l supplied by an agent's sense, The jazzijicatinn effectively dit'ilies the scaled 
",,,,,.,,,d'· I"",a I)!I the are" IIwi"" th~ r"ll11H,- pnn'"lifl.q a Faille ')<'I1I.'e"'l 2em all,i 
one. 

There arf fOllr ditffrent typ<Os of memt>erbhip curves m;ed by the nowd sim
llbtiun system. These are shown in Fi~ure 1.2 and "re named ,houMa leJI. 
Iriany!~, ",h(mlli"" nqht a!Hi 'I.,j'o"cd~.1 tmpnwm. Th(" ,·hoi('(" of tlws(" fllndioll'. 
alth01lgh slightly diffc-relli. t.o :\las~ive. which 11S('~ slIloot,her curw'. is bflb€<:! all 
I.hdr wid('spr('ad lIS(" in [u /."y ('oll\,m!. 'l"l", Flll.z nod(' l"lX'('iv('s iUPLll from tIw 
""·us(" a!Hi i.l",rd()[(' d('p",,,i, ou no ot.h("r uod("~, 
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6,3.2 The Fuzz-iVIax Node 

The sccond input node is similar to the Fuzz node in that is makcs u>c of a mcm
bership cun'c 1.0 COIl\"C[1. the data anav, supplicd hv a sens!', into a [\M"y ",dw, 
1'10" diff('f('Jl('(' is thilt the aYerall.ill1l. "ff(x·t is wIlLo""d. Th" Fuzz-:-'lax node was 
d"Y(' lop(~j to alluw fur S('nS"S whid, pruvid" (·xaet. ;Ilformat';on ~u~h as the target 
up angle ~ense de;nibed in Sect.ion 6.4. 

The appro<'.th o[ the FllZZ-\1aX node is to re<:oll.nis" only t.h" stron!':"st. ~ignal 
with r"fen'm'" to tl", IlL('IlLI",rshil' f<1Jl(1iull, f. For" dat.a ilrmy, d , of length n 
and with maximum value m. the membership valuc is calcillatcd as 

In this calculat.iou, high villu<'s in the data anay as well a~ values where the 
membership curve is dose to une are favoured, The Fuzz-nlax nodc. likc thc 
Fuu node. docs not depend on any other nodeF-, 

6.3.3 Th" Dcfuzz Nod., 

Thc Dcfuzz node ha.~ the task of converting the result of the inferencc process 
into a nllmi:>cr that is ul""ful to the agcnt. Each Dd'IIZZ node provides a ml<w for 
oue ('ou1.rol '-ilriable I.holl;',h a p.o.rtir:"lcir "'Ill rol variil], I" mily h ilW muw t,han uu" 
D(+u~~ Illxk which ~d~ it,~ vill"". Th" n()(]" hils UU(' dependellt which provides 
the fuzzy membership \-alue that, needs to be dehllzified, The full defuzzifi~ation 
process involves not only converting thc valiles [rom the brain's [IIVY .-ariabks 
into crisp, nm1.rol vailles; Iml. al:«J em"hinill;', 1.h('S(' "'"trol .-idum, Th" (umbiua
t.iuu st"p is descril)(~l mun' f"lIy in S<~'tiOIl 6.3 ,. H"re w(' describe t.he work uf 
the individual defuzl node, 

A Dd<lV nodc makes llSC of a membership [Illlction which dC>(Tibes a fllZZY 
sm, ddi u(,{j owr n", pc", .. "i],l" ,'ail",s of its part.icular ,,,"'trol ,'ariabk 1'1", f"m,
t,iuns u~ed by t·h" syst.em im' t.h" SaTlL" on"s us,.d by t.he Fuzz aud r\1~z-Mir" Iludes 
(sho"')) in Figure 4.2:. The in" ~rse of this function is u~ed to map the value of 
thc funv vi\l:iablc 1.0 a valilc of the c'Ontrol variable, Since 1.hc imerse of I.hc 
",cm\)("rship function is uot onc-to-olle, thc illvers" mappinll. is likdv to pro\'id" 
a rangc of ,'al iles. 'Ille >cirx;lion of a specific vallw is pan of the c'Olllbinalion 
pr()(ocss which (;ombines allthc ])cflll,. nodcs for a paniclliar control "aria]'le, 
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6.3.4 Logical Connective Nodes 

There are three logical connective nodes: AXD, OR and XOT. These nodes imple
ment the fuzzy connectives described in Chapter 4. We implement the min/max 
set of connectives because of their simplicity, efficiency and wide-use. 

Both the AKD and OR nodes combine the values of two other nodes. The value 
of the fuzzy variable represented by the A~D node is determined by combining 
the values these two nodes by taking their minimum. Intuitively, the AND node 
describes the degree to which two different statements are true: both of them are 
only as true as the least true one. Where Vi and V2 are the two incoming values, 

The value of an OR node is calculated by taking the maximum of the two 
values, intuitively describing the degree to which either one is true. Where the 
values of the nodes on which the OR node depends are Vi and V2, 

The A~D and OR nodes may be combined in a manner similar to that of 
their boolean logic counterparts and similar identities exist to boolean logic. 

The XOT node provides the opposite of a particular node. To this end, a ~OT 
node depends on a single node and has a value which, from a fuzzy inference 
point of view, is opposite to that of the original node. Since a fuzzy variable 
must have a value in the range [0, 1], this compliment is given by 

VNOT = 1 - Vorig 

where Vorig is the value of the original node. 

6.3.5 The Scale Node 

Both the Scale Node and Power Xode (described below) are linked to the con
cept of hedges from fuzzy set theory, described in Section 4. Scaling is not the 
way in which hedges are usually described in fuzzy control theory. We find Scale 
nodes useful, however, in reducing the strength of a particular input or creating 
a behaviour which is easily overridden by other behaviours. It is likely that these 
effects could be accomplished using a combination of other nodes, albeit in a 
more involved construction. 
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A scale node simply scales the value of a particular fuzzy variable. It has one 
node upon which it depends and a scale factor associated with it. For an inp',lt 
value of v and a scale factor of s, the value of the Scale node is simply 

VSCALE = V . s. 

6.3.6 The Power Node 

The Power node is a truer implementation of the hedges referred to above. A 
Power node serves to intensify or soften the value of a particular fuzzy variable. 
The node has a power attribute and depends on one other node. The value of 
the Power node, VPOWER, with power attribute, p, and input value, v, is giv(m 
by 

VPOWER = vp
. 

If the value of the power attribute is greater than one, the Power node serves to 

reduce the strength of the variable. If the power is less than one, the variable's 
value is magnified. 

6.3.7 Defuzzification 

Updating a brain is equivalent to the evaluation of the fuzzy logic rules that is 
contains. This is done on a node by node basis. The brain simply loops through 
the array of brain node objects, supplying each with the values of the nodes upon 
which it depends (if any) and calling the particular node object's update routine. 
The evaluation of a node before its dependant is ensured by the brain authoring 
tool (see Section 6.5 for a description of the tool). This tool saves the brain nodes 
in order of dependence so that the array of brain nodes need only be updated in 
sequence and a dependent node will always be updated after the nodes on which 
it depends. Circular dependencies are detected by the brain editor and the user 
notified as a valid set of fuzzy rules should not produce such a problem. 

The input nodes of the brain contain pointers to their relevant sense objects. 
An agent's perception, containing all of its sense objects, is updated prior to the 
brain, ensuring that an agent obtains up-to-date sensory information. The eval
uation of each node completes the fuzzy inference. All that is left is to combine 
the outputs in order to determine the values of the agent's control variables. This 
is the defuzzification step. 

Defuzzification is done on a per-control basis by looping through the agent's 
control variables. At an agent's initialisation, the indices of all the defuzz nodes 
that affect a particular control are entered into the control's defuzz index array. 
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This allows direct access to the correct defuzz nodes when calculating the new 
value for a control. There is likely to be more than one defuzz node which affects 
a particular control. Each one will have its own associated membership function 
and hence a range of values that the control could take. 

A defuzz node has its membership function capped by the its membership value 
- the value of the brain node on which it depends. Any values of the member
ship function which are above the node's value are reduced to this maximum as 
shown in Figure 4.4. The membership functions of the different defuzz nodes are 
combined by taking the maximum of each of them over the domain of the control 
as described in Chapter 4. This combined and capped membership function is 
used to determine the value of the control. 

We initially implemented two of the most well-known defuzzification methods 
(described in Section 4). Both of these methods exhibited undesirable effects in 
different situations. We first implemented the Centre of Area (COA) method but 
found that it caused agents to crash into world geometry. 

An example of where this occurs is given by a car approaching a wall at near 
a right angle to the wall, as shown in Figure 6.5. The car agent has two fairly 
symmetrical steering rules which are applied to a turning control. One of these 
causes the car to turn to the left when there is an obstacle near on the right, and 
another to turn to the right when there is an obstacle near and to the left. The 
defuzz nodes associated with these behaviours are shown in the figure. Since the 
information about the left and right obstructions is likely to be similar, the two 
behaviours will fire with similar strength resulting in the combined membership 
function show. Taking the centroid of this combined function results in a turn 
value of close to zero. The car's behaviour drives it straight into the wall. 

:I U ,I \ 
I I 

·90 ·45 0 C 45 90 

Figure 6.5: The problem with the Centroid oj Area deJuzz method. 

This problem came up frequently in our experiments and it is difficult to solve, 
even with careful specification of brain rules. The COA method leaves the agent 
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unable to choose one course of action if there are two conflicting ones of similar 
strength. The agent attempts to do both and so ends up doing nothing. The 
cause of this problem is the manner in which the defuzzification process deetb 
with the multiple peaks of the combined membership curves. 

A defuzzification method that does not suffer from this weakness is the '\1id
dIe of Maxima (MOM) method. Although the implementation of this method 
solved the problem described above, we found that agents movements were jerky. 
with the control values oscillating rapidly. This undesirable effect is due to the 
MOM method acting based on only one rule's result and ignoring the rest a~ 
shown in Figure 6.6. The two cases shown are based on only a small change in 
input values, which results in a small change in the firing strength of the two 
rules. However, this causes the one rule to fire with slightly greater strength than 
the other and so has the undesirable effect of moving the control value by a large 
amount. 

1 1 

0'-------...... o L--_i--_~ 

Figure 6.6: The problem with the Middle oj Maxima deJuzz method. A small 
change in the input values results in a large change in the value oj the contro! 
output, c. 

The defuzzification method which overcomes these problems is the Centre of 
Largest Area method (see Section 4.2.2). The connected areas under the curve are 
examined and the largest selected. The centre may then be calculated in a similar 
method to that used for the COA method. This defuzzification method causes an 
agent to choose one of the options when there are distinctly different possibilities 
for the control value and yet changes the control variable in a continuous manner. 

6.4 Senses 

The brain of an agent alters an agent's control variables based on the combination 
of its inputs using fuzzy inference. These inputs are provided by an agent's 
senses. The sense object is a general interface which may gather information 
from any source in the simulation's world object, including the agent to which 
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th€ sense belo"g~ To I.hi" "n(i- 1.1", world objc('1. is providcd 10 th~ i£n~€ when it 
is called on 1.0 updat€ itself. A" impoTI,ant IMrl, o[ lIh,~~i\',,\ ;'gelll, archil,ed ,ml' 
is tl", ~yuthctic vision with \\'hieh ag€nt.~ aT€ provided_ A, thi~ ~'''~' i" I.he mo~1 
mmplieilccd, wc ,,110\\' the implem€ntation of ~ymh€tie vision to gllid" t.h" d'''ign 
of t.h" ~'nS" inl,,,rfa,,c a~ ;, whole. 

(i.4.1 Synt.hf'lic visi",. 

A, mOT" tilll .. d,,~aibcd iu Clwpter :3, onc form of input. that \b~"iv€ ili'Plt.s CiT<' 

giv€n to r.hdr delib"H,liou proc,c~s i~ a form of ~yntlwtk vision , \\'€ know thaI. 
this vision is a "implifi€d 2]) ",',mline rcnd"riu;,; o[ thl' :;0 secne that the ag€nt 
iulmbil,s \\'ith othl'r ag€nt.s and obj€ets r€nd"red simply, l-'rom llsiug :'LiSliivc. it 
'''l.n I", s,,,u I.ha.l. thc coloLlrs of ag€nts may ll€ r€nd€r€d ",'Cording 1,0 their ISlw 
and an ag€nt, told to only nol.ie" r.crl.;,ill colollTs. 

Th" [\lUV lIl[l'rl'UCc that takcb place in t.h€ brain m"ke~ 11"" o[ [Lll.<.\' v'JJi>1blc~ 

which tah on a ",]1\" iu the nlllgc :0,1]. It remains to d€teTmin€ how t.he 2]) 
imag€ providro hy t.h" vi~ion ",'U~" "all bl' cOIlYC'rted into a r€al Vahl€ in t.hif 
nmgc - this is not €nt ir€h' ohvio1\' from \lsiu;,; )'[a.<,l'i\'e. There is thc ll"" of ;o()me 
form o[ nJCmbcrship curve, bimih,r in app€arane~ 10 1.1", ml'ml",rship CLlrVe o[ >1 
hlz7y""I" lIow I,hi~ 20 c' LUYl' is ll&:'d to fuzzify t.h€ 2]) imag€ i~. how('\u_ \lnd""r. 
Th€T€ "r€ al~) at le"SI, two diiIercuL types of vibion input a'1J.ilahl€ to an agent" 
"vision x" and ",'i~ion yO' Th€~, ~~'m 1.0 ;,;iv" 20 im"gl'~ i.lwt prc&:'llt what an 
>1!-,'('ut SCC~ with rcfl'rcnc€ to its x and:. axe~ 

In 011r impic'Tl)(,nl.al,ioll """ deal with this problem in t\\'O bt€PS \\'e fore" a ><ens" 
to provide it, dal." to I.h" bmiu ill Ihe form of rm mThy of real valu€~ wit.h WTll€ 
sp€cifiroma"iTll1)Jn, This da.ta ,H'T,,-" is 1.h"u "oIl\'l'rtl'd to a rea.luumb€r hy using 
>1 mcmbcr~hip CLUTe. This second ~I.€P wa~ d€8:ril",d in S<'cl.ion fi,:l. 

\Ve foliow 1.1", ,,,.,,mpk o[ ),-[;,~sivc iu providing two differ€llt vibion >'€n><e~_ on€ for 
c"eh of the x and y ax€S \\'€ disc,1\s.' th" C'N' for I,h" x ""i~ shown iul'igllre (i,7_ 
Th" ('asc [or thl' y h .. xb ~impiy swapb t.ll€ ll~ of t.h€ " a.nd y ax"~_ In "il,her ""R(', 
the world i, r"uderoo from thc agent'~ ]Xlint of "i€w at low r€~,hil.i 'Hl. t.ypiq,i 
valu€~ h€ing I [10 by 7[1 pixels_ Th" objects iu thl' world aJ'C rend€red without 
lighting and €v€ry ohj""'I, hil~ a siTllpiifil'd Tl)(){i<-l 1)~"d 1,0 r"mlcr it iu ;'gcut vision, 
This Wi1~ 1101. really Jl€ct'bSEIl}' in our ('il><e ,~, "" hm~' no high ",S(,I)1I.ion models, 
\\'h"" 1)~in.o; Ihe ,j"t>1ib::! modcl~ r<XjLlin'<:i b~' visual €ffeets, how€wr, ettici€ncr 
dictat€" th € 1),",,' of ;, 's~ ('o"tl\' ,dt.<'mill.i\'('~_ 

Th" 2]) rend"red vi~ion is ""uverl,ed imo il. dar>1 aJThy of l€ngth €qual to thp 
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" re"olnt.ion of t.hc ima~", r,ad, element, of the Mra" corre;pond~ to an x vHl",' 
iIl the reIldered image The image it.~elf i~ rendered in rod with no lighting So 
that '11l pixds Me cither rod or bhek, T he nnlIlb .. 'r o[ rcd pL,,('I~ in the u)lnmIl 
of u partie11hr X vHlue arc ,1ddod "I' awl inserted iIlt,O thc data 8,rra\' element 
COlTPoponding to thilt x w,llw, Th" maximuHl yaluc of all element in the alTaI' is 
then+ore thc y-rcKJlut.i,.m of t.he rendered image this occurring whcn an elltire 
('ohmm i, relldered red. 

figure (j,7: The conrenion of the lwrld n;ru1"nd fm", flu; flOU11 of t'iw' of a 
JKlI'linllm' "'1,,,,1 inl" 11u; dilla ''''''iI pnlt-",ded to th~' ag~'nt's bromo 

In order to allow ,m ugent to disting11ioh I",t","cll diff"nmt, agent t.ype~ 'llld 
wodd gmmdry, two diffnrcnt t.Yl}('~ of ""nS€~ are creat,ed: one for ~eillg \\'orld 
gmnlC't,ry alld anothnr for S€n,iIlg ot.her "gent~ . Agent~ in the world aJ'C org,miscci 
iIlto ~roup~ and a Yi~i0!L SI'n'e allo'''' a pmiiculal' group to bc spocifiod, Spc6al 
c"se~ ~UdL a' oe€ing all ot.her agents, 6e€ing only agcnts in an agcnt's own gro11P 
and ~e€ing agent~ in all foreign groups MC also allowod, An agent. is not limit"d 
in thc nUlIlber of 8(,n&cs it can havc alld so lIlay haw a~ Il",n.,' "agent vi~ion x" 
Si'IlS"S a~ HXluinxj, 

6 .4.2 Synthe tic Heari ng 

A si.mplcr hearing sen,.-'. l"lS"j on that, ,,,cd by \ J 8l'~ivc, j, al'0 repr0<.hKed. The 
mdiLod of ('{,mTrt.ing a ~nn,e'~ data array into a fuzzy variable'8 value l""ing a 
lll€lllber~hip functio!L i8 standard acros.~ all thc ,;cn~cs, The diiIercncc bdw,~,n 
one ,;cnsc and ,mother i~ the lll>Ulllcr in \\'hich thc d"ta anay is gcn"mlixj, 

for lWaJ'ing, thc dal-,l ;),[wy is o[ length ;\(j{) and reprcSi,ms thn ang],,,,, ill degr",,,;, 
U-OIIl il. so"nd C<.JlaCS. Thc first dcment of t,he army wprc"-'Ilt.~ o0lmd "'.mLi ng fron L 
-lBO" , with thc laM. dement o[ tlw arm:'1 repr,,5nlltilLg thn ~ol1!Ld (,{)Jtlillg from 
179". The v1I1"e5 o[the MWy demcnts arC either Z(TO ([or no S<.mnd) or on" (for 
so"lld heard), 
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Distml('~ from tlw saum!"s sou]'ce is IIlodelled nol. so IIluch as how loud a ,;QUlld is, 
but rather how notice"ble, L1Ch sounr! produces ,1 solid bar in an ag~nt's sense 
(,,~ ~hown in Fi,.;ure (i,k), Thi~ hlr i~ centred on the ;,ourre of the sound and it~ 
I,hi"kllb~ is del.ermineei by the disbnce of the SOllrce from the 'l~ent. P"mmeter~ 
spedf)'illg the maximum disl.aIl"e th,,1 a soulld Jllay covcr imd m"xiIlHIIlL thi('k
II~SS of a sauwl bar allow control of th~ sellsitivity amI a",uracy of an ag~lIt's 
he;u'ing. The u.", of the:;» bars en;lblO"S an agellt to be illfjuenc~d more by souJl(!s 
thaI. aw Ile"rbv I hall I hose I hal ilI'e iu the (li~l,ance, \Ye fOLllld I,hat thi~ sen.", 
"'ork(,<j \\'~ll, although t h ~re are otlH'r p,,,,,ibx' I1lCtlwds 10 a('hi,'w" ,iIllil,,]' df(xL 

o 
o 

o I 

Figure (i,8: The sOl!na sense maps sound sources to t.ars in th~' s(.'n."~ data, Ol"l'oy 
Thcwidlh oj Ihl, bar is determined by the distana from the agent. The dotted 
I""", -"Iww-' 111./, I'Imqc ()J /11./, "-4cnf'" /warin4 .'Imb'e. 

Th" heiU'iIlg of im ag('ul, i, b"~,,d OIl Ilw "Il,.;k bdween I h" 'l~elll. imei the 
sound source. All angle m~a5ures a rotation aoout all axis and sa \\'e must doo
fine ooth tlli~ 'lxi~ and what is considered zero robtioll 'lbout this axis. Sillce 
all ag"ul. ~"use~ from it ~ own fnune of reference, we mea" ure roUlt ions ,1roWld 
the v('Ctors ,!("S{'ribiIlg "u ilg"I\I.;, ori"utiu,ioll. Ag"ul.~ UII'"'' OI'ieul"l.ioll wel"r, 
(sho,,' ill Figur~ fU)' look, up and right. \V~ create Olle h~aring ,"nse fm ""eh 
of thae vecwrs· e,lch sense measurillg the rotatk>n required around a particular 
orieulill.iou \"<'(;I,or iu order 10 b,,~1. "li!\u il. wil.h the sOLmd ;,0,11",,<', \Ve describe 
the IHaIHlf'r iu which t he ",'U",' which lll<'iISLIWS rol."lioI\ '''''Hlud I.h<' "'-4"-1 \',"'I<>r 
is implement(,<j as th~ other tWll fuuciion simila]'ly 

As the thrf'(' o]'ielltation v('CI,)1'S ar~ onhogoll>,L a rotiltiou around Ilw "gilt 
V€<2tor taka pia"" in the plane defined by the look and up V€<2tors. The first 
step in calculating this angle is to proj('Ct th~ position of the sound souf('~ onto 
this plane, \\'e d~not~ the look. lip awl T1,ght v('Ctors of tlw agent as I. Hand r 
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" 

JCi;':IU'<' (i. 0' Til e !!nqi, (lJ!! 4u (1/1 d 1/1 ~a.;wred aro muJ 1./". " I!liI! I,.) ()Iv.1i lJl "'" I'( 'r-Io/' 

Till' 1",,',111"1 of thr "o,wd "",1'(", (' !W11'I1. "_I' " hi"", I'pi",n';' !-\' 1))'())I'CI<',j (mt<l thl' 

1,·1 pla'lI" Gr.d IIU'" til!' ,,'w,nd mlaliot( dr'tn'l)). jrwd_ 

]'O',)(.'I;>"<,h. TIl<' v<.-\"r ,.;,;Il Il", <llnd,;on {jf I.lH' "mud <;(J111'CX' , We: " al " 111~1" 
Ill" q~lll'''' 

S~ =.· ". 

fJ.S s!JOI\'n 1lI rigll lt' 6_~ T hp angle of Lhe rotation about r. O. ill tbeu (ollud 
I,,· tl\kiu~ 1 he !u('ll1u:.;eld of t he rat iu "f 1 heoe eoortiinttt<'l' li,<; follows: 

II = arrlan(~). 
$; 

lh~ ,' II is lh" Ilugl,' lu,;I\sun,d fwm lh" lo"k veClOr. awll\' fwm til<' 'tiP \'<'('IUI. 
:,..u ... · til<' lJ~(' ,,( Ii", Ilq;:alin'~" '....:In'·. S)wcial o-IW' mlJ£1 bl' tak"l1 i111:w ('a,,' 
..... hne "/ i, I.('W. lu lhis ('use. llw 5i;.:n uf~" determines whdil"r liJe a1l0~ is !)I)", 

(or ' . < O. or 271r. f<>l' 8. > 0, 
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Cn.[(:l' th" 11,lIg1e of thf ,sound i«lllJ'CC ill 1.l", panicH],lf plruw has llL~,n ddcrminO?<L it 
ouly f('m,lins to apply thi, infonnar.ioll to tiLe i;"Il~(,'S d,lt.a array. A SCHllld SO llrCl' 
gen~mtes a h>ll' of claw ill this army, basod 011 it.f (lift"nc~ [I'mlL tile »g('IlI, TiLis 
di'<tallce, 151- j, t.he "lil~Ilil.lJ(k of th" differencl' in position between th~ agm t 
and Ihl' S<)ulld source, pJ'ojected Ollto tiLe J'CkWl.lll planl'. Th" bar is cl'ntred on 
til(' iudex of thl' dilt>l array that repre<ent~ the d()~,,~t ''''gTe''' to 11", ':;llcul>ltcd 
'mg.I,,_ The widell of dw b>lr is dl'tcrmi!l(>Ci by two par",net(-ro; Ihilt give 1\", nUl!'," 
of the ~ell~e, <:',",,_,e illlcl1.h" mm:inHim width of the bill-, C'm_ TiLe ""idtIL i~ thell 
("lklllat(~l a~ 

fi. 4 .3 Tar!,;ct Sense 

Th('[c ill'" a llllmbcr of sen,;e~ implementO'<:l that p)'()\'id,' more ""ad informat ion 
to the al-':eIl1.. '1'1",;;" SenSeS ,lfl' calcillatoo. in a .;imilar m;J.llIl~!" to t.ilc I)('minl-': 
~en.;ef de~c,.iboo "bove. The dilTcrenl:" is lhl' nl>lnnl'r in which the ~~ll~~ infonna
l.ion is fl'pl"l'fented in th ~ .;en<e dilta array, \\'i1.h lhe he>lfing WnSeS e&:h soulld 
;;Ollfce prodlllx-\! a l)(u- of value.; but in the;~ mOlT exact ""nsc,. only a si llgll' af
m~' ~k!tl (,ll1. i;; I-':iwn, This Ch>lllge results in grl'ater accmacy from the <en"" Iml 
doef not provide' tIl(" "I-':Cllt with am' dislall<'e information. The:;e fen:;ef ilre cre
atud to provide in fonnat ion to 1 jl(" al-':ell1. which docs not fequife slll,h information. 

The simpkst of thl'S<" SL"llSl'S arc the ta.rpet up ami ta.?"!}ft right ""J"'''~, TI "'''', "Cn","'< 
"liow the 11"er 1.0 provide n t>"lfgc1 point to the agent which HlilY then I", u~("(l 
for navil')ltion, Tll("'<c ""J"'''S provide the a",'nt wilh thl' fotation angk~ requirO'<:i 
t.o orientate the agent toward tlw lilrget TIl(' "111''' ilIld "ri"ll1," dl'signations arc 
for 1.1", H'dor "bom which thl' rotation i, calculated Like t.ILC Il("mill" ""J",e, th,' 
dat.a aHay rq.m:~eIl1.s 1.1)(' anl-':k~ >lfOlllld a parti(,ular oril'ntation V"<3tor ranging 
from -180 to 179. Tile angl" ulicul"tioll i~ ,J~o id,'mic,J 10 that dl'scribc'<i above 
fOf thl' hearing wn.;e. Once lhi~ angle i~ found. 1.l)(' deHleut of lll(" claw alTay that. 
COHe;;pollds \.0 t.his ,ml-':ic is wt to 1 with all other element~ ~et to 0 ilb ~Il("nl in 
Figur~ 6. 'j O. The 11~' of olliv two SenSeS while 1.hefl' afe threl' orientation vector, 
is fimply b"<3aUfe lhere ","Ib no newl [or il third ""n",' in our l'xpefiments, Using 
onl" d", two ,mgics an agent is able to orientate it:;eif towil[(i~ tiL" tar~<"1. poin1, 
'I'll(" I.ar"d point is S<"1. bv the pammctL"Is provided to tlw ~e!l:;e "..hen it i~ (Teilted 

The fuzzification of the;~ exact ,;en~e~ is IwriorH",i bv 1he FllZl-;"[ax lllKIl's, If a 
sbmdal'd Fuzz node i~ ube<l, a~ would be T,h~ C"~~ for 1 he visiou or jl("arin" ",'nses, 
the averaging effect ot t.iLe fm7ifiCiltiou "IHlO;;! i~uo[('~ t.hc sin~le mlul' pro\'ided 
by t.hl'se Sl'n8'~. The F\lzz-:\Iax Ilode. ill contm<,1,. i;; ~cll~itiv" 1.0 the lllil..xillllllll 
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\"Iue ill the datu wray and so provides tlle braill wilb a ",,,hi,, v"lue_ 

-lBe 

Fi~ure (;,lO: Th" i(l"ld n"-'" p",dnce"" smql(' r(liUf; in the data army oosed cm 
lh mlIJ/iIJ'II n;'1ui,n! to ",,,,,Il'!t!.' II", '!!rnt tow(l.rd the target. The large! 80m 
_'/'o,erl. dcknmn('_' 11.,.s mta./-r.Of! (,.mund the ''up'' axis. 

G.4.4 G rOllI' Sellses 

Wh"ll cr"ating noc'king j",iL,wiour_ oimila!' to thkl-l of Reynold's birds (,1"" St'f'I,ion 
2.2.2). it io uo"ful fo!' un ag~nt to hav<o' informBtion ()n its no('k nmles. In ordn 
t o me€t this ll~,l u numlwr of group senses were (,l'ea[.eri. SimilHl' 1.0 th" ta!'set 
senses are a pair ()f grolJp renin; , ellSt'S, rlwS!' Iwo ,;"nH'~ function identic&lly 
t () lhe ta,rget se ll.',€:, ex(;epl. tim I Ill{' I 'U'~"I poilll io th,-, C€lltrt' of the plll"ticular 
agem', grollI'. (',lindal ing I his pOilll i~ "sil!lpl ~ lllatt~r of averaging I.he positi()us 
of a ll IlL<' a)l/'tlls ill the g!'oup_ 

The ,group velocity s<o'n5€S all()w an agem t() b" awar" of Ih" "wrag" velocity of 
Ihe agent, in il.s partiwlar agellt ~nHlp_ ,-\[lhollgIL t he id~" tx'hind I . h<o'~ s~nSe8 

dilIers ,00ll,'wlmt from 11](' h,',u'iug , I "rs,'1 and group a'ntr<o' 5€nse. the implemell
Ulliou i, ,limool idelllical, [f OIl(' ,'o"'pare>' ,qr-oup I.'c/(\;dy up sense t() Ihe larlld 
up s<o'n"", the ollly difh'rellce is that I he nAati()n i, rakllialt'fl 10 align Ill!' "gent ',; 
l()ok vedor with lhe group's "",lodt.\', As witb Ill!' pr,,\'iolli; two ,;<'n"" types, only 
I.W() rotal iOlls Me nrt'(led ik< Illis is all I hat an asent r<'quire>' in ord<o'r to match 
IILe vdo('ily of the oth<o'r group members, 

There are a number ()f senses ill ,\'hidl dw iu[ormal.iOIl Ihal. Ih" .""'0" provid<o's 
is a sing[<o' rea.! munrJ€r, An example ()f lids is 1.111" (;-101<7' f)-i .<t'!nr:" Sens,,_ Sim,' 
neil:ler of the lV.\) ()ther group sen,es proviri" informHl.ioll on II LC d i,tm)(',' of the 
group centre from the agent, all arirlili()llal sen,e i,; nXlllin'ril.o provid" lili;; i!l
fornulI.ion. The distance of an agellt [rom it, ~roup is rit'termin,xl hy findillg I.h ,' 
remre of tlle group and I hell wk"lmillg the nmgnitlld" of th,' ditf<o'T<'IlCe b~1 "'e<)ll 
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that position and the agent's own position. One difficulty that must be overcome 
is the manner in which this one dimensional data is provided to the brain by 
making use of a two dimensional data structure. 

The distance sense provides distance information in the form of a ratio. The 
maximum range of the sense is required as a parameter at the sense's creation 
and, assuming that the distance to the group is less than this maximum, the in
formation given is the ratio of this distance divided by the maximum. The data 
array therefore takes on values between zero and one with all the values in the 
array given the same value. Due to the design of the fuzzification process con
ducted by the Fuzz node, any membership function used will produce this same 
value from the 2D data array. A data array of length one is used for efficiency 
and the agent is able to make use of this distance information in its inference 
process. 

6.4.5 Constant Sense 

In the course of creating crowds for testing the constraint-based control, it became 
useful to have a constant value available to the agent. This is provided in the 
form of the Constant Sense. This sense takes a single parameter between zero and 
one and provides it to the agent brain in a similar manner to the group distance 
sense described above. 

6.4.6 Noise Sense 

In order to allow variation in behaviour it is useful to provide random noise. 
This sense is used, for example, to produce the erratic movement of the mouse 
agents described in Chapter 8. The noise sense provides a value between zero and 
one to the brain, taking a single parameter that determines the speed at which 
this value is varied. It is, however, important that the same noise is produced 
by each run of the simulation, otherwise different behaviour may occur in two 
identical crowd simulations. This requirement is met by giving each sense object 
a dedicated random number generator that is seeded with the index of the sense 
in the array of sense objects. In this way each noise sense is seeded with its own 
unique number but the same number is used on each simulation run. 

6.4.7 Control Sense 

The control sense provides an agent with a degree of self-awareness and allows 
the behavioural rules to take into account the agent's own state. A control sense 
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object is associated with a single control and, since each control is a single val
ued variable, provides a single value to the brain. The manner in which this is 
done varies from the other single valued senses since the control variable takes on 
discrete values based on its particular control step size. The data array provided 
by the control sense has the same number of elements as a control has possible 
values. The values of the data are all set to zero except for the particular element 
that corresponds to the current value of the control variable. This element is set 
to one. 

By making use of a Fuzz-Max node, the brain is able to access the value of 
this variable. The behaviour of this fuzzification is, in fact, closest to the the
ory involving membership curves presented in Section 4. The single value of thE' 
control variable may be fuzzified by assigning the input node the value that it 
produces from the membership function. 

6.4.8 Additional Senses 

The flexibility of the sense interface allows additional senses to be created as 
needed. This flexibility is demonstrated in the work of Perkins et at. [P J"YI08: 
where our crowd simulation system was adapted to make use of a framework for 
providing spacial awareness to agents. The information from the framework is 
made available to the agents through additional senses that query the spatial 
data structure. The agents are therefore able to make use of this additional in
formation and so act more intelligently. 

The use of different sense models is key to the realistic animation produced by 
systems such as Massive. The implementation of the 2D data array as a means 
for providing sense information is flexible enough to cater for the various senses 
that Massive makes use of as well as others that are needed. Most importantly. 
this framework allows the implementation of a sense of vision and hearing, similar 
to those provided by Massive. 

6.5 Agent Initialisation and Definition 

The system described in previous sections simulates a crowd made up of au
tonomous agent objects moving in a virtual world, governed by a global world 
object. We have yet to cover the manner in which the world and agents in it are 
defined, stored and initialised. Since the system is intended for research purposes. 
a high degree of usability is not required. However, to facilitate testing using an 
expert user, some form of authoring tool is necessary. 
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W",-Id OliFd 
'I 'he wmld is ilLi Ii" li:;ed "'ith " world tile "'hieh contains thc informal iOlL and 
file name~ required to define a crowd simulal ion. The elLvirollIlLellt b gi"en 
in a ~cometly file which eonlitins an XlIll. des('ripliOll of the 2D poly~ons 
(hat (I.re uscd 10 define l.he world's ~(X)llletry. The manner in which this is 
dOl'" i~ d(1<crihed ill Sec·tion 6 1. 

"lye"! Cnmp.j· 
The agent~ Me then ~pccificd in ~rolll>S. Each group of agenl~ ha~ a group 
name, Ilsed ill both l.he consl rainl ~al is[''':liolL system ",,,I the agent'~ :;ense~. 
The agenl~ of a parl.ir;ular group all ~hare Ihe sa.mc b<Xly typc, pammel.!'l' 
venor ami hrai,l. F·"ch "gent ha~ its ownposil.ion and oriellialion sp"r;ifi(~1 
in (he world filc. 

Aqerd flodiu 
The hodY lyJ>l' of an agent define; the ~tate objcc( which determinr1< l.he 
(ColLtrol variable:; and geometry of an a~elll. All hough ~onl<' form of wlriatiOlL 
could be implememed at this level. w" cho{)se no l to do so foJ' ~implicity'~ 
~ake. The paramerer \'cctor spe(;ifie" Ihe ",'n",1< Ihal an "gelLt ha~ ,waibble. 
as well as ilIly itHSOc ial ed pmilIlleteT:< for them ~uch a.;; vbion resolmion, erc. 
The pmilIllelcr v(x:tor also spe<'itie~ the comrol variahlcs an a~cnl. milke" 
uH" of. a~ wel l a~ the ilLitial values of thcse variahles. 

itgent Brums 
A ~roup of a~ems havc Lheir hrain" ddill('d hy a hmin file which b neated 
and editcd in the bUlin cdil.ing l.ool A hrailL file comain~ a lbt of brain 
nod", along wil.h t lleir ".~~:iated parameter~. These paramelers include 
l.he node~ UpOlL which a particllk'U nodc depenrls as well it" l.he parmlleters 
of the membership fllllC(ion, ill dle Ul.5<' if inpul. ,md 0111 put lLQ<Ie;, or other 
paramcters s l.l(;h ,~, ",'"d" faclOr The node~ "re ordered by dependency sllch 
I h'lI, a node i~ define<1 before any node~ thm: depend on iL 

\\'e creilLed a Him pIe brailL editing tool "'hkh dbplays eu<:h brain node alon~ 
with it~ parameter valu%_ In a similar manner to Lh" lIbssiv" brain "dilor, the 
hra.in nodes are displayed in it ~mph wilh edges H'pre"enlilLg Lhe depelLdende~ of 
the nodes, u.s shown in Figmc (i .;;' This Lool it l low~ the u:;er to creM~ and link 
ill new nodes as well a~ cdil e"btilLg OlLe~_ The brain informMion is smwl in a 
llill lexl file Ihat i~ lnumlll rea.dable, though direct editin~ of Lhi, file wOllld be 
unwieldy du~ to its length and lack of obvious stmclm". 

The crowd ~illlUla(ion system descrihed has )'o,n l1~l'd to create a number of 
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crowd, and ha, m'o""n fkxilok 'Uld powerful. Th~ system i~ ba""",J OIl th,' prill('l
pks ofthf )'Ja,si"" , .. ,t.",,, which m'L"i'~ it a c.oEd b>iS<.' for our work ill ('(Jll~t,rajnt
b",",j control. 

6.6 Example Brain 

In order to ill\lAmt.e Ihe workill"; of OUI (Towd simul>ltion system, 'W pnwi<.i f an 
iox"mple oo,;ed on tlw Ca!' "gent. whid! i~ de'X;db"d f,d]:.' ill Chapter 8, Figure 
6_ 12 ,hows part of the ste€rillg ~llb-"y'i('l)' of Hw agent. , hr"in_ which il1.l.(1npl~ 
to pre'wILt collisions with th" world geomet.ry_ Thi~ behavi01lr ha.~ Um'(' ilLPLlt. 
node; , named "ob.~j &;1(' I"ft:' -obslm:lc right" Fllld "ob~t ,wle cent.r~'· These j,hr"" 
Ilodr'f- H.'prcsnlt linguist-ic ",h,e; <.i(N.;ribing t.he po,:tiO]l of Flny of6t.ndes that ,m 
itl"Tnt. m"y be "w,u·,.' of and may b f tTl\(' t.o <.iiif"rilLg "xt"lLt_~. The ",nl'<.' al.l-m:hed 
to ,'ad, of these !locks i~" world geometry vi~ion-x :'!'lL"e (", d('"..-r:i){,d in SC.::ljOll 
0.4_1)_ TIH' t.wo olllpLlt !lodt'f- t"ke the (oombined values of the inp\lt and ",'act 

,,<}Cordingly I1m,ilLg ldt i[ther(, 'l]'(.' obsU,cle ,dw"d "nel to the right. and t.l,rnilLg 
ri,.;ht in th~ oppo~it" "it\l;lI.iolL_ 

Figl\[(' 6_11, E:L'ampif " j8ion mputfo'l"a CIlr' agnll . The Ifll.aq', ()'II tI"." i"JI shows an 
ol'('7'II-'.'IuJ ,m,,,,. u/ Ihe agent with lts i'!-5i071 an: Ih" ",_,;bir.' ()I!dm:/>;., at"." l"'lh.h'lh.led 

m !Yd_ Th( Trn/Jr,r'!n!1 of II"." ,~",ne .from thf agent's point o/'I'inF 1-' "holl'n (in II", 

tWhl , 

For p,-,rticllla r sen"o!'y inform"tion, showll ill Figure 0,1 1, th~ values of the 
hrain !lode~ ,-,ri' cruclllat.ed as ",'{'n in F'iglJn' 6_12_ Tlw bmin input is fuzzitie<:l. 
('ombined ,-md dffuzzitie< l is ,",,' Fig\l]'(' 6.11) to ,.;iw, t.lw (oollirol. iHI'n angie, a value 
of 11', As" posili" f Yaluf rHlllt,~ ill tl", ag"nt tLlrlli!lg to tll<' right., t hi~ b~h",'iour 
""oids t.la.' ,-,pprohd~ng Ka ll ill tl", "nvirolll""nl, 
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left 
A:.ID 

right 
AND 
~I ' / 

1 'If-i' . \QJ' ~o 30 

Fi::,;lll'p r;,12: ,·1 ,;II/),>d of the bnun for the Car agenl. 71",; fmgmeflt h (~. Um'r 
mp1J.t nodl-.' (sh01J'n 111 red) each applying Ihar rrU'rn/if-".,h,p C"''''I:S to a lI'orld 
qcorrlrtry l'i5ion-x sense, These wAle,; ",.,: wmll/'ll.(-d Ii!! the two logical AND node:; 
(,hou'n 171 green) ami pmmdH/ t(} /Ju; tUJ() oUtPllt node8 is/wlim in black). Thu 
outpni n(}d,-s (I/Ier the aqent-,; ''tlll'n (llIi/if:" conlml acroniing t() Iheir parll,,"UiIJ!' 
mem/wl";;"I) (;1",)e8 Tiw 'J<l11<f8 gll;rn for filch nod,- am for lile e:wmplr- inpu.I of 
FiqUH: 6. II 

left centre ri ht turn angle 

'/' 

,\, 
13 

Figure CT3; The Iuu-iJi.mlu;n I1nd deft'z~!ft-'c(J.tion sups lIndertaken by Ihe (I9ull 
brain, Thr- inl",1 from FiqufY: 6. f f IS fuznjied aI'ronjing to the me-miJa.,;"p (;t!.l"I'I-.' 

shou~1 un Ii,e lIlt '/'II(- rnuit of thr fuzzy infennu is combmed (lnd dej"zcijiu/ 
(I,; .,lw1lJ'l' on Ihl- I'ight to gi1;f a 111m angir of is dr-.qre,-." 
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CHAPTER 7 

Constraint Satisfaction Implementation 

Tbe C()lll,wl ltledmlli~1n propoSf'd in tlli" disc-prtation is ha..'*'C! on uSfr-sp~i!iPd 
higlJ-le\el COllst raints. The sysl.em implementoo tshO\\"D in Figurp 7 1: aim~ t o 
k "t tl", f"",ibilil.v and po"sibl" IlsdlllneS>' ()f llJi, form o[ fOni.wl. As I.his i~ n 
first "ttflrlpt "t providing !,v,"cnli {nlH,H)i ill this form, " mmLl)( ~' of sinLp iirviIlg 
implenwntation dpcisi()n~ WPTP llladp. Our primary Him in creating this s:;st.f'rn i ~ 

Lo Jlnwide a proof-of-collcept. for <Xlllstrainl.-bIlSed controL 

Figllre {.1; The urqani8utioll uf the full Constraint Satisfaction System. 

7.1 Constraiut Specification 

OUT' aim ill Jll'O\~diIlg ('oIlsl.raiIlI.-b"""d ('olli.l'ol j" 1.0 nl lm\' t he llS!'r to fred" Wll
trol a cro"'d '~ iwha\"iouL Tn kP/'pmg wit,h I, his aim we ppr!llit mllstr>lillb to bc a" 
general as [Xlssible , allowing th"m to I", ~p t'('ifi fd owr any pfll't of a world ohjfct 
and On,!' all." time interval during,-, ~imlJlill.ion·s fun, T he general ~tnlctUl'e oj' a 
{X )]J,traint j" llwrdor" intenU0ll1llh \",,~ue , A CtJlbtmint is specified ,1.., ill objecl 
which is upde>\<xl fit, ,'"ch liHl(,-,t"jl of t l", "ilJllll;n,ion flld lu~, a,'""" lo th" ('mir" 
wmld object, A ron:;traint nlU~t pHj\'ide " Hlluf which iIlci;('atfS t.h~ (kgr e~ to 
which thf con~traint h"-,, h('( 'll m<'\. L,,· 1,1", ";mnl,,t,ioll Car" mllst I", taken in 
defining lh~ hehaviour of a COIlst.ra im. I",fore " ",dllC ;" "",ilabl" h)T' example. 
" conslraint Illight spedli' that a ct'rta in numher of agents lw "liw ;n, " give" 
l ime, Ikforp thf simulat ion reaches this t i m~, th~ m lue of the "OIh t,raillt i" not 
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well-defined. Generally, we assign a constraint the value of 0 if a value is not 
available. Making sure that a simulation runs long enough for all the constraints 
to be determined is up to the user, though this is not difficult to ensure. 

The other limitation that we place upon constraint objects is that they must 
apply to only one agent group. This is imposed so the constraint satisfaction 
system (CSS) may determine which parameters it should alter in trying to meet 
the constraints (the parameters are discussed in Section 7.2). Constraints could 
be extended so that they are allowed to apply to any number of groups without 
difficulty though this was not required by any of our test cases. 

Each constraint is also required to have a weight. This weighting is based on 
how important it is that this constraint be met. A user may quite possibly spec
ify constraints that are incompatible - both of them cannot be met at the same 
time. The system therefore requires a means of deciding which constraint is more 
important. In practise we found that this did not occur as frequently as we ini
tially expected. A further discussion on the use of these weights is included in 
the section on optimisation (Section 7.4). 

We implement constraint objects in a hierarchical, object-oriented manner so 
that constraints are specified as subclasses of the base constraint object. Addi
tional constraint classes were created, inheriting from the super constraint class, 
for each of the different forms of control that we required. As explained in the 
section on system design (Section 5.3), the focus of this research is not the man
ner in which constraints are used, but rather the possibility of them being used 
for control purposes. The full list of constraint that we implemented, along with 
their intended use, is as follows: 

The Agent Collision Constraint is used to reduce the collisions between two 
groups of agents. This constraint is useful in situations where the agents 
are behaving correctly but there are some collisions between them. The 
tweaking that is required in order to remove the collisions is therefore done 
automatically. This is a useful constraint to have in place when specifying 
other constraints as any changes made by the system should not cause ad
ditional agent collisions. 

The relevant parameters of this constraint are the names of the groups 
of agents (these may be the same in order to stop collisions between agents 
in the same group) as well as minimum distance to be kept between two 
agents. A bounding sphere around each agent is used to determine colli
sions. The bounding sphere with a radius of half the minimum distance is 
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used. The value of this constraint is given as the number of agents in the 
first group who have not been involved in a collision, divided by the total 
number of agents in the first group. This focus on the first agent group only 
is due to the default behaviour of our crowd simulation which removes dead 
agents from the simulation. When a collision between two agents occurs, 
both agent's state is set to dead and they are removed. 

It is important to note that the manner in which this value is calculated 
is arbitrary from the point of view of the CSS. As long as the constraint 'f; 

value is consistent with the degree to which it is met, the CSS should ~)e 
able to use it effectively. The value of the constraint decreases with every 
collision, as required, and is in the range [0, 1]. A different version of this 
constraint could easily be created which calculates the constraint value in 
a different way. Further discussion on future research into constraints is 
provided in Section 9.2. 

The Geometry Collision Constraint is similar to the Agent Collision con
straint except that it checks for collisions between an agent group and the 
world geometry. We initially created this constraint in order to stop the 
system from driving agents through walls in order to avoid collisions with 
other agents. It has also proved useful in tweaking behaviour that is mostly 
correct as a default addition in order to avoid changes that cause agent
environment collisions to occur. The parameters consist of the name of be 
agent group as well as a minimum distance to be kept between an agent 
and a wall. The agent is given a bounding sphere of this radius and any 
intersection of this sphere with the world geometry is considered to be a 
collision. The value of the constraint is calculated as the number of ager.ts 
in the group that have not yet collided with a wall, divided by the total 
number of agents in the group. 

The Agent Control Constraint is a constraint placed on the control variables 
of groups of agents over a set time frame. It requires the name of an agent 
group, the name of a control variable, a target value for this control variable 
and a time interval. The value of the constraint starts at 1 and a fraction is 
subtracted each time step, for each agent, based on the difference between 
the target value and each agent's actual control value. This constraint is 
unlikely to ever be completely met by a simulation as even a small variation 
in the control variable results in the constraint value dropping below 1. 
Rather, the aim of this constraint is to provide a means of ensuring that 
agents' controls are kept close to the optimal value. The initial use of this 
constraint was to stop the CSS from altering the agents behaviour such that 
they stop moving in order to avoid collisions. By applying this constraint 
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to one of the movement related controls, the agents were constrained to 
keep moving. In practise we found the line-crossing constraint, described 
below, to be more useful for this purpose as that constraint can more easily 
be met completely. 

The Line Crossed Constraint is actually implemented as four different con
straints which constrain a group of agents to have crossed a specified line 
by a certain time. Since all four are almost identical save for the orientation 
of the line and the direction of the line crossing, we describe only one of 
them. 

In all cases the line lies on the "ground plane" of the environment where 
z = O. The one constraint we take as a representative defines a line y = a for 
some parameter a. The agents in the agent group to which the constraint 
applies are all required to be on the one side of the line such that Py > a 
where Py is the y component of the particular agent's position vector. The 
final parameter of the constraint is the time by which this must take place. 

The constraint's value is initially set to 0 and stays this way until the 
elapsed time of the simulation is greater than the time parameter provided 
to the constraint. At this point the value of the parameter is calculated as 
the number of agents in the agent group that are over the line, divided by 
the total number of agents in the agent group. 

Although these constraints could be created for arbitrary lines, we found 
that our environments were usually aligned to a particular axis and so it 
was simpler to define lines parallel to the world x and y axes. These param
eters were initially created for racing scenarios where we wanted to ensure 
that agents continued moving in the correct direction around the track. 
Examples of this constraint being used in this way occur in the Car Bridge 
Crossing and Car Cornering scenarios (see Section 8.2). 

The Group Crossed First Constraint is similar to the previous constraint 
in that it was first used in a racing car scenario. The control required is 
that a particular agent or group of agents be the first to cross a particular 
line in the world. The lines are defined in a manner similar to the previous 
constraint. 

There is no time parameter for this constraint. Rather, the constraint 
keeps track of the number of agents that cross the line before all the agent 
in the specified agent group have done so. The constraint value is given by 
one minus an "undesirability" term calculated as the number of agents who 
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cross the line ahead of the specified group, divided by the total number of 
agents in the simulation. As there is no consideration of time, the resultbg 
constraint does not directly consider whether the particular agent group has 
already crossed the line. The constraint may therefore be interpreted as the 
possibility of a particular group crossing a line ahead of all the others. 

The Number Alive Constraint provides exact control over the number of 
agents in a particular group that are "alive". This state is usually changed 
by collision or, in the case of the War Robot, being shot by another agent. 
The constraint has no time frame and so provides useful information at 
all stages of the simulation. The parameters required are simply the agent 
group's name and the number of agents that should be left alive. At be 
constraint's initialisation, usually the beginning of a simulation, the differ
ence between the number of agents alive initially and the required number 
of agents alive is recorded as init difference. At any particular time step, 
the value of the constraint, v, is calculated as 

I current difference I 
v=l- . 

init difference 

This constraint is designed to be placed on simulations where a number of 
agents are required to die, such as a battle scenario. A different constraint 
would have to be constructed if the requirement is to have all the agents in 
a particular group survive as this would result in a division by zero error in 
our particular implementation. This calculation also weights the difference 
in number of agents alive from the target number evenly, regardless of 
whether there are too many or too few. Both cases are considered equally 
undesirable. The calculation of the constraint value may result in a vaille 
of less than O. This is because init difference might be less than the target 
number of agents alive. Since this is taken as the worst case, a very small 
number of agents left alive might result in I current difference I being greater 
than init difference. In this case loss of information is unavoidable and the 
constraint value is clamped to O. 

The constraints described above are the constraints that were implemented 
for the testing of the CSS as detailed in Chapter 8. They serve as examples of 
constraints that could be created in order to control crowds, not a complete list. 
The aim of this research is to test the possibilities of this form of control. Future 
work may determine a useful list of standard constraints to be implemented. 
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7.2 Simulation Parameters 

The ess attempts to meet the constraints specified by the user by altering the 
behaviour of a group of agents. This is done by altering the parameters of the 
brain that define the membership functions of the different brain nodes. These 
brain nodes are used as linguistic values defined by some form of fuzzy set. Byal
tering the membership functions of the brain nodes, the ess changes the agent's 
understanding of the meaning of the particular linguistic value. For example, an 
output node with the name "hard left turn" makes use of a fuzzy set over the 
universe of possible turn control values. By altering the membership function of 
the output node, the ess may change what an agent understands a hard left 
turn to be. 

The brain parameters that the ess requires are determined by the agent groups 
that the constraints are applied to. This decision is a limitation since the global 
behaviour of the crowd may well depend on all the agents in the simulation, not 
just those that the constraint is applied to. Despite this, it is desirable to reduce 
the number of parameters that may be altered as additional parameters increases 
the dimension of the search space. We therefore make the choice to only alter 
the brain parameters of groups for which the constraints are specified as altering 
these agents is likely to have the largest effect on the value of the constraints. 

Once the list of agent groups is known, the world object is queried for the brain 
parameters of each of these groups. Since agent groups share the same brain, 
only the set of brain parameters from one agent in the group is needed and is 
supplied by the world. These parameters are organised in a simple parameter 
array to which each brain node appends its relevant parameters in turn. Brain 
nodes that do not make use of membership functions do not have any parameters 
to add. The exception to this are the Scale and Power nodes. These nodes are 
based on the concept of hedges which themselves alter the meaning of a particu
lar linguistic value by changing its membership curve. Since the effects of these 
nodes are in keeping with our aim of altering an agents understanding of the 
linguistic values with which it reasons, these two parameters: scale and power, 
are also included as brain parameters to be altered. 

The membership functions implemented by our crowd simulation system have 
either two, three or four parameters depending on their type as seen in Figure 
4.2. These functions are defined over different domains depending on the sense 
or control variable that they are applied to. In order to create a more uniform 
search space, the parameters that define a membership function are normalised 
to lie between zero and one. When the parameters are returned, they are mapped 
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back to their original domain. 

Since these normalised membership functions are defined over a domain of [0, 1]. 
the parameters returned by an agent's brain are themselves constrained: none 
of the parameters of a membership function may lie outside of the functioIl'~ 
domain. There is also a specific ordering of parameters that must be maintained. 
With a triangle function, for example, the parameter that defines the peak of thE' 
triangle must lie between the other two parameters. A careful distinction must 
be made between crowd constraints - the constraints a user specifies in order to 
apply control to a crowd - and these parameter constraints - constraints on thE' 
values that the brain parameters may take. 

Figure 7.2: The encoding of the parameters of a membership function as diffrr
ences between the curve's parameter values. 

In order to reduce the number of parameter constraints, we encode the param
eters as a set of differences as shown in Figure 7.2. Each parameter is encoded 
as the difference between itself and the parameter less that it with the smallest, 
left-most parameter provided outright. The ordering and domain constraints are 
thus reduced to two constraints per membership function. For a normalised func
tion with parameters Xl",Xn where n E {2, 3, 4}, the encoded parameters el"''?n 

are 

el = Xl 

ei = Xi - Xi-l where i E [2 .. n]. 

The two constraints for these parameters are 

and 
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These parameters constraints are implemented as p-constraint objects (as op
posed to the crowd level constraint objects) which are created by each brain node 
as its parameters are requested by the world. The p-constraints record the con
straints as shown above as well as the indices of the parameters in the parameter 
array that is being populated. These p-constraints are added to a separate list 
that is simultaneously created. Once the world has collected parameters and p
constraints from each of the required agent groups, the two arrays are supplied 
to the CSS. 

The action of the CSS is to alter the parameters in the parameter array while 
maintaining the constraints given by the p-constraints array. When running a 
test simulation, an altered parameter array is supplied to the world object which 
is responsible for its distribution among the different agent objects. The world 
does this by reversing the order of the parameters and then allowing each brain 
node to take the number of parameters that it added when the parameter array 
was created. 

7.3 The Search Space 

The task of the Constraint Satisfaction System (CSS) is to find a set of param
eters that satisfy the parameter constraints of the agent brains, create crowd 
behaviour that satisfies the crowd constraints supplied by a user and change the 
behaviour of a crowd as little as possible. This problem is an example of a Con
straint Satisfaction Problem in which it may not be possible to satisfy all the 
constraints. 

As the crowd-constraints are real valued functions, the problem may be stated as 
a form of multi-objective constrained optimisation problem as follows. Each of the 
crowd-constraints, Ci, is an objective function that needs to be optimised. These 
functions take a parameter vector, p, that satisfies the parameter constraints of 
the system and maps it to a value between zero and one. The constraint-functions 
are evaluated by running a simulation with the particular parameter vector. The 
n parameters supplied by the world object form an n-dimensional search space 
over which the objective functions, or crowd constraints, are defined. The prob
lem is, therefore, to find p such that the objective functions, Ci, are maximised. 

Before deciding on a method to perform this optimisation, properties of the search 
space and objective functions must be considered. 

The first property that is of importance is the continuity of the objective functions 
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and whether their derivatives are available. When one considers the arbitrary 
constraints described in Section 7.1, it is clear that requiring continuity and dif
ferentiability would place considerable limitations on the constraints that might 
be specified. In fact, when the local sensory model of agents, the complexity 
of their brains and the emergent behaviour that results from the interactions of 
agents is taken into account, it becomes clear that differentiability or continuity 
are not realistic requirements for useful constraints. 

A second property of the objective functions that is of great importance to the 
optimisation problem is the cost of evaluating an objective function. Even though 
all the constraints may be evaluated simultaneously, this still requires running 
a crowd simulation. Although these simulation runs do not require any visual
isation, the simulation logic must be run in full. To do otherwise would be to 
produce constraint values that would not match up with those given by a true 
simulation. The running time of a full crowd simulation, even without visualisa
tion, is considerable (at least a few seconds). 

An additional property of the constraints is their lack of description. Thcse 
constraints are general and can not be formalised or specified before the user ac
tually creates them. Effectively, these objective functions are black boxes which 
bear no analysis as their form is not known at design time. 

Turning to a consideration of the search space, two properties are of interest. 
The first is the dimensionality of the space. Each of the parameters may ~e 
varied independently and, since there are up to four parameters per input or 
output node and one per scale or power node, the number of parameters can 
become quite large. In some of the test scenarios, involving only two different 
types of fairly simple agents, there were over one hundred parameter giving a 
similar number of dimensions to the search space. Various methods of reducing 
the dimensionality of the parameter space might be considered, but this is beyond 
the scope of our work (see Section 9.2). 

The parameters, however, cannot vary freely as they are under the domain con
straints specified by the p-constraint objects. In this way the search space is 
constrained. A useful property of the space is that, although it is constrained, 
the feasible region in which potential solutions may be found is convex. Unless 
specifically noted, reference to the search space implies the feasible region of the 
search space. 

The definition of convexity requires that any two points in the space may r)e 
connected by a line segment that does not leave the feasible region. This is 
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equivalent to the statement that for two points x and y in the space, the point 
z = (1 - ,.\) x +"\y with ,.\ E [0,1] is also in this feasible region. 

We show that the search space is convex by considering two points x and y 
in the feasible region and demonstrating that z is indeed feasible. In order for 
these two points to be in the space, they must satisfy a number of constraints of 
two different forms. The upper limit domain constraints are of the form 

where I is the set of indices for a particular membership function's parameters. 
The lower limit domain constraints are more simply of the form 

Xi> 0 

where i is the index of the first parameter for some membership function. Our 
approach is to show that if x and y satisfy a particular constraint, then so does 
a point that lies on the line segment between them, z. 

We first deal with the upper limit constraints. Given x, y E Rn such that 
LiEf Xi < a and LiEf Yi < a for some I ~ {1..n} and a E R. 

Take z = (1 - ,.\) x +"\y with ,.\ E [0,1]. Then 

iEf iEf 

(l-"\)L Xi+"\LYi 
iEf iEf 

Without loss of generality, assume LiEf Xi 2: LiEf Yi. Then, 

iEf iEf iEf iEf 

iEf 

< 1 

And so LiEf Zi < 1 

We then consider the lower limit constraints. Given x, y E Rn such that Xi > 0 
and Yi > 0 for i E {1..n}. 
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Take z = (1 - A) x + AY with A E [0,1]. Then, 

Without loss of generality assume ~iEI Yi ::; ~iEI Xi· Then, 

Yi 

> 0 

And so Zi > O. This shows that if two points are in the space, all the points 
between them are also in the space and, hence, the search space is convex. 

In summary, we have a multi-objective constrained optimisation problem with 
discontinuous objective functions that are expensive to evaluate. The optimisa
tion is over a convex space of high dimension. These properties are taken into 
account in our choice of optimisation technique. 

7.4 Optimisation Techniques 

As described in the previous section, satisfying the user-specified constraints is 
a multi-objective optimisation problem as there is no guarantee that the set of 
constraints specified by user can all be completely met. In this case it is necessary 
for some of the constraints to be relaxed. There may, therefore, exist a set of 
solutions which are, in a sense, all equally good. This Pareto-optimal set is 
loosely defined as the set of solutions such that each of the solutions cannot 
produce an improvement in any of the objectives without worsening one of the 
other objectives. 

7.4.1 Compromise Strategy 

The decision of which solution out of this set should be chosen requires some form 
of compromise strategy. These strategies may be applied before the optimisation 
process by specifying some preference among the conflicting objectives. Alterna
tively, the preference may be specified after the optimisation process by selecting 
a solution from the set of generated possibilities. The third option is to have the 
preference specified during the optimisation procedure, basing the compromise 
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on information received from the process. 

The expense of evaluating the objective functions is a major factor in deter
mining our approach. Since a post-optimisation decision strategy requires the 
generation of a number of pareto-optimal solutions, it is likely that such an ap
proach will require more function evaluations than deciding how to compromise 
between objectives before the optimisation begins. It is also worth noting that 
much of the discussion and work on multi-objective optimisation is applied to 
design or control processes which have a number of objectives that are likely con
flicting. This is not necessarily true in our case. 

The constraints placed on a crowd are for the purposes of controlling it. In visual 
effects specifically, this is done in order to create global crowd behaviour that is 
believable or plausible. It is reasonable to assume that the control will be applied 
by a user with this goal. Since the aim of the specified constraints is to create 
a crowd that meets the behaviour expected of a crowd which exists in the user's 
imagination, the constraints work toward a single goal. The constraints specified 
are unlikely to be contradictory conceptually as the crowd that the user envisions 
is able to meet all the constraints perfectly. The way in which the constraints 
may conflict is based only on the limitation of the simulated crowd's model -
made up of sense specification, brain structure, inference method etc. Because of 
this conceptual cohesion, we may expect to find objective functions that are less 
difficult to balance than the conflicting objectives of other optimisation problems 
- cost and performance trade-off that a motor vehicle designer faces, for example. 

These considerations prompt the use of a simple compromise strategy that allows 
for a minimal number of evaluations of the objective functions. It is also vastly 
more efficient to evaluate all the objective functions at once as they may all be 
computed by running a single simulation. This is not always the case for optimi
sation techniques that produce a pareto-optimal set. We choose to use the simple 
weighting method [LYW03] in order to compromise between objective functions. 

This method creates a single objective function by taking a linear combination 
of the multiple objectives. Each objective is assigned a scalar valued weight. 
Since the search space is normalised, this weight may be considered to repre
sent the user's preference for different objectives and is the reason for the weight 
parameter of each constraint object (see Section 7.1). For the individual objec
tive functions iI, h, ... , in assigned the weights WI, W2, ... , Wn respectively, a single 
objective function, i, is defined as 

n 

i(x) = L Wdi(X) 
i=l 
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for x, an element of the parameter space. 

It is important to recognise the properties of this weighting method, some of 
which are desirable and some of which may be problematic. This weighting 
scheme is best used if the objective space is convex. If this is not the case then 
parts of the objective space may be unreachable and so some solutions may not 
be found [LYW03]. Since our objective functions are arbitrary, determined wh~n 
the user defines the controlling constraints, there seems to be no easy way to 
guarantee this. We have shown that the feasible region of the search space is 
convex. This may, however, not be true of the objective space. 

An advantage of the simple weighting compromise method is that it reduces 
a multi-objective optimisation problem to a single objective problem. We may 
then make use of the wealth of single objective optimisation methods available in 
order to find solutions. An obvious disadvantage is that a user must indicate his 
preference for the different objectives in advance - before the possible trade-offs 
are known. Since the objectives are intuitively understandable constraints set by 
the user, we do not expect this to limit the usefulness of this control method. 
Although we have presented our motivation for choosing the simple weighting 
compromise method, a proper comparison of different strategies would require 
extensive implementation and experimentation and is beyond the scope of this 
dissertation (see Section 9.2). 

7.4.2 Global Optimisation Options 

Given a single, combined, objective function, it remains to choose a method for 
optimisation. There are a host of options available for single objective optimisa
tion. However, due to the properties of the search space and objective function, 
the possible choices are severely limited. 

Optimisation techniques can be broadly classified under either calculus-based 
techniques or direct-search methods [LYW03]. Calculus-based techniques make 
use of properties and analysis of the objective function in order to suggest and 
eliminate possible solutions. Included in these techniques are wealth of mathe
matical optimisation techniques such as non-linear programming. Unfortunately, 
the black-box nature of our objective function makes the application of these 
techniques difficult however. The function cannot be expressed analytically and 
the gradient is not available. There are methods to approximate the gradient 
of the objective function but these require a number of function evaluations and 
may still be unreliable, especially in the presence of the expected discontinuities. 
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Of the direct-search methods, we are interested in those that are applicable to 
global optimisation. The major challenge of global optimisation methods is the 
avoidance of local maxima (we assume that the objective function is to be max
imised). The manner in which global optimisation methods attempt to achieve 
this goal may be broadly divided into two categories: deterministic and stochastic 
methods. 

The deterministic methods often apply some form of heuristic to avoid or es
cape from local maxima. A characteristic of these methods is that they, at least 
implicitly, explore the entire search space. This requires either some additional 
knowledge of the objective function or a very large number of function evaluation, 
neither of which are possible for our problem. Stochastic methods make use of 
some form of probabilistic judgement to avoid the local maxima [PV02a]. 

From the discussion above, we have ruled out a large number of optimisation 
techniques. All the forms of mathematical programming and gradient-descent 
techniques are unavailable due to the black-box nature of our function and the 
remaining choices are limited by the cost of evaluating our objective function. 
Recently, a large amount of research has been conducted into a group of opti
misation techniques called meta-heuristics. These optimisation techniques are 
designed to be used on a wide range of functions and are, therefore, well suited 
to the unknown nature of our set of crowd constraints. 

A number of well known techniques fall into this grouping. Among them are 
simulated annealing, tabu search, multi-start with clustering and others. These 
techniques all make use of the evaluation of the objective function exclusively, re
quiring no gradient information, and so suit our problem well. The disadvantage 
of many of these techniques is the high number of function evaluations required 
[WSW04]. 

There are two possible approaches in dealing with expensive objective functions 
in the optimisation literature. The first approach is that of meta-modelling. The 
general aim of this approach is to substitute a statistical model for the objective 
function. This substitute is far less computationally costly to run than the true 
function and so may be used in the search in place of it. Samples of the ob
jective function are used to either improve the statistical model by providing it 
with additional information on the objective function at areas where the model's 
estimated error is high, or to explore possible optimal points. 

The disadvantage of such an approach is that the search is then based on the 
structure of the substitute. This makes implicit assumptions about the objective 
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function and choice of underlying structure for the substitute may be problern
dependent [WSW04]. All optimisation techniques, however, assume some form 
of global smoothness or local correspondence between points. Such an approach 
may therefore be worth further consideration (see future work in Section 9.2). 

Another way in which expensive objective functions may be handled is through 
a class of stochastic optimisation methods that may also be categorised as meta
heuristics. This group of techniques are collectively known as Evolutionary Com
putation (EC) [RBP98]. The techniques in this group generally make use of a 
population of different prospective solutions that are then updated in coopera
tion to find the global maximum. The field has received much attention of late 
and popular EC methods include Genetic Algorithms, Evolution Strategies and 
Genetic Programming. 

The advantage of these EC methods is not the number of function evaluations 
that they require, which is still quite high, but rather the parallel nature of their 
population-based approach. This ties in well with the trend of parallelisation as 
a way to deal with computationally expensive problems. As each potential solu
tion is evaluated independently, more than one member of the population may 
be evaluated simultaneously if there are additional computing nodes availab~e. 
Since the interaction between the members of the population is fairly limitc~d 
(though this differs from method to method) the speed up of this search method 
is likely to be linear with respect to additional parallel processors. This offers a 
significant advantage over other optimisation methods and perhaps a means of 
dealing with the expense of running multiple crowd simulations. The use of p2.r
allel optimisation methods is particularly relevant in the visual effects industry 
where render farms (clusters of computing nodes used for rendering) are common. 

The general algorithmic sequence for an evolutionary algorithm is the initialisa
tion of a population of potential solutions, followed by the iterative improvement 
of these solutions until some terminating condition is met. The main improye
ment loop involves: 

• Evaluation of the fitness of each member of the population. 

• Selection of a sub-population based on their individual fitness. 

• Recombination of the sub-population to form a new population. 

• Mutation of some individuals in the population. 

Two of the most widely described and best known forms of EC are Genetic 
Algorithms (GAs) and Evolution Strategies (ES). Of the two, EC is probably 
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the most readily applied to our problem of real-valued optimisation due to the 
representation of individuals as real numbers. In GAs, individuals in the popu
lation are usually represented by a string of symbols that define the individual. 
The use of a GA for a real-valued problem introduces the considerable design 
element of selecting a suitable encoding. \Vhen making use of an EC approach, 
however, the parameter vectors taken from our agent brains may be used directly. 

A standard ES scheme applied to optimisation makes use of the objective func
tion as the measure of fitness. Since individuals are represented by real vectors, 
an individual's representation may be given directly to the objective function in 
order to produce a fitness score. Each individual, represented by its position in 
the search space, is also given a mutation vector of the same dimension. This 
vector is used to randomly mutate new individuals by simply adding it, randomly 
scaled, to the position of an individual. This mutation vector itself is then mu
tated. This mutation operation is key to the success of ES as the mutation of 
the individual is evolved in the same way as the individual itself, resulting in a 
capacity for self-adaptation. 

The recombination operation, in contrast to that of a GA, is of lesser impor
tance to mutation. With a GA, the string-encoding of the individual makes 
recombination of parts of an individual a meaningful process as worthwhile parts 
of a solution may be given to the next generation. This is less true of real-space as 
there is not a similar manner in which to decompose a good solution into mean
ingful parts. The recombination operation that is often used is that of averaging 
two positions or exchanging the coordinates of two potential solutions. 

The number of individuals that survive each selection as well as the number 
of offspring the survivors create are two parameters of the system that must be 
determined. The other parameters that are somewhat problem-specific are two 
learning parameters from the mutation operation. 

A method of optimisation that is also sometimes included under Evolutionary 
Computation is Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO). While most EC techniques 
are inspired by the evolution of nature in some way, this relatively new tech
nique falls into the category of Swarm Intelligence methods and is based on 
social interaction in nature. Originally a simulation of the social behaviour of 
swarming insects similar in some respects to the flocking behaviour described by 
Reynolds (see Section 2.2.2), the swarm's searching was later applied to optimi
sation [KE95]. 

This technique, more fully described in the next section, has a number of advan-
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tages that make it a good choice for the initial implementation of our Constraint 
Satisfaction System. A PSO can be easily implemented with few design deci
sions. The members of the potential solution population are defined as partic~es 
in real space and so map directly to the parameter search space of our proble:n. 
The social interaction is simpler than that of other EC methods, such as ES, as 
there is no mutation or recombination, only a limited sharing of knowledge. This 
element of the PSO is simply defined and there are few parameters to tune in the 
whole system, most of which have well known default values. 

The method that we choose to optimise the objective functions defined by the 
crowd constraints specified by the user is thus made up of a weighted sum com
promise scheme optimised by a PSO. This implementation has the advantage of 
being simple, able to handle the unknown nature of the objective functions, eas
ily mapped to our problem and parallelisable. The ease of implementation is of 
importance in our case as this is an attempt to explore the concept of constraint
based behavioural control of crowds. It must be stressed that this is only one 
attempt to solve this problem. The consideration of alternatives is discussed in 
Section 9.2. 

7.4.3 Particle Swarm Optimisation 

The Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) technique differs from most other evo
lutionary computation optimisation in that it is inspired by social behaviour in 
nature as opposed to evolution. Since its introduction, the technique has been 
much studied and improved. We implement the well tested PSO described by 
Parsopoulos and Vrahatis [PV02a]. 

Like other evolutionary computation techniques, the PSO makes use of a set 
of potential solutions which are updated in cooperation in order to determille 
the optimal solution. Each member of this population is referred to as a particle 
in reference to the manner in which it is updated. For a particular scenario in 
which there are n parameters to be altered, the ith particle's position is given by a 
vector, Xi of length n and its velocity by a second vector, Vi, of similar dimension. 
Each particle also remembers its previous best position, Pi and b, the index of 
the particle with the best remembered score. At the qth iteration of the search 
(denoted by a superscript), the particle is updated as follows: 

xq+1 
= xq + vq 

~ 'l 2 , 

v'f+l = X(wqv'f + cl'ri(p{ - xi) + c2rg(P6 - xi)) 

where ri and rg are random numbers in the range [0, 1] and Cl, C2 and Wq are CO:l

stants. The random numbers vary the degree to which the particle is influenced 
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by its own previous best position and the previous best of the whole swarm re
spectively. The constants control the balance between the global and local search 
behaviour of the algorithm. X is a function which limits the velocity to some 
maximum, Vmax as follows: 

x(v) = { Vm,ax V 
-Iv-I-

v if Ivl ~ Vmax 

otherwise 

This system of particles model the social interaction of a swarm of creatures 
which have memory as well as some form of communication with one another 
while cooperatively attempting to fulfil some goal. Each particle changes its 
velocity according to a combination of its own remembered best position and the 
best position that the group has found. We implement this improved version of 
the PSO which has been found to be less susceptible to local maxima [KM02j. It 
is identical except that the global best position is not taken from the whole group, 
but rather from two random neighbours. Each particle therefore maintains its 
own best index, bi , that is chosen to be one of its two neighbours. The velocity 
update step then becomes 

The two constants, Cl and C2, directly weight the particle's reliance on its own 
best and the global best. Later work suggests that these both be set to a value 
of 0.5 [PV02aj which is the course that we take as these parameters do not seem 
to be vital to the technique's convergence properties. Of more importance is the 
choice of w, referred to as the inertia weight. 

The effect of w is to control the trade-off between the amount of space covered 
by the search and how carefully the area covered is searched. This is done by 
changing the portion of a particle's velocity that is carried over from the current 
iteration to the next. A large value for w will encourage the particles to spread 
out and explore the space, maintaining a considerable influence from previous 
velocities. A small value for w will, in contrast, allow the particles to explore the 
local area, fine-tuning the search of the current area. Based on this behaviour, 
experiments have shown that the inertia weight should be initially set high and 
then decreased as the optimisation progresses [PV02aj. Following the values used 
by Parsopoulos and Vrahatis, we set w to 1.2 initially and decrease it to 0.4 over 
the time that the PSO executes. 

Penalty Function 
An important consideration for the application of a PSO to our particular op

timisation problem is the constrained nature of the search space. PSOs have 
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been successfully applied to constrained optimisation problems in the past by 
making use of a penalty function [PV02bj. This function effectively penalises the 
fitness values of particles that lie outside of the feasible region of the search space. 

We implement a simple, constant version of this penalty function by setting the 
fitness of any particle outside of the feasible region to zero. A particle is outside 
of the feasible region if it violates any of the parameter constraints imposed by 
the agent brains and stored in the array of p-constraint objects. This step en
courages the particles in the swarm to move back inside the feasible region. Since 
the objective function does not need to be evaluated for penalised particles, there 
is some easing of the computational load by checking the p-constraints and only 
running crowd simulations for particles within the feasible region of the search 
space. 

Initialisation 
The manner in which the PSO is initialised is also of importance. The general 

approach is to randomly initialise the particle swarm across the feasible region of 
the search space [PV02aj. In our case this is not an entirely trivial procedure due 
to the shape of the feasible region - defined by the brain's parameter constraints 
- and the high number of dimensions. As the objective function is expensive we 
may only make use of a limited number of particles and so it is desirable that 
these few particles be well distributed over the search space. 

Our first, velocity-only, approach was to place all of the particles at the ini
tial parameter position with random velocities. As the search space is convex, 
any point in the space may be reached along a straight line from the initial po
sition and the particles are scattered by their first move. This approach has be 
desirable property of favouring the initial position as all particles remember it as 
their initial best position. 

Our second means of initialisation, the random position approach, attempts to 
achieve an even distribution of particles over the feasible region. The process. 
in two dimensions, is shown in Figure 7.3. Each particle has its position set :)y 
choosing a random vector to move out along from the initial parameter position. 
The intersection between this vector and the hyperplanes given by each of the 
constraints is tested in turn and the shortest distance to a constraining plane 
found. This distance is multiplied by a random value in the range [0, 1j and the 
particle moved that amount along the random vector. A second random vector is 
then generated for the particle's velocity. This vector is similarly scaled to have 
a magnitude of 0.25, one quarter of the length of the normalised domain that a 
parameter may vary across. 
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Figure 7.3: A 2D example of the initialisation of a particle for the PSO. A random 
vector is chosen to position each particle. The distance from the initial parameters 
to the border of the feasible space is determined. The particle is placed a random 
fraction of this distance, r, along the random vector. Once positioned, the particle 
is given a random velocity scaled by the size of the search space. 

During developmental testing, this random position approach produced bet
ter results than velocity-only. One cause of this is likely the random position 
approach's care in placing the particles such that they do not easily move out 
of the search space. Using the velocity-only method, a swarm would often leave 
the search space as the initial energy of the system is all directed outward. Par
ticles outside the search space are influenced only by their memory and shared 
knowledge and so sometimes skip areas of the search space before re-entering the 
feasible region as illustrated in Figure 7.4. As the number of particles available 
to a PSO is limited by the expense of function evaluations, the poor use of any 
particles is highly undesirable. In addition, the random position initialisation re
moves the radial movement of the velocity-only method and so may better cover 
the search space. 

7.5 The Full Crowd System 

The crowd simulation system described in Chapter 6 forms the basis for the 
constraint-based control system that is implemented. This crowd system applies 
principles from fuzzy control theory in order to produce behaviour that is complex 
and easily mapped to human thinking and speech. The principles taken from the 
widely used ;vlassive system are implemented including synthetic hearing and 
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Figure 7.4: The undesirable path taken by some particles using the velocity-only 
initialisation approach. The particle is influenced by both its own local best and 
the global best. The result is that is skips a large part of the search space. 

VISIOn. 

Applied to this crowd simulation system are the constraints discussed in Chap
ter 5. Control is exerted by means of an automatic Constraint Satisfaction System 
that attempts to meet the user specified constraints by altering the behaviour of 
the agents in the crowd. This system, shown in Figure 7.1, makes use of a Particle 
Swarm Optimisation (PSO) in order to determine a set of parameters that specify 
a crowd that meets the particular set of constraints. The PSO makes repeated 
use of the crowd simulator in order to score different sets of parameters. This 
score is based on how well the particular crowd meets the constraints. Once a set 
of parameters is found that meets the constraints specified, the user is presented 
with a crowd whose behaviour has been altered according to the control applied. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Result s and Discuss ion 

The idea of constraillt-ba",d ('ol11mi ha, been pr~enlcd ,,~ wdl as the dNail, ot 
a "proof of conc.ept" :;ystet" that, repr(,H'Ilts il p()~sib]" impielIlcnLlI.ioll of SUdl 
a COIlt T' O] Ill,,('haIli~lll, In th is chapter, Wf de:;nihe the te~t,illg "Ild 1"'T'forUlIlIl('(, 

of our COllstraint ";ati,,faci ioll ~y"l,"lll (eSS) according to thf dfsign de'CT' ihed ill 
S€c,tiOJl !jA. \Ve then di scuss tIl(' te"t iIlI-\ pro(~::l'S and dr'lennille the degree to 

which o<lr proposed mNhod of control succeeds_ 

8.1 Testing O vcrvic\v 

Th~ aim of the te8ting strat"!,), is to d"I.('r miIl(' whdher the COll,trH.int-biL'«! 
control ~ll~(~l(,j ill this dis.<('futioll providfS addition at useful contTol of a crowd 
simulation [11 onkr to dd"rmill" Illi", we compare the ~rforman~ of our systeHl 
with that of an ~xl >€rt U,(,T' altniIlg th" l",haviom of thc crowd m,mlwJly, Both 
lhc ,;.;;pen llser ,md the CSS a:rf ablf change t he san", brain pamuwt"h iu ord"r to 
lIj(~f the "mne "'~ t of constraints, The fxpert uoer has a cornplNe UlI<kTSt,aIlding 
of tll(' working of \.lw (:rowd ~."~tem (Illd, as creator of the original crowd, il 

good knowlKlge of t,he (Towd', lwhm-iollr, BaSl,d OIl t.his knowledgc wc expc(;t 
the expen user to bf ab le to fxert a high I~wl of COl llrol owr n." crowd, l3y 
comparing lIw p"r[ormallee of the expert user to that of the CSS, \w an, ahl" to 
judg~ I,he 'lualit~· of th" iHlI,oma,ie cOI1l.rol illlrodueed. Thc two crowd COlb1raim 
satisfaction methods, nanl('ly "xpen, u""r and alltomatie CSS, Me eompMed on 
the baoio of their 

• Ability to llIeet COllstraitlt ~ - Ill(' COIlstralnt ""orC>' achievoo. 

• Time take n to effed the require d change - the timing of tl", COl l,1raim 
sat.i ~fad.ion anempt, 

• Degree of perce ived dl>lll~e in cr owd behaviour - the difference from 
I he original ,is detfnnined by human \-ieKer~_ 

T l.."",, ('mnparj~oIl~ M(' mark relcvaut 1.0 real-world u"e by creating fle\Hl 
diII~rent, "('enario~ im-oh-ing foOlT' dilIen'Ilt a!-\em, types. Thc,., S('enMiOl' are based 
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either OIL previolls liS<' of (;rowri ~illLul"tion in ,-i~Uid pffocts or possible similou 
I!ses. I':,,(;h s('('nario hm, a f;et. of ('o''''trl'Lint~ that a llS€r lllif';hl \"',ILL t.o "ppl:, 
ll<l>;pd on the beh8viour of the crowd in t.he parLiclllou y.x'ILilrio_ 

8.2 Scenarios 

Tlw ele\"ell different scenarios used Lo lcsL thc CSS llLilkc ll~P of thp four agent. 
ty])('S ,hOlu! iIL Fip;lln, fl.. 1_ A Jjq of t.he four ag~"t~ l'L"d 8 desQ"ipl.ioll of Lheir 
IK~hm-iour~ i~ prm-irip<i below: 

Car Mouse 

Starlight", Wnr Robot 

TI", Car alo\""1. is ('[ (",1.('ri to rae", along l'L track, l'Ltt~lllpting to i:eep its speed 
ne8l " m8..-ximum while 8voidinf'; other aW'lll. and .vorld !'.COlllCt.ry. Thc car 
OJ.f';cnL redllGes speed as iL tllm, sharply ,md slows down if il ('olli~ion i~ 

imminenL. The bmiIL of the Cou a;o;enL consists of '10 nodcs. it" hdmviour i, 
pilL illt.o effect Lhn!llf';h Lwo cOlll.roL..,; rl<:<y;kl~t"m_ \\hich ma\' 11" I (,;;~ t.ill'Lll 
zero in order 10 model brakinf';. and Iw"n linqlc which llM,· nmp;(' [rOll! --!loo 
to !JW OJ."d l'Lff,'cts the orientOJ.l.ioll of Lhe OJ.f';cnL's look "edor by rot"t.in!'. il 
Mound its up v'e<:Lor. This OJ.p;(·nt"s IllOV"Ill ('llt is li",it(·d t.o t.hp )C-Y plan p_ 
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1"1", ";.',,,nt S"ll~ Ihe envirollment I.hroug;h an x ,qeometry-t'i~ion sense and 
the otiLCT ageILt~ thnmp;h " IIp-huuinq sense. 

The l\.louse agent is ba.-;ed on tile idfa of swan!Ling rode!Lts in movies ~llciL a~ 
Rlll-aloui/le. The halting; forward morion of a t!LOU>;!' is moddled by Ill(' 
LlSC of i.lw T1Illdom noise sellse to determine whether th" 1I10U>;" should run 
forward or !Lol. The agent. SCll~ Ihe environment by meaJ15 of the x 
gmmr;try- '1'1swn >;!''''w and 01 her mou:'.C "p;en~ my me,lns of 1 he up-h"ring 
'X'nse. Th,' gewTal bdlil.\"iour of tiL" mou"" agenl i~ similar to thaI of Ihe 
Car agent with the ,1gem's movement is limited to rhe x-y plane. riLe 
hdm,iolll" i~ implememoo slighdy differently with a brain cOlU;bting of 30 
node~. 

Th" \Var Robot agf'llt. b designed for Llse ill a Imule scell1lrio. This agent has 
both locomot.iotl ami aUacki ng behaviour dIN;I"d I hcough 1 hroe ('ontrol 
variable. namdy. speed. lurn angle awl .,two/ The ~po,,1 a",1 tLlm a"gle 
,dIN;1 Ihe "P;Olll in a similfl.!" m,lllner w the previous two agents. The shoot 
co"trol tILodeb th" ageILI.'s impllL,e I,) shoot and. whell sel· 'Ibove a partic
ular thn~hold, tiL" ag"nt will shoot, it~ bser. Thi~ ~ll()ol.in;.', is limiled bv 
onlv one laser shor lwing allowffi at a partindar t ime with eaciL laS!'r >;hot 
illcluding a cool-down p,~riod. 

Th,' war robot i>; ~lightly more complex thml 1.1", ('ar or mOllse ,,;.',onls with 
,1 brain of 42 nodes. Thb brain mak,'S lise of all up-hr'(u'wg S1'!LS!' I" Se!L"" 
its allies and. ill order w berlfr model "ision-ba~jI'd aiming behaviour. all 
.1:-(l!J(."ftl-n.,irm &~nSe 10 locate ib onemiN;. A cOlltrol :'.Cllse allows rhe 'lgent 
to tak(' illl,o WHmnl, tlte diJw:tio!L tlml il i~ t.mllin;.', whell approachillg a 
wall or anotl)('r ag<'nt rlLi~ ag<'ILt abo t!LOV''S in OIlly I.lte x-y plane. 

The Starfighter agent is able to mOVf ill til(' full 3D world SPil.(" a\)(1 Im~ 

Ihe most uimplicated bmin of rhe four agents neated. cousbt.ing of 1(l"2 
nodN;. The ag;ont hi!., a (mlstant Sl)<.~ed and is comrolled by three orienta
l,ion ill1 ('rin;.', Wlli rok rotalirnl-uj!. rotrl/io'll-riqhl and rotrltio'll-i(}ok. Those 
three controh describ,' r 1)(' degree oj' rot atioll att'''!L pt.('d ,mmnd (',,(;1 L of II L<.' 

agent's orienwtion Vffwrs. 

'I'll(' basic IJdmviom of tll<.' ",'},nt is to avoid (;ollisions wil h othor sl.arfi;.',hkrs 
and a~tlToid>; whil" Ho{;king tog<'T,her wit.h t,lte ilg"!Lts ill it~ jlaniclliar groujl. 
These lwhaviour>; mak<' 11>;<' of a !JTOup-heodw!J seILS!' and !Jnmp-(x'ftln: 8'Il~e 

in ordor to allow the 'lgent to koep dose 10 its llock-m'ltes as well ,IS two 
hrll'in,q senses to avoid its fiock-1ll1lres aud other 'lgeuts. The agent al"l has 
both ,1 Y-1.'isirm ,Ind x-vision SCllS(, ril1lt ,ll"e usuJ. to a"oid asreroids. Two 
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(TfatK\ tiLb sC€llar'o to t€st th~ u~€fulu€~s of th€ C~S in tW€l<k:ng a ~imu
lalion Khere the e..;;peck'Ci behaviour fails . The ('on~traints appli€d to this 
,c:euari() are I.() have the a;( 'IlI.' av()cd ('ollisiom. and to ('omiml(' mUllud tiLe 
track ill th" ('urn ~'t directiUIl. 

4. Car H ead-on Crash Sce llario Two groups of ~ix ('ar~ l<ppro8(:h each 
other down a narrow ailey. This scenario is inspirc'Ci by mOVeS sllch as The 
Fa.,1 and the F"riol1s, wlwre :;roups of cars r~e at hi:;h spl'e'Ci, narrcr.dy 
av()idin,.; wlli"'un,. In dw illilial Sl'l up of thi, scenario, six Olll, uf the 
tw~l v~ ('ars ('ullidK\ with un(' 8l)othn A typk8.l ~('t ()f C()lbtraint~ wuuld 
hl<\"€ tlwS€ Cl<rs avoid 811 colli~ioll~ with e8('h utlwr and the alley Wl<US, An 
additional ('onstra.nt to force the two different :;roups out o[ their respective 
(,Hds of th e all ey j, added t.o k('ep I,ll(: 'ysl ('m frmH cr"al in,.; (:ars that lILake 
u-turns. 

~. Car Race Sce nario. Th€ ('(m~tr8ined ti()('king work hy And€rsoll et a/. 
:A:\!CW( inlroduce'S the idea of coni rolling an agent so that il COmeS [rom 
liLe bac:k t.o wiu a racT Thi, ,c(,llariu 1.,,"1$ a similar idea, Twu ,.;roups uf 
('ar~ raC€ along 8, shurt cum"". Th€ first group ('out8in~ 6 Cl<r~ while tiLe 
Six;ond :;rOllp contains only 1 car, The sin:;le car of the ",,-~ond :;rOllp starts 
behilld the fir't gnmp, In the mi,.;:nal nlIl ()f the" sC(,llariu, I.he "x,()ud gnmp 
('ar fiui~h"s fiftiL uf s(,\"~Il . Th(' (Ou~tr8.iut 8Pl'lic:d i~ HJ h8w tiLe s'llgk ('ar 
of the ",,-'Colld group f.nish ahead of the first group. 

(j, Robot \V"r Scena rio . The battle SCeneS of Lom oj the Rin,~s chan:;c'Ci 
the Wa\' in which crowds are used in vis ,,,ll. eJTe'Cts. This scenario is roughh
bas('d ou I h(' Same bal.I Ie id"a, T wu ,.;roups ()f war robol a,.;ems "tan wil h to 
l<geub ()11 e8",h side. Th(' fibt group is iuitiali~"d ju~t h€iLilld a "('ity" tiLat 
it i~ ddending. Th€ '><"('ulld group of ag€lIt~ starts f8hng the fir~L uut~ide 
of I he c;it.'·limits, The two agems are ahll' 10 shool ()ne allOdwr and s() a 
hal I,k eUH"'S for I,he ('il,y, This ,('euari() Wik' cr l'ill ('d t.o I esl the uSe ()f a ILaHl 
('UllStn liut iu a situ8.tj()1l wiLer(' elHet'g"Jl('(' aud compkx iuwt'a(i.iou lILake,; 
din'ct control difficu lt. Aft~r ahout j(} "",('ond~ uf f.ghting (400 SilllUll<tiol) 
time steps), the number of a:;ents left alive in eac}l group is l-J-16, The 
eonstrainl placed on this sinllliatiou is 10 have lJe I,wl'en 9 a.lld 11 (indll,ive) 
rubol S alive ill each group aft.e,. I he Sam(' I im'~opall 

7 Escaping Mice Sce nario. Thi~ SC'€nario is l<n a(t€lllpt to cOlllbill~ di!· 
fefl'nt agents in a single scenario, In a SCene inspil'l'Ci by war movie", a 
group ()[ 3:; IllOUS<' ag(,IlI," ar(' illil.ialised (H:apill"; frulH a cily euvi r()llmelll, 
Appro<l('hing fr()m outside I,ll(: ('il,y are 5 war robol a;(eub wiL ;('h are ahk 
w ,ho()t II", mic;", rhe c()u'l,milll, appli('d 1,0 I hi" sceuario i, similar to that 
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of Ihe nob", \Yal' ~cenano. lnidally, in the simulation rime interval onl" 
one o[ (.be llHlUse af';euts is left alive wbile a mouse agem. wllidin,,; wi th 
i). war robol, ag"lli mdll(,"~ l.b" robo(." nlllu\wr, 1.0 .,1. rI", coIl4raints ap
p\i"d [{~Iu i n' (,ILat 20 mOLL'(' ag('lLt~ I", len aliv" ml(; t lLi.t no "~/,Ilts from 
either group ('o\lid" witlL ot.\",r ag"nt~ or til(' envirmm",nt. ,\lL w;ditiOIlal 
constraint !{)fcinf'; ,he mouse agent~ 1:0 e;cape thrOUf';h ,he from of the cit" 
is appli(xl in on:er to swp ,he CSS from allowing the lllicx~ to floc iu other 
din'ctiOll" 

H, Mice Scattering Scenario. The movie l.'an/uqf ['oint saw a crowd o[ 
~1)(xl.a1.ors flee [rolll a stadiLilll as the prc:si(:ent is assassina1.er:. A lllUlll",] 
of fhol,~ froHl th i~ ~('en" "Tr" cr""t"d usin,,; \l;~~siV(' crowd~. rILe \~~u,,1 

effect, I.e'"'' I,hat cTC'ated th""" ,hot, had "OIlfid('T<lble difficu lty with t he 
delIS ely packed agentf colliding ,d,h one allOther am; not making it out of,he 
exil.s i , This Sfl'nario is k"-lSl'ly baser: on slJOl.s such as this \dwrl' wllisions 
aw ,;i ffi "llll.. I" avok and a larg" ilJU011nl of I.\H'illing is r"lllin'd. A gro11p 
of 101) \101.10<' ag"nts ",'" init i"li'wd in " SV';;UllL ,'nvirmm",nt I'lL" ",,;,'nt , 
have an additional brain rule imp~l that encourage, ,hem to move a\l'ay 
[rOlll I.lw 'I.af';e area of the scadium, lnit ially a lal'gl' number of collision, 
""('lIT with iii agems left. ,Jive by the ell(: o[ (lw silllllla(ion illl.ernJ (ag<'ll\. 
:;tai," i~ ~d to "d",,,;" Wh"ll a colli~ion ()("'lU'~) Th" ('mLsI,milLl, "pplied 1,0 

th if ,ce!Li.rio prohi ]'its agents ('o\lidin,,; witIL eitlw] tlw "IlVirOlLlfwllt or "a,'IL 
<Yher. 

9, SUU"fi!-,:hwr "l'urnback Scenario. The ftrsl o[ (he [Lilly :m slarftf';hler 
f('( 'lLario, i~ ],iN~1 on ~d"Jl('(' ft(" l ion spil('e IIlovi,,, ~Ll(,h a.~ SI(J!, \V",,:,. TILi~ 

fCenario h'"" 18 ftmlLghter "gellt~ £locking together all' ; \vit IL a gO<ll po,it iolL 
.i 11S( behill(: ,heir ini, ial pc>sition. The bdlfl\'iollr of the af';ents is to turn ba<;k 
I.{)wards I.h"ir goal while aU,l'mpl.inf'; 1.0 avoid follisions and kt-cp together 
ill " !lo("k. Thi~ n('al.", a delicak b,Jan("e o[ \wha\'iollTs (,bat work against 
one "nolher, [{',ult ilLg in a lluHlb", of colLi~iolL, Ttl(' "Oll ~traint appl i"d t.o 
this Io'cenaTio is to helve I,he ~t<l-rlLgILtens ""oi(; co\li~iolLf wit h olle ,mol,lwr. 
Sillfe <Lll lllldesirabll', but po'X'ibk folm ioll i, ~imply 1:0 remO\'e the carge, 
s""kin,,; b"hi)vioLIL (,hi" s('''.!lario d[(~·1.ively tests the degwe 1.0 wbich (,b" 
CSS lIL"ke; UJl(k~imbk ("himg",- to (,I", agems' l)('haviolU'. 

10. Slarfighler Asteroid-\Vall Scenario. This swnario is reminiscent of 
sd""(',, ftdion spa('l' IIlovi(::s in wbid! sp",.,~ ships fly through asteroid fields . 
A f';]'{lllP of 20 ftarf.ghcer agellts approadl l1.l1 l1.llimated a.~te"oid ,,-all I hrough 
whkb (.bl')· mus, na,·igatl'. The initial run of the simulatioll ,ho\l":;' a numher 
of a.gl'll1:S follidinf'; wi,h one another or a.~,erokk The COll,l.milLt "ppli,'d is 
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Ihat i.lw il:!,"lll-~ ",'oid idl collisions while sllllu"iwellinr-; to the other side of 
the waiL Sill"" i.lH' il:!,"lll-~ i}('haviollr ha" no pIc·dicti\,!' deIllellt 10 it, this 
task is "dif!i~ult one. This scenario tests whether the CSS i~ abl,' to llL'''t 
consl"wims ,h,lt ,u-e somewhm: beyond the abili,y of the agents' beha,'iou! 

II. St arfightcl' Obst aclc S ccnario. This last scenario ,e,t, the preservation 
of the Ho('king h"h",';0111 in a gIclllp o[ st,u'fighler agents. The group of 
20 agent, b fa~ed wit l, all illLp"lLetmbl" "'illl of a:';l"roids ano,,", it, palh, 
The flocking beha\-iour of the gTOUp ;, to,) ~t rOlLg and so k,'ej)i; t.h" agelLt~ 
1O:!,,,th,,r a.~ I.hey collide wiLh the wall. The constraint applied is ,hat no 
('olli~iolLS (}{~-llr. This ",-;"wirio tests whether the CSS ,vill mainLlin ,he 
Ho('king h"h"" iOllJ o[ Ih!' ,tiu-fight"l ag,'nb while having them Moid Lhe 
obstade. 

These scenario~ :;en-e as a tebtbed fO! our CSS. \\". beli ,"" thill. Ihi, ,ample. 
while no t exlmlls,i ve, IS reasonably representati'-e of the sp',ce of ill I ll<>ssible uSilge 
scenaric)8 and so selves 1.0 provid!' ;ll~ight into th,' J",r[orlIwllce of the ,1utOIlWtic 
constraint based control 
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8.3 Constraint Satisfactioll Comparisoll 

The tir~t. te;t of th" Cs..<; is in it , ability 1.0 ml~'t, il!·bi1.[ary coustrailll.S, A~ 1.hi~ 
capabili1.y is roquinxl in order for rhe CSS 10 he useful in cont.mlling ('rowd ~, this 
t,,,I. i, p"rhaps 1.hc most importam. \Yc compare the con~trajnt satisfaction ahil
ities ofth" CSS 1.0 thai of au expert uSt'r who we assume, givcn cnough time. ,,~ll 
he ahle t.o meet any mmirainb [('qlli[(~'l. Th" aim of 1.he CSS is to automat ically 
met't these con~t.raints in I,,", t ime than th" exp"rt "",,'. 

For each :o<:",cnario. the expen u~er Wil.' )I;;\"('n Ihe rd"wml nowd fib,_ a crowd 
,,;uLllln1.ion vi'llali,al.ion tool and an a~l'llt brain cdiring; too:. The u;;er ".&; then 
pro\·id e.-l with t.h" ('Om,trilln1., lUjnitwl and Limed a< he workcxl to meet dlCSt' 
constraints ,,~th no t.ime limil "p"cified_ Om'(' th" n",'r Wil~ mnfid"ut that thl' 
con,traia1.S were ml'r, the conotraint sysrem waf uSE"d to measure the act.ual score 
prodll(wl by 1.h" expcr1 tl,cr. lu dctcrmiaing thi:o final :ocore, rhl' samc consrraint 
olJjed_" nnd mnsU'ain1. wei.,;hb werC u:',C\.! as for the subMXJuent (,SS tcst runs_ 

A" the s..arch p1'0cCS~ of the CSS i:o p1'0balJilistic, four constraining runs were 
exe<:ntnj for "adL 'C('nil!';O, ' j 'he param('tcr~ of t.hc CSS's particlc ,warm Wl're kept 
constant rhroughout t.he te~ting prOCeb,;, being "d, to t.h" ddnlllt." desc'r:]wd in 
S.:'Cliou 7 A,~. Thl' cxccpt:on to thi~ wa;; the number of partie Ie; whi(' h wa,; ('ho~en 
),,,,;,,d on th" l'l1unin~ liml' of thc ~ imularion as well 8..0 Thl' numher of parameters_ 
The CSS wa." allo"'ed t.o rnn foJ' a maximum of 2 honr, (7200 St'COUd~'1 ou cach 
run ,,~th the ,;y,t.em ('{mtiIllling t" t.h" "nd of it.;, h_t improv"m"llI. i1.eration whcu 
rhe time limit wa,; reache<L Jf n ,;core of 1 Wil~ ach;'Tlxl b,' nny pm'tid,,_ implying 
"llthl' couolraints had bCl'll met, the optimisation proceti,; wa,; halted emly_ Th" 
CSS w&< gi\'cu thc same original ero"'d filE'S as the expert user, a;; well a,; a. set 
of conQ,win1. obiecl~. This St'l of constraint objec.t:o, wirh a,sociated weight-s, 
"·a.S creai-t'(j to mnt.ch t.h" constraint" f',iv,'n t.o the "xp"n. llSC'" and n,,,d, l"'lh to 

dctertn:ne the final score of the expert. u,;er\ nt.temph. alld ;~-.; input to th" CSS_ 
Thc rcsult~ ofthcS<.' teEb are shown in Ta.hle 8.1 for compari"oll 

The scml'S for the expen user ~how that. <l"; expec-te<.l, m<lll1Ia.! ",diting of th" 
agen1.~ produces a crowd t-har meets the rt'(luired consuaims in allllObI all c-a"€S_ 
lu ,evl'uof the clevcu sCl'narios rhc CSS \\'8..0 alw ablc to complcrely lllt'€t the ~pec-
ified ('on~traint.~_ In th" (';N'>' wh"r" "":",,s, was not ,,,:hievl~I th" ~"H'e, rdlld 
that. the eonsrra.int,; were lllet to a ~if',llifieaJlt extenl wit.h t.h" diff"r",,,,,,, ll~nally 
ouly a ~ingle agcnt colliding wieh a wall or failing to mow acro,;~ a J:ne a;; required_ 

There are two ~cenarios foJ' whi('h t.he ",'OT(' prndl"",d In' th" exp"r1. llSC'" ;, 
wb-opt.imaL Th,,,,, r"" "x'.'''pt.ioJl', the Rohot, \\'ar ilud Starfil4hl.l'" Ast,-\Vall 
scenarios, requ ire closer consideratiOll 
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Seen.no 

L CorR""""C",,,;". 

2 """'" ""x1~" Cm",,,,, 
3, CorCom.tin9 
< CorH ... rl_"" e"", 
, CO" R .. ,," 

~,Robot Woe 

-, E""'pi"ll M",' 

•. "., .. s... ... "',,"" 
9. Sl"rf" hlerTurn B.c. 
10 SturflOJDterAst-W." 

11 St.rflOJ"e. omt""" 

E,p"'" V,eT CSS Se..-. CSS SCOT. CSS Seo<o CSS SeOT. CSS Seore 
'''"r<' Av,.r_ , , :l < 

, , 
, , 

0,"'9[, 0.9917 

" .• 'P~ 0.00" 
".~lS O . ~B ' , , 

0,W91 0,9"8 om,~ 

, , 

0,9917 

".~"Y, 

".9~ , 
0,9"8 

0.9833 0,991 , 

O.~"r, 0.[18" 

" . ~8' O_<J9 , 
0,9727 0,9n~ 

'I\lblc f( . I: 'f'h,; "'''" .. ,'Ira'inl ,,(JII-,jrH:I-wn "Ullfe.' jur ""!III)(}.! " ,un bdw'ul. Ihrc e-L1',,!-r. 

'liS''''' and CSS. Th'; -'(~'fI(J"U) . " wiwn' Ihe rss "U"'; i.' /"'iV' lIuln fh(' ('LYItT! " .. WI'.' 

SCO'" an h-I.gh/-l.ghtul-in !!'''y_ .,\11 "a/-l";,, an !F"ClI. lu frillr' du:ano.! plru:e< 

In thf Robot \ \ \lrs SC~ lH1rio r.lw oollstnlillt rl~tiIL,'d ~bow rpquir~~ tlw numtwr 
of robOi. agent left alive in e~ch group to lw 9, 10 or 11 with no t1g~nts (;OUid
in!', with one another or with the environmenl, Thf expen U'RL in altering the 
erm",L thoughl. t.hat he had met the wnstmints COJllpletelV. lIoweW.-'r, t he <core 
r~llcct.< t.wo a~cllts_ whieh the eXjx.'!'!. 11«)]' did not notice, collidin~ with the CIL
vironnwnt_ Indced, it I.ook ('ardu! obS(.'rw,tion aILd sJlo<.:ific hi!',hli!',hl.in~ 1.0 find 
tlwi*' p"rticu l"r "g~nt.5 

The Cs..'S "wre for tlw Il.obot \\'a1', ",yna1'io "how" that the aUl.omatic 'c,<,teln 
llwt thc eonsl.raim< to a grcal.er de~n)€ than th(: expe,-t 11Ser. The lo~ file< of the 
CSS rUllS innieaw th"t ill all o[ I.hc [om l'llJl< thc lll""lx~r< oI a!',cILj.s ill I,he tiILal 
grollps w~r~ wit hin t lw tol~nlJl('t' ;).l:lount_ III thrt't' of th~ "~5~5, how~v~r,,, singl~ 
a~cnl. cullided with the environmfnt and in thf fOllrth (;ase a "imibr collision 
in\'o!\'in~ two "gfnts u('curred, In this way tlw (,SS wa' ab!f to meet constntints 
':l(Jr(~ cxa('i.h- i.h,m the expert llser. 

The se{:0nd "cenario in which t.lw ~xp~rt U5Pr d0\'5 not comJll~t.~ly nw ~t. t l L~ (,Oll
slrainl.' is thf A"teroid \\-"ll i'«'nario_ This I'-CPW1rio is "xtr~nwly chtl\l~ngiILg in 
t.h"t, it imnln::>; mpidl)' nLm'ill~, dCIL,.h, jmchxl obstacl,::>;. Th.~·;ause Ihe agfnts per
form no pr~dictiw H'''''Ollillg. it is diffie11li. [or the a,'pILI", iIL their emrcnt [orIll I,D 
avoid <u('h oh"l.ad(~, The cxperl. ll"~" in I.his (;ase, after attfmpting the problHn 
for "n hour ,,~tho1ll. rmlkin~ jlm~n."", d(~'ided thaI. thc iask wa, impos.'iblf, The 
l.lSt'l"',. I,,:..<t. ,111.<.'",1'1. did nOi. lll<",a!',,-, to lL"ve all i.hf agenl, reach the far "ide of 
the a._I cmid fidd wilh SOIlle agent" tllrning and avoiding thf asteroids altogether, 
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The con"tmim fordIlg the agents to travel through the a,;t.emi,l field 1m,; a fmrh 
10'" weighting alld ,0 t.he ""Ore achieved b~, the expert U5<'1' remains 'luite high. 

The results produced by th" C:SS show t.hat th" SysteIll was abo not able to 
I!l(x,l. the constraints specified \\"hell examilling t.he (Towd 1",lmvioLlr prod",:ed 
lJ\' the ant.omilt.ie ~y~t.('Ill it l::>€'\:omes clear that the CSS did not. <:omplddv n>
move the Ho"ki[Jg bdmvimlr of the (Towd, ,,,' was th" ca~ with the expel'!. us,,!' 
\\'ith fioeking in plan', the ,t.arfight.e.r ar;"lll~ kc..:p togNher and some are dra"'n 
illto the asteroid field, The resulting animation" bot h of t h" ''''pert Us"r a[Jd the 
CSS. an: abo qlliv: difIerent from the original and ,0 we nnM cond1)(l" t.hat the 
dt,iJ'ed J'e ,mlt Illil.'" be >luainable only by ,:Jtering the underlying st.l'nct.l ll'(' of the 
agent's brain 

Tlw E:'£apill!,: ),[ke seenario is one of the other t,,·o ,cellal'io, i, which ilw CSS 
fares worst than the eXl",n 11,,,1' i[J all('mp1.i[Jg to IlleN the specified constraints_ 
\Vhen the resulting animations ill'e considen,\ it bemm,,, dear thaI this wen,uio 
i~ il (a", where the dl..:per understallding of tht expert U,"'l' umk", a sigIlifiea[Jt 
differel"'e_ Th" il!':ems prodL""d hy the CSS arc fairly similar to the original 
crowd, showing rno,;t.ly ;;11])(,l'im coUi,;iOI) ,"'oida])(;e, In contrast the l'XP('rt U5<'r 
m€€ts tht constraints laJ'gely b:.' nx]'willg t h" CilIlge at which the robot agents firH 
,'U"mpt to fire on the mouse agents_ This step ,lllow, Ie,s tim" for th" robot, 
to alt.ack the mice before the end of 1.h" simulation time j:l€riod The dmwlmd, 
to th is ilppro,,,,h ~hO\\'I) i[J the hlllll,m perception eX1X'riment below; is tlmt. t.ll(' 
crowd l::I€haV€s distinctly dif!'",.ently_ j[J il ~"lmmle nUl ill whidlthe CSS "',:\8 left 
to ",arch for longer, the automatic. ,y,;tem met the cclIlstmilll.s cOIllp],,!.eh· afler 
F,H9 "'~':oIl(b (a little over 4 hours)_ This cro"'d appears doseI to the mip;i[Jal 
a.~ fonnd by (l1lr llllJIlilIl 1,(,,1 ~llb.i , ~·:t, i~ Sect.ion t'.,5), 

The third :,c-enario in which t.he ess i, filils t.o ""x,t tlw <,t.a])(lanl o[ the ex
IWcl. n"",. is th" :\Iic" Seal1.l'ring :'£,ena.rio, The challengt with this ~'ellario is the 
large rmrnl>€r of po>,.-;ibl" <:olli~io[Js a, 1.h" mice approHch the exits of the stadium_ 
TlK' expert U5<'r expre;;.~l a large degce" of [nl,tmtioll <1.1 tryi[Jp; 1.0 remove ,ill 
the colli~iolls ,,,' the range the mouS€ "gent's scn5<'S is quite ,IlOrt, The mNh{~\ 
employed b:.' t.h" n,",,' ww" to i1.erativelv filld ,m individual which collided and 
adjust the brain with only t.hat. ilg"Ilt i[J mimI LlIlt.il the pmticlllar agent avoided 
the collision, This proce;;.~ eVl:ntllally n,snlte,\ ill a <:olli,ioll [In' ~iIlllllalioll, In 
llli~ ea,,,, the exua intelligence of the expert nser pJ'oonced better re"llt s tha[J 
the CSS It ,hOLild b(' [jolcxl that the numbers of agtnt collision, in the fiwd 
sinl1liilt.ions P1W.i1l,",\ hy th" CSS Were ,,,' few as 2 or:3 out of WO_ 

In spite of t.h" fOl )C m""~ , \i""ll~",d above, the CSS performed extremely well 
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,lltering the c!'O\\"d such th'lt it Nmplcteh- Illet the sl'e('itiud ronstra.ints ill mo,( 
ca<es, The NlIljMrisoll with II", expert 11H'J' must tl1-ke into account the large 
mnOUllt of l1-dditional knowlf'(Jg~ that is ava.ill1-ble to the cre<ltor o[ tl", crowd si 1 n
ulatioll alld the grfat~r undfrstallding of the llllplicat ioll oI dliUtgeo Hmde Of 
interest is the CDnsistency of the con<,tl'ailll <,at isI"dioll pn)(T"" '''' there is Wrl' 
lit tle \'ariat.imt Irom OIl" rnn the n('xt._ III th~ C&'ffi wh~re the s\,stelIl W,l~ 'lble t.o 
('omplet~)y s..1.tisfy th~ constraints it did so on every run. 

8.4 Timing Comparison 

The l1-bility of the (,SS to meet cOll~traint~ pbced Olt ('rowd" i" of utmost im
porLlnce to its mefulnesl', Gi\'elt t.h"t the system i" ahle to l1-utoml1-ticl1-11,' l1-lter 
('l'Owds ilt t.his W",'-, the time [mn", ill;"o);"(' (; i" al"o of import8Jlc.~. The time tllken 
by the expert ust'r in 31t~ri ltg the crowd simulation<, del'crihed in the preVi011i' Sec

tiOlt wa.s r~orc:f'(J 3nd may lw comp3red to the rUllnill": tilIW o[ t.he CSS, The 
3wraged running times ar~ presented in T,lble H.2, Ali'o illdllde(; ilt t.hi" tahle 
are other rele\'ant detai l, of the te,t Illlt". 

A"",,> ,Lm 
Av, ,~. Ex>"",, U,., 

&,,,,,r.o P."","', "me hod ,",umbo, " j R1'""''''J T;nle 
It~", t.i "", l'"", ('"<0) T.k,"", c) , Cdt Brcd<jo [ro'>ln" '"" J.17 n .t5 l<R7.7i '",,0 , Mnu,' Blid[l" <:''''';''9 <O)() ),14 ~.5 lU4.1lll llOO 

J_ Cor Co",cj',"~ '"" 0.78 , HOw , CO' HeM-on c,...b 1_'0 U4 , 40:.10 
~_ C." R.c.> '"" l.HH 1G.25 "U2.t~ miO 

" Rob,,'- W., -'" t7, '- <; 'I 5 7a89,93 -7. b:"p'n~ MLoo ~, 5.n 1~.25 769\'-<\ ""0 , Mieo Sc.tt~ ,;"'J tno g,nl f)6.5 7700.56 1610 
9_ StarfHjhtcl" T"m Bad. 500 0.67 '.7~ 3<6.11 3<0 
1O, St .• rflghW ~,,_W.II ". 4,9Q " 7381.0') =. 
" Sl"rfi~M" Ob" .• <:I. ~ J.7~ " ]0'0 

T,lj,le 1l, 2: T}", nmniny 1",1';,; or ihe CSS currq"I-"xi tn lilt' tmlt' take-I!- /Iy thl ~"p('f1 

n8',",'. ille 1,'fiJi>: qiVH t,I", Ti/Jrnl"", of purl/cie-,,' u.,'(0 '/.)1 the- PSO, an approximate 
r'IJ'IIHI.uq time frw the- .'irrtulidi()1!- wdluJli.t t'1suait,'atlllfl. the avera,ge numbe,' of i/
e-mli(m,,' o;wut('d b·y tlir- PSO in a run. the avemged totnl nmnin,g lime for a CSS 
nm and tlir- ttrw' taken by the f.Tpert ·user -in meeting ihe crmslminl., fur ,:",;11. 
~cenar-io, Nole that the timing of tile apal, usn '/.,' in 111i: rmned rmnul,':, 

Tl", timin,,: n,,,"lts are mix(xi_ with the CSS outpfrforming the ex~rt user 
m four of the tf'St sc~narios whil~ rE"<:ording longer time!' for sceniU'io, L 2 ,lnd 
,J_ 111 scen3rios 6. 7, 8 and 10, the (,SS c:id not mt""t the COlli'traint~ fully ,lnd 
><0 raIl until the t iltle limit WiiS excf'€dec:_ In scenlU"ios (j ,llld lO, howe\'er. the 
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cxpert lL"~r also faihl 1,0 meH. the&' constraints fully ,mel so p<'[hap~ prllducc:s 
all nllfilir "orILjlilrislIn_ The three caSt's in which the a\'cHlge running timc of the 
CSS i~ recorded &<. () MC dll<' to a SlJ(,,'{>;~fnl pH[ilmeter ~t bcin~ fouud b:; I.h~ 

initial plIhltillning of l.lw particles ill th~ SWHnn timin,'; data was ,';"llcmIHI lIwr 
the ,terationh of the l-'SO with initiillisiltilln not inclll<lccL All approxirmltion lIf 
1.lL<' time takpn for tltis initiillio.ation cank' c,dcnlal,,~1 hy multiplying thc numbcr 
of p"rt.icifS by the ilpproximate simubtion tin",. It hlLould illso b~ noted that a 
<TlIwd simuhltion is not nl'cmsarilv rllll for ead, pilrticlp ilt each i(eration, If" 
particle is found to I", olll.sitk of t hp fek).Siblp ~eiUch ~pacl' it i~ gi '"ell a tit,'W,,5 ",'OW 
of () and no crowel siJrlnliltiOll is required. This is thl' re'NJn for Ill(' d:silgTe€ment 
[)('I "'''''' t I", aV~[ilge timing i1.nd thl' mul(i plicat.ioll of partici~ ('ount, simulation 
timf ilnd number of iWratiOll.', 

J\ number of fact.ors al1"""t tiL" running time of thc ('SS, Thc firhl. is t.il(' pffi
('i('ll(':; lIf thp underlying cro\l"d simulation sysl.(''''- TIL<' runlliug time~ of thl' 
sirILuhltion~ shllwn in Table 8,2 "H' for hlrILnlal,iollS whiclt do nllt produc'C any 
\"isU<llio.ation, I3aSt'd on the H'bl.ivd," hUmll lllllILber~ lIf ilgents invol\ed in these 
him ulat.ioll~, I. h('h<' I imillgs ~ltllw thHt the crowd simulation s,Yhl.erIL il s<'if is ratlt~r 
illefficiellt production-lfvel cro\l"d animation ~oftware ih able to ,"isua liS/C crowds 
of mmw thousands in real-time. 

Alt,hon,.;h Ill(' (Towel himnikltion implemen(s thl' succc:ssful principlch of :" j'lhsi,",,_ 
it do{>; h<' ill a simpl~ H.nd inefficifnt manner, In particubr, thc reuderillg of H.n 
kl,l';Pllt ~ v:silln ill1d th .. ~ub",-'quent fU~zillcat,ion Pc(""'''-'. 'lh wdl ilS the defuzzili
cHtion step of l'ach agcllt'~ brain, ar" llllopt,imi",,,l ilnd slow to execUtf. This is 
plainlv ~n in the loug rllllllillg l,irIL(' of t,hp Rooot WH-fS SCfnario in which cad, 
robot, aiS"lll, l'e"('i V(,~ t I Lre<' rpnderings of tlw scene at each simulat ion st "p_ 

.-\nother factor \I"hid, a£re<:;l.s t.lw nlllllill,'; I.im" of tb~ crowd simulation is the 
need to Cousl"ml.l:-" llpthll" t)w ('Oll~1Tilint obj~(s, The impll'Illl'nwtion of t,h,,_,", 
COll,I.IHiut,;; elid llOt focus on computational effiriencv as I hev ,m' simply ('x",,, p)~ 
cOllst"ints u_1 for te~ting pllrpoSffi, SoIlll' of t.lw COIHH,millt,;; mkl.k<' lliW of " Ig<>
rithlllil tha( are O(n2) in Ill<'nllm[)('r of agellts (01' worSl') ilIHI so add conhlderablc 
computation to e",l, crowd simlllill.iOIl stPp_ 

Th""", implemfntkltion details should bc t"kr'n illl.o ''''''Ollllt wlwll :llterpr~ting 

the timing rc:sul(s of T"hlc 8.2_ A lILOl'" fnll discussion of p<Js~ible efficicncy iIll
provem('llI. ih illdnd{xl ill S{niOll 9.2_ 
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8,5 Human Evaluatiun CumpaJ'i~ull 

An,' <Crowd ('olluol system must changc lhe animatioll o[ a crowd as rcquired 
by the controll"T. All irnportallt ('ollsid('mlion wh(,1l applvi!Lg a "",am' of alil,,
marie. high-\<,,·(,[ cO!Ltrol is whdh"r the ,,-,"sl('m dLang('s t.h(' (Towd', lx'haviollr 
too much. TI,,' b('li"vability, and hen('(' llsdllim'"s, of a ('rowd ,inmiat.ion i, tied 
to t he behavio\\[ of thf individnal~ . The actions that a crowd membfr takes must 
be cOllsistcllt \\-ith his charactfr: an ore must act likf an orc and make decisions 
like an orC, llccallsc of this there i, a tension Lelwccll cOllsislCllt behaviollr and 
<control Tl", met.hod oI cOlltrol mllSt chang(, th(' bdm\'iollr o[ t.h(' crowd to th" ('x
tent re'luirro bnt not lose the nnder lying ('haract.eri~tics of the agent.'s beh8\~our. 

We address the following que~tioll: [:lo.c, our automatic method of alteriug a~ent 
behaviour in order lo mcct crowd-le\'el com·trajnl" chang(' t.lw Ilnd"rlying Ix,
havionT of t.h(' <Crmnl to an nn1u'('''l)t.able {kgn",? 

Thc Cllrrent mcthod for altfring crCM'd behaviour is for all cxpert uscr to mall
Imllv change the behaviour of the illdh-idllal agcllls in the crowd, Some chall~e 
in ('[owd b('haviour is nC\'essar,Y in order [or tlw crowd t.o nm,t. th(' ,p(~-jfi(~l 

eonst.m';nt' but it is desirabl(' Hlilt t.hi, I", minimal \\-f assnme that an ex~rt 
nser i~ able to me('t tiL" ('rowd wn"tra;m, wit.h minimal change to the cro,,;d'~ 
behaviom: the n\'<'r of a ('rowd ~Y"tem is I,.ble to jUdgf the changf in the agent\ 
bcha\-iour and may ultimatfly decidf whether thc chall~e affccted is acceptablc. 

To produce an ac~cptable crowd modificatioll, all automatic mdhod oI con"mint 
skl-tj"hl.ction "honld not dlange t.he ('rowd bdlilvionr more than an expfrt U~fr 
attempting to m"'€t, thoSB same constraints. Since "change in Leha\-iour" is a 
subject iw quality, Wf conduct an expfrimcut wherc lumliln sllLjccts supply a 
.mllil(U'ily -,,,,,n whell ('omparing an all,er('d <Crowd animat.ion to tiL" orii\inal. 

Th" ('ompari"on j" approadl(xl on a ""'nario by oc~nario basis making n:;e of 
the same scenarim- u~ for thf previous (~)mparisolls , for a particular ~enario 
lhc mdepclldellt \-a.riaLle i, the method of cOllsuaim salisIact ioll, Possiblc vallics 
[or this variabl(' arc the alii omali<: CSS sysl cm proposed in I,hi" di",,'rtalion and 
the fXP~rt. nS€r. Th(' (kpfndent. mriilblf i~ dLf similarity score in thf range [0,51 
with 0 being entirely differfnt and 5 being ~xtremely similar. 

In ordfr to obt.ain an acceptable nnmbeT of samplfS. the fxpfriment W8-S run 
over t.he int.ernet making nl'€ of the K>Cial nft.working ~itf jaceboo~"- A "face-

.www.be<. hook. m, n 
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book app" was created that a~ks tbe URer t.o perform a llLllUbe,. o[ cmnp",.isons 
betW(~'ll two diiIerellt ~l'Owds ,hOWIl ill ,bort vid(~) ('lips As r.h(, qmliity beir.g· 
ks!.ixi is r.h(, mann{,r' in whid! ~onstwints ilre met, ,lS oppo:-ed to wht'ther thcI 
"'ere met or not, only I,he nine S<:'enMios in which both the CSS alld expert. llSC] 
were able to meet the ~pet'ified ooustraiuts (xjualk wen' llscd. 1'hi, was dOILP to 

rwoid hia,i,.,,.; the; Ip,1 to\\"ards r.h(, "rowd in whkh the; C'flllstwims were met to a 
Ipsser ripgrep. 

Each ~ompa.l'isou cOllsist, o[ a "id(,o o[ the; migi,.,al (Towd simulax.ion followPd 
bl a siIlHllaliou o[ OIl(, o[ tIl(' alr.(,]""L ('rowd~, AIL ilLplll. n('ld ,mri prompt for" 
similarity S('ore was gh'en, aloIlf\ \\"it.h tl)(., "'l:Olld vid(,o, ~ll""iilLg the test subject 
to ml,p how simii;lr tll(' Cl'Owris "ppe"reri. All the videos for a panicula.r: s.:'('Ilario 
were re0Jrderi by ~"pturing the OpenGL fra.mes at the Same rate aud ('Jl(oo<k.,d 
usir.g· identical parameter~. The camera po.~itioll aud rlluuiIlg time, o[ tIl(' ,im
lllatioll, \\"(']'e al", idelltical anos, a pani"lliar s~e;IL"rio. The comp"ri,ons "'ere 
gi\"p,., 10 t.he; h;st sllhj('cr.s in " Hmriom order with no indi~ation of which nl('thod 
",lS lls('d to illter r.he nowd simulation in the ReLand video of the cOlllpariwll, 
For each comparioon, a des.:'riptiou of the C[OWd"R COIltt'xt ,,'a, gh"('l! with r.hp 
ori~illal video alld a descriptioll of t.he; ('Ol,"r.mint.s applie;d giv('" with r.he " ltereri 
",d('o, Example S<"r(X.'ll shol,' ar(' provideri ill Figun' 8.3. 

This experimellt follows a "]'('»('alpd rnp,1>U\"('," de;sign with eil~h subject pro
dw:ilLg il pilir(~l Silrnpk per :;cpnMio E,,~h pair is made up of tb(' subjuct's 
~ompMison of I,he original tl'OKd to tll(' hmIlall altcn'd crowd aud tbe nml<'hi"'g 
comp<U'iwll bctw(u! the orif\imd and t.he CSS all,pr(,d <Towd. The hypol,hesis tlwt 
WI' te,t i, I,hat. the; simil",.i!.y :;('f)f(' is ilLri('pend('nt. of the method of meetin~ the 
('rowd c"",r.n,i,.,r.,. Thi., rpsull,8 of the compMisons Me given in Table b,3, TIl('sC 
f<'sults an' wmewhilt surprisir.g· in t ha t they Rhow that. [or" llHmhcr o[ ",'emui",;, 
the majority of the subjeds tested prdNn..j the uo\\"d gt'llenll(~l by the; rm!.i}
matic CSS ~.IsteHl, III orck'r to j"dW' tb(' Sif\lli[iccan<'(' of r.h(,,,; ohS('rn,lions, I.he 
RtatiRti('al likelibood of tlwm occllTl'in ,.; with onr hypothesis bping true mnst be 
exanLilL(,d. 

Each SlnL<l.l'io is e;xilrnillf'd ""pilmkly. As the wmple; are paired, statistical 
alLaly,i, is "",<h,ded on r.he dilf('renC'e between the tKO ~imilarity s<:;on's s"pplied 
by" panicular h;st subje<'t. The Signe<i R"r.k Test [Ric%] i~ a llOll-parametric 
test that may be applied without am' a$smIlptioll~ abolll the; lH,d('rlyin,.; di,'ri
butioll of the poplllatioI~~ from \\"hidl Ib(, smlLplp" an; dmwn, 

if thp m('[hod of ('{lnstwint satisfaction mak('s llO diiIen;llC(' to the Rif\llificancf' 
score giwn by a tpst subjed then " 'e "'OLlld exred the ditfen'llCf' ill ""ore" to be 
cf'lLtre<i on zero and the di[fe[ell~es ralldollJ!\' distril,.,u,d ab",'(' and 1".'low ~pro 
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·"W" __ .... "'~,.~,~._w~, "" ....• ~_,"" . ..... ,-~-~.,".-

Figme H,:l: 'Fh ,- COJnP'J1'1--5())).$ ramul (llI//'Y Ir.I'I.I'tI-/'I"d .. , m tfu.lwrrwn .,["dy. The 
mw.!!,' ()rI [h,' IrI! sho1L's the first orr-un of a U.I'U' (om!!,-",',,,,,n 'u' /m;h displays tht 

origmai c-mwd A d",~('n'!ilion of liw .,anario is indud~'d a/!(IFf lht' Fui,,,,. Thr 
irrwg,- on the righl "h()u',,' Ihe .'w;()nd .'nenl oj tht coJnpariwn 'wht,n' lilt' u_,,,,,, 1 .. ' 
.,hown the alttn-'d rrowd willi" ",,-,"""plum of !h.t' reqldred chang,- and ashd to 
'{1"'(; " "muiarihl wxne, 

The firlL "I."p iI, I1.pplving this test is to di~ard allY pai r.'< in whi{'h I.h" S('ureS an' 
pqual, re,ult,iHg iJl " reduced smnple size. Each pair is t h('lJ assigtled a vah", of 
either positiN. for H differ"m."e I.hl1.1. fitVOlirS Lhe CSS, or mgatiFf, for a diff~rptl('(' 
\.lJat f,I\'oU1'S thp ('''lwrt ""',". If um' hypothesis is O:)rr~t then we would ~"ppd 
\.lIe pwbl1.biliti~s of a po~iti"e atld m'i',al.iw n ",,,lL to oe equal Therefore, our null 
j'Yjlotjle~i~ i, I.hl1.1. P (J,Ci whpre J! is t he probabilit,y of a l'n~iLh-" ['-'.'lull. . 

..... " tllPr~ nrC' otll:. hm op1.ions for ea.ch , alllpl~ pair: po,itiw Or tl"",al.i"" , \H' 

expect t llP distributi')H to follu", t.llHl. of the binomial distribu tioll . \\-(' Hlake USI' 
of Ihe binomial test ,,-hieh prodll{,'''' Lh" probabilities shown in Tabl~ 8.4. 

Tl",re nr" I.'H' wl1.ys in which our hypothesi, "ould pruv" fal~", Firstly, if the 
expPft user dlm'g"s j.JIe e[()\\,(j ],,"'~ l.lwn l.he CSS thpn. in fa'-'L l' <. 0 .. 5, .. '\lwnl1l
tive:", ifthp CSS dlllnges th" o()\\'(1 hdJaviour less tha.n the expprt uspr, ",' hll"" 
]! > (J.". \Ye shall first l'l{lk at, t-h" sceH<lrio" iH ",hidl l.he ""ores support l' < 0 .. 5 
and discllS~ \.llei[ sil!,nifk1ll1ce. 

Fur sC""'I[ir" 2. :1. .. ,mel Ci \w ""e t,lmt a high ,,,. JllUub"r uf test subject8 pre
f~rr\'d tl", '''''1,,,,t ,,,er lu l.he CSS. Thp pr<Jbabilit i('s of the"e UbSl'IYI1.t.iOll8 given 
that, tlw SlUUp]" is I.akell from a populatio)) with Il bitlumilll di~lrib"l.ioll is still 
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Tilhle 8_)' Th.e 1r.'.mi.t8 of th,· iUlTfl(lfi ('XlIfTllrwnl The pillet'S where the CSS· altered 
crowd wa s found more similar to the original, or tvli ere 111." f11x, ,-l '11.' « '1 "lid CSS 
achiet'ed the .,am" ." .. "re.', all, h:'-'lhi1.-'lhlnlm Q1f" I. 

bid} hi!-\h_ If Wf' mal" ll~e or a cOllfid~n(A~ interval of 95'10, nOILf' of thf'''' four 
S(,~llnrlOS give ns a p-wll u'> low enough to rf'jPCt onr null-hypothesis . 

for th~ remaining sc~nario,,: 1. G, 7, ii ,1nd !). we Oh'NH' llloH.' test sllhjt"'s 
pH.'fNr;ll~ t.he CSS to lhe e"pen "sec. t' ~ing a similar cOlllidencf' intf'Twl l of 9~ ;{ 

we nILd t.tlilt SCf' llllrios 1,6 and 7 (10 not giv" ns c ans~ to rejer1 our nnll-hyp01hesis. 
HOKewr, bOlh the observations for ,,(,ena.rio Ii and !) hav(.' a prohahi lity or only 
iU)l ~iven 1.1H1t Ji = 0_5_ We w,mld t.herctore rf'jPCt th" llnll-hypothf'sis in the~e 
(',lses imd ~tat e mther I.h1ll. f' > 0_5 which lll~ans that p AopJe find t he egg lO 
prodlJ(·~ Ipss not i,..,nble chimg'> t.han th~ '>Xjwrt u~pr for these on) s(cenarios. Sce
narios 8 and 9 are the ES<'aping ;"[ke and nobol \\'iU scemuios. In hoth '·il~eS the 
e..xpen user alt erffi the fll'ing range of the \Val' nohm a~('ntH in order 10 lUee l. t.he 
reqnired ronstrailll.s wide t.he CSS did not. Thi~ dlil"g~ S~f'lll ; to prow highly 
ILoti ,x~)).hle 10 obs,>rv,>rs_ 

Although thi s , urpri , ing result i, of mtere, I, it. mus1 be taken in the ("()nV.''(t. 
of 'lll nine t.(.'sl.(,1 s('enM;o~. Si,we t he rejon iOIL of th~ ILull-hypoth~ sis i~ not 
wide~pread, 1here is ILOt. e"'mgh evid'>llce t o say t hat t h~ ess, in meel ing spec
ir,(,d cOILst.raims, ,·hallge; th~ CH""'l'S behaviour less th'-Ill an exper1 user would, 
Th~ rf'su lt dcws support the use of Ihe egg. however. ,1S it pmv;r!t'S no ('videILce 
t lllll t1w all10matic system changes Ihe (,rowd's hell1lviollr more t.llilll ll()ct1;sarv. 
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S".".no Trio!> s,""'"'''' """"" .. I 1.,1 , 
" " o.n , 
" • 0.32 , 
" W O .• ~ 

• " • 0,11 

" " • 0.J9 

• " • 0.0> 

" CO G,11 

• " " '" • " ", 0.0' 

Table ~.4: The anaIY_'i,,' ".f the hnm(},tI. ""7)fT;mr.-Tli ,.".-11l1,s ""i,i,q thf sign tf"t_ Thf 
!h,w,lI.w! lfS! 'values ,give th~' probabIiity of the ""_'r.f'v',,j ,.nl",;,1 qi.:erl Ihat !llf 

mdlwd 4 "mB!min! satLsjaction aOf''' 1VJt afJpd the "imiirwifi) W~m', 

.-\ "-eflkne,~ of 1.)1(' ,i!!,1l !.en IS I,hat it dbcards thf compf\Tisons tiLat, r"~l1it, ill 
identical S('Orf~_ !\ " th"",, ob>,<'rmtiolls, ill fact, S<IPPOrt OUI llull-hypothe'i", t.he!
are of' inkrest. .-\ "tllti,ti,'al t"~t tlL>l1. coll"iders l,lles<, vallws i, the pain..-] t-t e't. 
01lT Illlll-hypot.hesis ill thi" CfU;e is th"t tiLe )tl""l1 di:I""""",, hdw'~'" ~llch paired 
",lJtlple~ i, z"m, Tlw p-\'ahes givfll by tiLi, te't flre "how" in Tah]e S,:;. A, t.llis 
te,t, i, two-wil,~L a cOllfid"llce illt(Tnl of g.';\\(; doe, not flllow lJ~ to ""i"'t, 0111' mill 
hypothesis for fmy of t IL!' ""('Ilario~ e-"cepl, t.he ;:<,'h. For this pflrticubr """"ario_ 
l.lw 1,,,:;1, o('{Jr(>S show that, ,, i>lrge lllllUI"," of t.he l.eSI, "llbj(C(;t; foulld thf erowd 
"'('Iwml.c,l by t.he CSS to be mor~ , imil,,,' t,o t.)1(' ori,.,illai. If allyl.hillg. this re:;ult 
"how" tlLf,t, t.he CSS dj,m!!"O' a cl'O\Hl h>s" th",n an fxpert u,;er', m,lDllal ait.('mtioll 
wOlild. 

It is in lportilDt to m,o"'lli~, I,hat. l,he ~imi]arit.y o('{)rf is fl subjectiw I1LfaHJr(' 
alld so call ","ry in ddinit.ion fmm Oil" e-"per inwlll,al s'Jbj(.::t to the next._ Oi:Ier
""l, P(,;}ple arf \-~ry likely to h,w(' ">lryill!!, cldlllitiolls of t.lw t"nns "vfry sinlibr" 
,mel -,lighl.l,1 Sinlihq", for ~xfUupl" T Id, '''hject.ivit,1 i, ",p,x':ially n,leVflnt to 

t,he t,-t""t whe"" the ael.llal s..'1,mpl~ nlluf" Ilr~ 1h(~1 t,o ,,,,,,,"s t.he llnll hypothesis, 
A" t.he sign \.<'st, compar(>s t.he ordfrillg of the "inliiflrity m\;](', (whidt md-hod 
recdws the higILCT ,,'nr,,) mt.her t.h&ll the val"es themselw~, it. i" lc,,< >lff(~·:tc,l b,1 
this sllbj()cli\-ity. 

!\ not." I1L""t als<) be made on the limimt.ion" of t,hi~ eXp"rimellt" An obvio'J~ 
lim.itfltion i, t.)1(' nllit(, ,ample of po,sible scellflrios that we 1N', Thi" i,. llllfor
tUllflteiy, ll"",-oid>lhk, Am)l,her limitation is du~ to the crowd ,iJtl1lial,ioll ,y,t"m 
and fXPfrt ll'€r_ To ~)Jtl!' deg"" l.lw r'-'~llll.s ofthi, e:q)€riIILfnt are clep('lldelll, Oil 
the ql1ality of t fl!' hrai Il "dit ill!!, 1.00], and conljJet~llC'e of t IL~ ('XI"'I'\. ll~'''. 

D,O'pit" th<"Se iiIILimt.ion~_ t.he ['(>snit",. I.aken togdher, do not. give any ],('>lSOIl 
t" I",]i""" that thf C5S Ch,lDg(" tIL" \)('lmviom of l.lw crowd morn tilk'" ,m ('x-
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Scenario Method Mean Variance Paired t test 
Expert User 2.25 1.69 

0.3 
CSS 2.56 2.17 

2 
Expert User 2.95 1.92 

0.61 
CSS 2.8 2.27 

3 
Expert User 3.35 1.8 

0.32 
CSS 3.1 1.78 

4 
Expert User 3.62 1.43 

0.12 
CSS 3.37 1.51 

5 
Expert User 1. 79 3.09 

0.48 
CSS 1.68 3.49 

6 
Expert User 1.4 3.55 

0.03 
CSS 1.83 3.77 

7 
Expert User 2.09 3.08 

0.04 
CSS 2.63 2.27 

8 
Expert User 2.32 1.91 

0.01 
CSS 2.96 1.66 
Expert User 3.39 1.26 

9 0.17 
CSS 3.74 1.67 

Table 8.5: Statistical analysis of the human experiment using the paired t-test. 
The p-values in the right-most column give the likelihood of the observed values 
given that the mean difference between the paired samples is zero. 

pert user does. This result quiets our initial concern and supports the use of the 
automatic crowd control system. 

8.6 Discussion 

The three comparisons carried out between the CSS and expert user provide a 
good deal of insight into the possibilities of the proposed constraint-based con
trol. The constraint satisfaction comparison shows that the CSS is able to meet 
the crowd-level constraints in a completely automatic manner with similar effec
tiveness to the expert user. We discuss the results with particular reference to 
the design and implementation decision described in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. 

8.6.1 Constraint-based Control 

Our crowd control system makes use of constraints based on their effectiveness in 
previous work. Although a study of the use of these constraints is not our aim, 
the results of our system supports the use of constraints as a worthwhile means of 
applying control. In each scenario that was tested, the required changes were de
cided before the specification of formal constraints was considered. Despite this, 
the number of constraints required was not very large, nor were they difficult to 
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the "master" agents which are instanced to create large crowds. These change~ 
are made to parameters that might normally be altered by the crowd animator 
in creating a crowd. Because of this, the additional automatic control provided 
by the CSS may be used as an additional layer in the authoring process. Crowds 
that have constraints applied to them may be altered further by hand or other 
methods. In this way the CSS may assist the existing control method - manual 
alteration - with the user being able to change parameter values by hand as a 
fall-back measure. 

Due to the complexities involved in creating an agent's brain and motion, crowd 
packages such as Massive provide ready-made agents that may be used to form 
crowds "out of the box". This step is effective for creating standard crowds. 
such as those that fill stadiums or randomly wander in an environment. These 
packaged crowds, however, are unlikely to behave exactly as required and so 
some editing of the agent behaviour is required. For a user unfamiliar with the 
structure and workings of a particular agent's brain, the editing and tweaking of 3 

crowd's behaviour is a challenging task. The control proposed in this dissertation 
could be applied to such crowds without any knowledge of how their behaviour i~ 
actually described or created. In this way, "out of the box" crowds can be easily 
customised without a lengthy process of first understanding how they work. 

It is unlikely than anyone method of automatic control will be able to com
pletely meet the needs of crowd animation users and so the manual editing of 
a crowd's behaviour will always be needed. This constraint-based method may. 
however, be applied as an "intelligent assistant", helping the crowd author m 
creating a crowd animation that meets the particular needs. 

9.2 Limitations and Future Work 

The manner in which control is applied to the agent crowds is through altering 
the parameters of their brain nodes. In fuzzy logic terms this is the altering of 
the membership curves that define the fuzzy sets used in the inference that takes 
place in an agent's brain. This has the effect of altering an agent's understanding 
of a particular value used in a fuzzy rule. The CSS is not able to change the 
structure of the rules, however, which means that there are limitations to the 
constraints that may be successfully met. 

An additional means of meeting particular constraints may be used in coopera
tion with the approach presented in this dissertation. On such possibility makes 
use of the random variation often introduced to crowds by a crowd animation 
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system. Each instance of a master agent created in )';lassive is varied with regard 
to its possible motion and behaviour. This randomness, which produces more 
lifelike crowds with realistic variation, was not included in our implemented sys
tem. An extension to our system might allow this random element to be used 
to alter the initial conditions of a simulation such that the required constraints 
are met. This added control would be useful for per-shot tweaking in which the 
global changes of our behaviour-altering CSS are not sufficient. 

The two main areas in which further research may be conducted are the use 
of crowd level constraints in control and the optimisation process used by the 
CSS. The constraints applied by our system are general objects which were cre
ated individually as needed. As they stand, these constraint objects require both 
a knowledge of the crowd simulation system and some programming skill in order 
to create. This is ideal for use in visual effects as these constraint objects need to 
be available quickly and used by non-programmers. Research into the usability 
of these constraints is required in order to determine how this additional control 
should best be presented to an end-user. 

The CSS makes use of a particle swarm optimisation (PSO) with a weighted 
sum compromise approach in order to optimise the multiple objective functions 
represented by a user's constraints. There are, however, a number of different 
options in this area, some of which may produce better results that the system 
currently implemented. In particular, a multi-objective optimisation method that 
finds a Pareto-optimal subset of possible compromise solutions may be preferable 
to a single solution. This would allow a user to decide on the compromise between 
objectives even during the running of the CSS. 

The use of a PSO method in the searching of a particular simulation's parameter 
space was based on its ease of implementation, potential for parallel computation 
and ability to be used with black-box functions. There are a number of other 
possibilities that may be explored in this area, however. An interesting option 
is the use of some form of meta-modelling technique, discussed in Section 7.4, in 
order to produce a substitute objective function. The parallel implementation 
of the PSO or some other evolutionary computing method would be of value in 
order to determine the possible speed-up achieved by such an approach. 

One of the main difficulties in searching a simulation's parameter space is the 
large number of parameters that may be varied. The parameters taken from the 
brain are done so in a rather naive manner with little consideration for the rela
tionship between them or for those parameters that are unlikely to have any effect 
on the crowd's meeting the specified constraints. The altering of parameters in 
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a more intelligent manner is, therefore, an area that may produce some fruit if 
more closely examined. 

One of the limitations of our investigation has been the lack of expert usE'f~ 

available to evaluate the technique. As there is only one expert user of our crowd 
system (the author himself), the results are tied to some degree to his exper
tise. Although this is undesirable, the plausibility and fruitfulness of this form of 
control are still confirmed. Valuable insight into the effectiveness and usefulness 
of this form of proposed control might require the building of a more completE' 
system deployed in industry where animators could use such a system in the an
imation of fully fledged film crowds. 

An additional limitation to our evaluation of the CSS is in the simplicity of 
the crowd model used. The agents implemented for our crowd simulation system 
are only able to take a small number of simple actions. The perceived change 
in the crowd's behaviour could be affected by more complex motion trees a:ld 
testing on a crowd system with more complex motion is desirable. 

Massive agents used in films may have brains containing 7000 or 8000 nodes. 
In contrast, the agents used for our tests have only around 100 nodes, mostly 
due to their much simplified motion. A question, therefore, remains as to how 
well our control system will perform when the complexity of the agent brain~ 
is increased. The simple increase in simulation time required by more complex 
agents can be offset by a more efficient implementation of the crowd simulation. 
However, an increase in brain nodes will produce a corresponding increase in thE' 
number of parameters that may be altered by the CSS. 

In order to deal with this, these parameters may be dealt with in a morc in
telligent may, as described above. It is likely that large sections of the brain 
can easily be identified as having little to do with particular constraints and so 
not considered by the optimisation. Most importantly, the parallel nature of the 
PSO allows additional computational power to be applied in order to improve 
the performance of the CSS. While an expert user is limited in how fast a crowd 
may be altered, this automatic system may be made almost arbitrarily fast. 
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